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FIVE-YEAR REVIEW REPORT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducts Five-Year Reviews (FYR) 
at Superfund sites to evaluate the implementation and performance of remedial actions in order to 
determine if the remedies are. or will continue to be protective of human health and the 
environment. The methods, findings, and conclusions of reviews are documented in FYR reports. 
In addition, FYR reports identify issues foimd during the review, if any, and document 
recommendations to address them. 

EPA has conducted a FYR of the remedy implemented at the Hagen Farm Superfund site in 
Stoughton, Dane County, Wisconsin. EPA is the lead agency for developing and implementing 
the remedy for the site. The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), as the support 
agency representing the State of Wisconsin, has reviewed the supporting documentation and 
provided input to EPA during the FYR process. 

EPA prepared this FYR report pursuant to Section 121 of the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) as amended, consistent with the National 
Contingency Plan (NCP)(40 CFR Section 300.430(f)(4)(ii)), and in consideration of EPA policy. 

The Hagen Farm site consists of two operable units (OUs), both of which are addressed in this 
FYR report. OU 1, the Source Control Operable Unit (SCOU), addresses the consolidated waste 
within Ae capped landfill. OU 2, the Groundwater Control Operable Unit (GCOU), addresses the 
groundwater contaminant plume emanating from the site. 

This is the fifth FYR for the site. The triggering action for this statutory review is the completion 
date of the previous FYR of July 27,2011. This FYR is required because hazardous substances, 
pollutants, or contaminants remain at the site above levels &at allow for unlimited use and 
unrestricted exposure (UU/UE). 

Sheila Sullivan, EPA Remedial Project Manager (RPM) led the Hagen Farm FYR. Additional 
participants included EPA consultant David Dougherty of Subterranean Research, Inc., and Gary 
Edelstein, WDNR Site Manager. Potentially responsible party (PRP) participants included Mike 
Peterson of Waste Management of Wisconsin (WMWl) and WMWl consultant Mike Prattke of 
SCS Engineers. EPA notified WDNR and the PRP of the initiation of the FYR by letter on 
September 22,2015 (see Attachment 1). 

EPA and WDNR will place the completed FYR report in their respective Hagen Farm site files 
and at the local site information repository at the Stoughton Public library, 304 South Fourth 
Street, Stoughton, Wisconsin. 



Five-Year Review Summary Form 

NPL status: Final 

Multiple OUs? 
Yes 

Has the site achieved construction completion? 
Yes 

Lead agency: EPA 

Author name (Federal or State Project Manager): Sheila A. Sullivan 

Author affiliation: EPA 

Review period: September 22,2015 - July 27,2016 

Date of site inspection: September 25, 2015 

Type of review: Statutory 

Review number: 5 

Triggering action date: July 27,2011 

Due date (fiveyears after triggering action date): July 27, 2016 

Site Background 

Physical Characteristics 

The 28-acre Hagen Farm Superfund site is located at 2318 County Highway A in the town of 
Dunkirk, approximately one mile east of Stoughton, Dane Coimty, Wisconsin (Figure 1). The site 
includes the now-capped 10-acre former waste disposal area and is bounded on the south by 
Highway A and on Ae north by an adjacent gravel pit and a private landing strip. The Yahara 
River is located about 1.5 miles to the west of the site and flows in a southerly direction. Site 
topography is flat to gently rolling and slopes toward the river from the higher areas on the 
northeast and east. The closest surface water body (Sundby Pond) is located about one-half mile 



south of the waste disposal area. Groundwater occurs at a depth of about 20 feet below ground 
surface (bgs) xmder the landfill area and ranges from three to 46 feet bgs nearby. Groundwater 
flow beneath the main disposal area is toward the south to southeast (see Figure 2). 

Land Resource and Use 

The landfill cap supports a variety of vegetation and the site area is frequented by wildlife, 
notably birds, small mammals and deer. Sensitive ecological habitats or rare or endangered 
species have not been observed. 

The Town of Dunkirk is an unincorporated township located about 10 miles southeast of Madison 
in Dane Coimty. Dunkirk is primarily a rural farming community and most of the land is 
agricultural. Dunkirk, together with the nearby towns of Rutland, Dimn, and Pleasant Springs, has 
adopted the coimty's exclusive agricultural zoning ordinance that limits non-farm development in 
rural areas. As of the mid-1990s, over 40 percent of each town's farmland was enrolled in the 
state's Farmland Preservation Program (Figure 3). 

Current land use surrounding the site includes a private 3,000-foot landing strip, which ends 
directly at the northwest comer of the site (landfill) property. To the east, land is zoned rural 
residential with a prescribed density of 1 to 35 acres per residence. Planned neighborhood areas 
are to the northeast of the site. A parcel directly west and adjacent to the site property ("Lot 3") 
was sold by WMWI (or "Waste Management") to a developer in about 2003, and is planned for 
future residential development. Other adjacent land is zoned agricultural. Land south of Highway 
A directly across from the site property is used commercially, and is occupied by Wingra Redi-
Mix, an operating concrete facility. The Hagen Farm site property is and will remain zoned as 
industrial. 

The City of Stoughton urban service area, which includes the provision of public water supply 
and sanitary sewer systems, includes parts of the Town of Dunkirk. Residents living near the site 
obtain their water from private wells. WMWI annually samples a number of private wells around 
and downgradient of the site property (Figure 4). Several other hazardous waste sites are located 
in southern Dane County, such as the City Disposal Corp. and the Stoughton City Landfill 
Superfund sites. 

History of Contamination 

The Hagen Farm site was operated as a sand and gravel pit prior to the late 1950s. From the late 
1950s to the mid-1960s, the on-site gravel pit was used for waste disposal. Solvents and other 
organic materials, in addition to the municipal wastes, were disposed of including acetone, butyl 
acetate, 1-2-dichloroethene (1,2-DCE), tetrahydrofuran (THF), solid vinyl, sludge material 
containing methyl ethyl ketone and xylenes, and toluene. Hazardous wastes as per the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C.§6901, were also disposed of at the site. The 
site stopped accepting waste in 1966, prior to regulation of hazardous waste disposal by RCRA 
Subtitle C. Table 8 of Appendix 1 ("Additional Tables") provides a chronology of all significant 
site activities to the present. 



II. RESPONSE ACTION SUMMARY 

Basis for Taking Action 

From 1980 to 1986, WDNR sampled the groundwater at on-site monitoring wells and found 
organic compounds, namely benzene, ethylbenzene, THF, xylenes, and toluene. The groundwater 
from private wells on adjacent properties showed the presence of acetone, THF, vinyl chloride 
(VC), xylenes, trans-1,2-DCE, and trichloroethene (TCE). 

EPA listed the Hagen Farm site on the National Priorities List (NPL) on July 22,1987. The two 
named PRPs for the site, Uniroyal and WMWI, conducted a remedial investigation and feasibility 
study (RI/FS) at the site from 1988 to 1992 under a July 27,1987 Administrative Order on 
Consent (AOC) with EPA. 

The RI defined two OUs for the site. The SCOU (OU 1), which addresses waste refuse and sub-
waste soils, and the GCOU (OU 2), which addresses the groundwater contaminant plume. 

Operable Unit 1 - SCOU 

The 1990 RI/FS Report for the SCOU, which documented the nature and extent of contamination 
and evaluated possible exposure pathways, concluded that: 

1. Three disposal areas were present. Most of the waste was in one main disposal area 
designated as "area A"; 

2. Hazardous substances were not detected in two smaller disposal areas (areas B and C); 

3. Area A is about 6 acres in size, an average of 8 feet thick, and contains an estimated 
67,650 cubic yards of waste including municipal waste, paint sludge, grease, rubber, and 
several industrial chemicals. The major contaminants found in the waste and groundwater 
were THF, xylenes, toluene, benzene, ethylbenzene, acetone, 2-butanone, semi-volatile 
organics, barium, lead, and mercury; 

4. The waste is in contact with groundwater, thereby it acts as a continuous source of 
groundwater contamination; and 

5. Contaminants in the waste and groundwater around the waste pose an unacceptable 
current and future risk to human health, primarily from direct contact, inhalation, and 
ingestion of on-site groundwater. 

6. No unacceptable ecological risks were found. 

Operable Unit 2 - GCOU 

The April 1992 RI/FS Report for the GCOU included the following conclusions and observations: 



1. VOCs are the major contaminants of concem in groundwater. The most prevalent VOC 
was THF with a maximum detected concentration of 630,000 micrograms per liter (pg/L) 
or parts-per-billion (ppb). Under Ch. NR 140 Groundwater Quality, Wisconsin 
Administrative Code (WAG), the Enforcement Standard (ES) is 50 pg/L and the 
Preventive Action Limit (PAL) is 10 pg/L for THF. 

2. The occurrence, concentration, and distribution of THF in the groundwater suggested a 
THF plume originating from the disposal area and extending about 3,600 feet 
downgradient (south) of the site property; 

3. VOCs were not detected in samples collected from private wells during the investigation; 

4. The results of a treatability study indicated that THF and other VOCs in groundwater can 
be effectively treated using activated biological sludge; and 

5. Groundwater posed a current and future unacceptable risk to human health, primarily from 
the potential ingestion of contaminated groimdwater near the site. 

Response Actions 

Operable Unit 1-SCOU 

EPA, with concurrence from the State of Wisconsin, issued a Record of Decision (ROD) for the 
SCOU on September 17,1990. The remedial action objectives (RAOs) included: 

1. Reduce or minimize direct contact with contaminated waste and soil; and 

2. Reduce or minimize release of contaminants to the groundwater. 

EPA selected the following remedy for the SCOU to address the RAOs: 

• Consolidate the three waste disposal areas (areas A, B, and C) into one (area A); 

• Cap the consolidated waste; 

• Install and operate an in-situ vapor extraction (ISVE) system through the cap; 

• Evaluate natural microbial degradation of VOCs in the waste and sub waste soils during 
operation of the ISVE system; 

• Prevent installation of drinking water wells within the vicinity of the disposal areas and 
protect the cap by using deed and access restrictions; and 

• During the full-scale ISVE implementation, perform a treatability study to examine the 
feasibility of adding essential nutrients (e.g., moisture, oxygen, nitrogen, and phosphate) 
to the waste/sub-soils in order to enhance the natural microbial degradation of organic 
compounds. 
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The waste consolidation and capping portion of the remedial action (RA) for the SCOU would 
address the source of contamination and reduce potential human health risks by eliminating the 
direct contact and inhalation exposure routes. The cap and ISVE portion of the RA would reduce 
contaminant loading to the groundwater and would be the first steps towards eliminating human 
health risks associated with groundwater ingestion. 

Operable Unit 2 - GCOU 

With concurrence from the State of Wisconsin, EPA issued a ROD for the GCOU on September 
30,1992. The RAOs of the ROD for the GCOU included: 

1. Restore groimdwater qxiality so that contaminant levels meet appropriate federal and state 
groundwater quality standards; 

2. Stop the flow of contaminated groundwater downgradient of the site property and to the 
Yahara River; and 

3. Prevent the flow of contaminated groundwater to residential wells. 

The remedy selected to meet these objectives included: 

• Pump-and-treat on- and off-property groimdwater; 

• Treat extracted on-property groundwater using activated biological sludge (ABS) and 
treat extracted off-property groimdwater using a technology to be determined by bench 
scale tests during the remedial design (RD) phase; 

• Discharge treated groundwater to neighboring wetlands or the Yahara River; 

• Treat and dispose of sludges generated from the groundwater treatment, and treat off-
gases emitted from the treatment process; 

• Use bench-scale studies to determine the effect of nutrients and/or oxygen on 
contaminated groundwater with the goal of enhancing bioremediation in the contaminated 
aquifer; 

• Monitor all private wells located around the site; and 

• Use deed and access restrictions to prevent the installation of drinking water wells within 
the vicinity of the disposal area and off-property. 

The bench-scale treatment tests indicated that biological treatment was the most effective 
treatment technology for contaminated off-property groundwater at this site. 

At the time of the ROD, EPA anticipated that the selected pump-and-treat remedy would require 
as much as 30 years to restore the aquifer. The ROD also stated that the time required to achieve 
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the RAOs was limited by the extraction technology. Remediation times are described in terms of 
advection flushing times. The effects of retardation and dispersion are not accounted for in the 
groundwater remediation time estimates. Advection flushing time was estimated to be between 10 
and 15 years under the selected remedy. The addition of in-situ bioremediation would potentially 
decrease the remediation time to between 5 and 10 years, however EPA predicted the actual 
cleanup time to be substantially longer due to the effects of retardation and dispersion. 

Status of ImDlementation 

WMWI settled its claims against Uniroyal in December 1992 and is currently the only 
participating FRF. As such, WMWI conducted the remedial design and remedial action (RD/RA) 
for boA OUs with oversight from EFA and WDNR. 

Operable Unit 1 - SCOU 

WMWI completed the RD/RA for the SCOU under a March 1991 Unilateral Administrative 
Order (UAO) issued by EFA. 

In April 1991, EFA issued an Explanation of Significant Difference (ESD) to further refine the 
ISVE cleanup standard from the ROD goal of 90 percent removal of VOCs in the waste and sub 
waste soils. EFA, with state concurrence, approved the use of a groimdwater/soil-gas model for 
each VOC detected in the waste and sub-waste soils and/or the groundwater to determine the 
cleanup standard for the waste and sub-waste soils. The model-predicted soil and corresponding 
soil-gas cleanup levels for THE were 0.1 micrograms per kilogram (pg/kg) and 0.007pg/L, 
respectively. The predicted soil and soil-gas cleanup levels for total xylenes are 2.6 pg/kg and 
23.5 pg/L, respectively. This approach ensured cleanup goals that were measurable, reliable, and 
consistent with the NCF. 

WMWI completed the RD for waste consolidation and capping in August 1991 and began on-site 
construction in September 1991. It removed about 30,000 cubic yards of refuse and non-native 
materials from areas B and C for consolidation into area A, and subsequently backfilled areas B 
and C. Area A, which now contained 97,650 cubic yards of waste, was capped. The cap complies 
with Ch. NR 504.07,WAC and consists of (from bottom to top) 24 inches of clay, 12 inches of 
drainage gravel, a non-woven geotextile fabric to provide filtration and to keep the gravel clean, 
18 inches of rooting zone soil, and 6 inches of vegetative topsoil. 

WMWI completed the RD for the ISVE system in August 1993 following pilot-scale testing to 
determine the RD parameters. The ISVE system consists of eight vapor extraction wells screened 
from the bottom of the waste, through the sub-waste soils, and down to groimdwater. WMWI 
installed 29 gas probes, screened at various depths designed to monitor extraction well effects, at 
various locations and depths throughout and around the landfill (see Figure 5). The ISVE 
discharges VOCs directly to the air in compliance with the substantive requirements of a 
Wisconsin air-use permit (Ch. NR 445, WAC). WMWI completed the construction and startup of 
the ISVE system in January 1994 and continues to operate the system. 
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In September 1994, WMWI submitted an FS that evaluated microbial degradation of VOCs in the 
waste and sub-waste soils. The FS concluded that an enhanced biological treatment system would 
not be feasible or cost-effective as the existing ISVE system alone was capable of enhancing the 
needed biological activity. 

Operable Unit 2 - GCOU 

Under a November 1992 UAO, WMWI completed the RD and RA for the groundwater pump-
and-treat system in May 1995 and April 1996, respectively. On August 27, 1996, EPA issued a 
Preliminary Close Out Report (POOR) for the entire site and signed an ESD to document the 
following modifications to the 1992 ROD selected remedy for the GCOU: 

1. Discharge treated groimdwater back into the ground (reinfiltration), on-property, and 
upgradient of the capped waste disposal area, instead of to the Yahara River or wetlands; 

2. Combine extracted on- and off-property groundwater into one influent stream and treat the 
single influent stream in an on-property treatment facility, as opposed to treating on- and 
off-property groundwater at two separate facilities; and 

3. Use fixed film biological treatment (FFBT) instead of ABS to treat all extracted 
groundwater. 

Under the RA work plan, the groundwater restoration system was to be operated until cleanup 
standards were achieved in the aquifer at the point of compliance, i.e., the waste boundary, and 
downgradient, which was anticipated to take up to 30 years. The 1992 ROD-selected cleanup 
standards for groundwater at this site are Wisconsin PALs, as set forth in Ch. NR 140, WAC. 

Table 1 (see page 14) shows the applicable PALs and ES for chemicals foimd at the site, as well 
as the maximum concentratii^ns of COCs from the most recent sampling data. The "Cleanup 
Standards" column provides the site-specific cleanup goals of the CiCOU ROD (PALs) as well as 
other types of groundwater cleanup standards (i.e., MCLs and ESs) for comparison. The table 
shows a comparison of each cleanup standard in place at the time of the ROD to the current 2016 
regulatory levels. 

The groundwater extraction system consisted of four extraction wells within the contaminant 
plume: three near the landfill (EWl, EW2, and EW3) and one off-property about 800 himdred 
feet south of the landfill (EW5). The system was designed to pump between 80 and 130 gallons 
per minute (gpm). The treatment plant was constructed near the southern edge of the landfill (see 
Figure 2), and was designed to treat high flow rates (70-100 gpm) of moderately to highly 
contaminated groimdwater, e.g., THF concentrations greater than 2,000 pg/L. The extracted 
groundwater was treated for VOCs and metals prior to discharge back into the ground, in 
compliance with the substantive requirements of a Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (WPDES) permit. Volatile organic chemicals were treated using submerged FFBT, which 
destroyed VOCs, making air treatment technologies to capture off-gases unnecessary. The 
discharge permit levels are the Wisconsin groundwater ESs in shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Groundwater Cleanup Standards and Maximum Concentrations Detected for COCs 

Chemicals 

Maximum Concentrations Found 
between 1/2010-6/2016 (pg/L) Cleanup Standards (pg/L) 

Chemicals 
Date Concentration 

(Well)/Location 

ES PAL MCL Chemicals 
Date Concentration 

(Well)/Location GCOU 
ROD 2016* 

GCOU 
ROD 2016* 

GCOU 
ROD 

2016** 

Organic 

Benzene 6/7/10, 
4/13/10 

3.1 (P17C)/on-property 5 5 0.067 0.5 5 5 

1,1-DCE ND 7 7 0.024 0.7 7 7 

c/s-l,2-DCE 2/17/10 0.53J (P7B)/on-property NL 70 NL 7 NL 70 

trans-\,2-Y)CE ND NL 100 NL 20 NL 100 

Ethylbenzene 5/12/11 0.85J (MW26)/on-property 1,360 700 272 140 700 700 

Tetrahydrofuran 8/17/12 9,700 (MW7)/on-property 50 50 10 10 NA NA 

Toluene 8/27/15 1.3 J (P35B)/off-property 343 800 68.6 160 1,000 1,000 

Trichloroethene 6/5/15 0.54J (P26B)/on-property NL 5 NL 0.5 NL 5 

Xylenes 1/21/10 91 (P17C)/on-property 620 2,000 124 400 10,000 10,000 

Vinyl Chloride 6/7/10 6.7 (P17C)/on-property 0.2 0.2 0.0015 0.02 2 2 

Inorganic tdisso vedl 

Arsenic 2/22/12 8.5 (MW22)/on-property 50 10 5 1 50 10 

Barium 2/18/15 99.7 (OB8M)/oflF-property 1,000 2,000 200 400 2,000 2,000 

Iron 2/18/10 5,740 (P22B)/on-property 300 300^ 150 150^ 300' 300' 

Lead 2/15/11 5.1 (MW27)/off-property 50 15 5 1.5 15^ 152 

Manganese 2/10/16 99.6 (P32B)/ofF-property 50^ 300 and 
50^ 

25^ 60 and 
25^ 

50' 50' 

Mercury 8/17/12 0.13J (P7B)/on-property 2 2 0.2 0.2 2 2 

ES - Enforcement Standard, NR 140, WAC 
PAL - Preventive Action Limit, NR 140, WAC 
MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level, Safe Drinking Water Act 
NL - Not listed in the ROD document 
NA - Not Available as MCLs have not yet been promulgated for this chemical 
J - Estimated value 
' Secondary MCL based on aesthetic qualities of drinking water 
^Action Level value 
^ Wisconsin Public Welfare Standard 
• - Criterion exceeded by Maximum Detection 

Treated groundwater was discharged on-property to an infiltration gallery (IG) instead of to the 
Yahara River. Studies and modeling indicated that the IG would expedite the cleanup by flushing 
contaminants through the ground into the pumping wells, enhancing bioremediation through the 
introduction of oxygen-rich effluent water into the aquifer. Figure 6 depicts the locations of the 
extraction and monitoring wells, as well as IG area 4 in the northeast comer of the fenced area. 
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GCOU Low-Flow Air Sparse System Pilot Test 

In August 2000, WMWI submitted a proposal to pilot test a Low Flow Air Sparge (LEAS) system 
at the site. The proposed system was to enhance natural degradation by raising the dissolved 
oxygen (DO) level in the groundwater. Past studies have shown that THE undergoes microbial 
degradation in an aerobic environment, while VC can degrade either aerobically or anaerobically. 
The PR? predicted the LEAS would attain cleanup goals for the remaining groundwater 
contamination and would ultimately replace the existing pump-and-treat system. 

In fall 2000, EPA in consultation with WDNR, allowed WMWI to install and begin operating the 
LEAS system. Six shallow air sparge wells (AS01-AS06) were installed to a depth of about 50 
feet, and are configured in a line about 60 feet apart and just downgradient of the landfill (the 
anaerobic zone), as depicted in Figure 5. Once the air sparge monitoring data indicated some 
increase in DO levels, WMWI proposed to shut down the pump-and-treat system temporarily in 
order to pilot test the full-scale operation of the LEAS system. EPA allowed the temporary 
shutdown of the pump-and-treat system on September 4,2001 in order to determine the 
effectiveness of the LEAS system as an exclusive technology for restoring the groundwater. 
EPA's review of the 2004 groundwater data showed: 

• The system had little overall effect on DO concentrations in the aquifer. 

VC continued to exceed standards across a large area and there was no downward trend in 
VC concentrations. 

• The effectiveness of the LEAS system on all the remaining COCs, primarily THE, was 
questionable. 

• Benzene and THE increases at well P17C were of concern. 

EPA directed WMWI to address the THE and benzene levels at well P17C; to adjust the LEAS 
system to ensure desired DO levels were being generated; and, to evaluate alternative treatment 
options for THE in lieu of air sparging. If the planned enhancements and actions taken by WMWI 
were not able to meet groundwater standards in a reasonable time, then WMWI would be required 
to restart the pump-and-treat system or perform source removal. Further, if sampling results from 
the new monitoring well 0BS2C (located about 300 feet downgradient from the waste boimdary) 
indicated groundwater cleanup goals were being exceeded, then pumping from EWl was to be 
resumed. 

WMWI implemented the following corrective actions: 

• Installed four additional deeper air sparging wells (AS07 - AS 10) perpendicular to the 
plume and downgradient from the source area generally in the area of the shallow 
sparging wells. These wells began operating in April 2005 (see Figure 7). 

• Installed additional groundwater monitoring wells. 
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• Conducted more intensive groundwater monitoring, including monthly monitoring over a 
specific period for certain wells. 

After reviewing the results of the work, including monitoring results, EPA found that: 

• THE levels declined in well P17C but were still well above cleanup standards and 
historical concentrations found in the well between 1999 and 2002. 

• Lab methods for VC should achieve a lower method detection limit that is closer to the 
groimdwater cleanup standard. 

Groundwater data through March 2006 indicated that several key wells did not show discernible 
downward concentration trends for COCs and there were increasing concentrations in more than 
one well. Further, no real increase in DO levels was evident throughout the aquifer. Some wells 
showed lower THE and VC concentrations since the deeper sparging system was installed, but no 
corresponding rise in DO levels to indicate increased biodegradation of contaminants. 
Groundwater data did not show a significant trend towards improvement in groundwater quality 
throughout the aquifer beyond the waste boundary, which would be expected if the remedy was to 
achieve groimdwater cleanup standards in a reasonable period of time. 

In April/May 2007, WMWI installed an oxygen generator and air dryer to improve the 
effectiveness of the LEAS system. The generator produces up to 2.5 cubic feet per minute (cfin) 
of oxygen that feeds into the existing compressed air supply to the sparge points. This would 
increase the oxygen concentration in the air delivered to groundwater at the sparge points, as 
compared to ambient air, and increase the DO in local groundwater. The PRP installed the air 
dryer to remove moisture fi-om the compressed air supply, as the compressed air lines had 
occasionally fi-ozen during winter operation. These two enhancements have increased the 
effectiveness of the LEAS system by increasing the system run time, reliability, and DO 
concentration in local groundwater. 

In September 2Q07, EPA and WMWI signed a consent decree (CD) requiring WMWI to perform 
studies and remedial response work at the site. The CD includes a Scope of Work (SOW) for the 
RA Work Plan that requires continued implementation of the remedy through strict adherence to 
the SOW, RD/RA guidance and work plans, RODs, ESDs, all approved operation and 
maintenance (O&M) plans and EPA guidance. 

Under the 2007 SOW, if EPA determines that the LEAS cannot remove remaining groundwater 
contamination at an acceptable rate, then WMWI must implement appropriate corrective 
measures to ensure the remedy continues to be protective of human health and the environment. 
The CD also provides detailed requirements for the scope, implementation, maintenance, and 
enforcement and Long Term Stewardship (LTS) of the institutional controls (ICs). 

The 2011 FYR recommended adding sparge points to the LEAS system in order to achieve 
groundwater cleanup goals (PALs) within a reasonable period. In November 2012, WMWI 
proposed to reconfigure two existing groundwater monitoring wells (P7B and P26C) and one 
groundwater extraction well (EW-IINF) as additional air sparge points. Over a series of 
correspondences, conference calls and meetings held between November 2012 and May 2014, 
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WMWI revised its design and work plan as per EPA and WDNR review. EPA approved the work 
plan on June 20,2014. 

The PRP implemented the approved upgrades to the LFAS system between July and November 
2014 by reconfiguring monitoring well P7B and extraction wells EWl-INF and EW-3 as sparge 
points to the existing LFAS system. Figure 7 provides a closer view of these additional locations. 
WMWI installed a new interface panel to provide more flexibility in operation of the sparge 
points. The panel allows air to be directed to individual sparge points for variable periods and the 
cycle (i.e., sparge point order) to be adjusted as needed. 

The current LFAS system includes 13 sparge points (ASOl to AS 10, EW-1, EW-3 and P7B) 
generally oriented in a line perpendicular to the direction of groundwater flow, downgradient of 
the waste mass at the site. The design establishes an "aerobic treatment zone" for downgradient 
groundwater flowing from beneath the waste mass at the site. The installation and operation of the 
additional sparge points is expected to further promote aerobic conditions in the subsurface, and 
accelerate the natural degradation processes for contaminants identified in groxmdwater. 

Access and Institutional Controls 

ICs are non-engineered instruments, such as administrative and legal controls that help to 
minimize the potential for exposure to contamination. The ICs may consist of governmental or 
proprietary controls such as zoning ordinances, deed restrictions and environmental covenants. 
ICs are required to assure long-term protectiveness for any areas that do not allow for UU/UE, as 
well as to protect and maintain the integrity of the remedy. 

Decision Document 

Both the 1990 SCOU ROD and the 1992 GCOU ROD required that ICs and access restrictions.be 
implemented at the site. The ICs were included as part of the remedy in order to: 

• Prevent the installation of drinking water wells in the vicinity of the disposal area; 
• Protect the cap and the treatment facility; and 
• Protect the remedy and safeguard human health and the environment during 

implementation of the remedy. 

The GCOU remedy also specifies that off-property ICs should be used to the extent necessary to 
implement and protect the remedy and to safeguard human health and the environment during 
implementation of the remedy. 

As part of the SCOU remedy, WMWI installed a site security fence in 1991 around the entire on-
property area to protect the cap and treatment facility, and to prevent public access. In addition to 
these access controls, a variety of institutional and administrative controls are in place to prevent 
exposure to contaminants at the site. Table 2 below provides a detailed summary of IC 
identification, purpose, objective, and area of coverage. Figures 4 and 8 depict these restricted 
areas. As previously mentioned, ICs are also specifically called out in the September 2007 CD 
(United States v. Waste Management of Wisconsin (07-C-0424-C)). 
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Table 2: Summary of Planned and/or Implemented ICs 

Media, engineered 
controis, and areas 
that do not support 

UUAJE based on 
current conditions 

ICs 
Needed 

ICs Called 
for in the 
Decision 

Document 

Impacted 
Parcel(s) 

IC 
Objective 

Title of IC Instrument Implemented 
and Date (or planned) 

Area of the site 
where soil has been 
remediated to 
commercial/industrial 
cleanup levels. 

Yes Yes 

PIN# 026-
0511-103-

9500-0 
(16.5 acres) 

FIN# 026-
0511-103-

8000-7 (39.7 
acres) 

PIN# 026-
0511-103-

8905-0 
(3.73 acres) 

Prohibit residential or 
commercial use of the 
on-site property, 
including but not 
limited to filling, 
grading, excavating, 
building, drilling, 
mining, farming, or 
other development, or 
placing waste material, 
except with approval 
from EPA, in 
consultation with the 
state, as consistent 
with the ROD and CD 
requirements. 

The following on-property deed 
restrictions and conditions and access 
restrictions were recorded: 

All property owned by WMWl Sect. 10, 
Twp. 5 North, Range 11 East, town of 
Du^irk, Dane Co. (recorded in Dane 
Co., Wl, May 15, 1991, Vol. 15889, 
Page 36, Doc. 2262327); 

All property owned by WMWI Sect. 10, 
Twp. 5 North, Range 11 East, town of 
Dunkirk, Dane Co., Wl except lots 1-3 
south of County Highway A (recorded 
in Dane Co., Wl, August 26, 1991, Vol. 
16585, Page 1, Doc. 2284942); 

East V^ of the Southwest V* of Sect. 10, 
Twp. Range 11 East, town of Dunkirk, 
Dane Co., Wl, except that part south of 
Co. Highway A (recorded in Dane Co., 
Wl, January 4, 1993, Vol. 24133, Page 
13, Doc. 2428937. 

Groundwater -
On-site and Ofl'-site: 
Areas where 
groundwater plume 
exceeds groundwater 
cleanup goals or 
PALs 

Prohibit any 
consumptive or other 
use of the groundwater 
that could cause 
exposures to humans 
or animals until PALs 
have been achieved, 
thus guaranteeing the 
safety of groundwater 
migrating off-property. 

On-property deed and access restrictions 
to prevent Ae use of groundwater and 
the installation of public wells were 
recorded in 1991 and 1993 (see above). 

Off-property IC addressing 
contaminated groundwater is WDNR 
requirement NR 812.08(4)(g), which 
prohibits the installation of a water 
supply well in a known contaminated 
aquifer or vnthin 1,200 feet of a landfill 
without prior approval from WDNR. 

WMWl sold a portion of its property on 
the west side of the site property (Lot 3) 
to a developer, however the sales 
agreement requires that municipal 
services be provided to that area ifrwhen 
development occurs in compliance with, 
current deed restrictions. 

WDNR informational IC that requires 
placement of hazardous waste sites on 
an Internet accessible database (GIS 
Registry). The Registry requires WDNR 
approval for well construction if residual 
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groundwater COC levels exceed NR 140 
ES. 

ICs beyond (downgradient of) the 1,200-
foot restrictive boundary [(NR 
812.08(4)(g)] will be implemented to the 
extent necessary to protect human health 
and the environment downgradient of 
the site property until contamination is 
remediated! (planned) 

Waste, Soil, and 
Groundwater On-
site Remedial 
Components: 
- Consolidate and cap 
waste; 
- Install and operate 
an ISVE system in 
source area (through 
the cap); 
- Extract, combine, 
and treat on-and off-
property groundwater 
via FFBT; 
- Discharge treated 
groundwater to 
reinfiltration area on 
the site property and 
upgradient of cap; 
- Use LFAS to 
enhance 
bioremediation in the 
aquifer; 
- Monitor all private 
wells located around 
the site annually. 

Prohibit any residential 
or commercial use 
including but not 
limited to filling, 
grading, excavating, 
building, drilling, 
mining, farming, or 
other use or activity 
that may interfere with 
the work to be 
performed and long 
term O&M of all 
remedial components, 
including the cap, 
ISVE, LFAS and 
groundwater pump-
and-treat systems, and 
groundwater 
monitoring. 

On-property deed and access restrictions 
were recorded in 1991 and 1993 (see 
above). These controls have been 
applied to all lands owned by WMWl in 
proximity to the Hagen Farm site and 
shall run with the land as provided by 
law and shall be binding on all parties 
and all persons claiming under WMWI. 

Restrictive Covenants or a mixture of 
governmental controls (i.e.. Township 
ordinance), periodic monitoring, 
(planned) 

Status of Access Restrictions and ICs 

WMWI placed deed restrictions on the property that it currently owns, or has owned in the past. 
On-property deed restrictions were recorded in 1991 and 1993 and run with the land (see Figure 
8), The IC-specific objectives are stated in Table 2. 

In June 2006, WMWI performed an IC study that included a title commitment search at EPA's 
request (Appendix 2). The study confirmed that deed restrictions were placed on portions of all 
three of the property parcels owned by WMWI at the Hagen Farm site. The entire contiguous 
restricted area is a smaller area than the WMWI property and lies within the property boundary. 
The restricted area is fenced and the restrictions run with the land. 

In about 2003, WMWI sold a portion of its property (Lot 3) on the west side of the site to a 
developer. The 4.84-acre lot (PIN# 281-0511-103-8921-2) is identified as the future development 
of Stone Crest Park. The sales agreement between WMWI and the developer requires that 
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municipal services be provided to that area ifi'when development occurs. The developer recently 
indicated that the city of Stoughton has since annexed Lot 3 and other parcels slated for future 
development. Development of Lot 3 is not anticipated to occur for many years. Figure 9 shows 
the relationship between the Hagen Farm site and the City of Stoughton municipal boundaries. 

In 2010, EPA requested that WMWI update the IC study in anticipation of a Site-wide Ready for 
Use (SWRAU) determination. One prerequisite for a SWRAU is that all institutional or other 
controls required as part of the response action have been implemented to ensure long-term 
protection. WMWI informed EPA at that time that ICs had not changed since the 2006 IC study. 
WMWI confirmed to EPA again in May 2011 during the previous FYR that ICs were in place and 
effective. As per the 2011 FYR, EPA required WMWI to update the IC study and to recertify the 
status of the ICs each year. 

Governmental and administrative controls include a variety of local and state regulations that can 
affect potential development in the area of the site. Ch. NR 8I2.08(4)(g), WAC prohibits the 
installation of a water supply well in a known contaminated aquifer or within 1,200 feet of a 
landfill without prior approval from WDNR. This regulation is implemented through a 
requirement imposed on licensed well drillers. Well drillers in Wisconsin are required to assess 
potential drilling sites, relative to this requirement, prior to work and are also required to submit 
logs of new well installations and abandonments. 

Additional mechanisms that provide notice of the site and potential risks associated with contact 
with contaminated media include the WDNR's Bureau for Remediation and Redevelopment 
Tracking System (BRRTS). This IC identifies the site on an internet accessible database- the 
Geographical Information System Registry of Closed Remediation Sites (GIS Registry). Both 
closed and open hazardous waste sites are placed on this system, which provides detailed site-
specific information and maps. Well drillers also use the GIS registry to identify sites of potential 
contamination, including landfills, to comply wdthNR 812.08(4)(g). 

Current Compliance 

Routine inspections of the perimeter fencing and access controls (i.e., gates) did not identify any 
issues with regard to potential trespass during this reporting period. The PRP maintains the 
fencing and access gates in accordance with the O&M plan for the site. In addition to the notice 
signs posted on the access points (i.e., gates), there are several other mechanisms, such as the 
previously identified GIS Registry, that provide notice regarding the presence and conditions at 
the site. These notices are expected to minimize the potential for xmdesirable actions near the site. 

There was no evidence identified during this reporting period that the deed restrictions have not 
been effective. There was no new development or changes to land use or ownership of the owned 
portion of the site during this reporting period. 

As per EPA's 2011 request for annual reporting on ICs, WMWI has been assessing the ICs to 
ensure they are in place and effective throughout the current FYR period. Aimual monitoring and 
reporting concerning ICs is provided as a routine O&M activity within a separate IC monitoring 
section of the Annual Reports that WMWI submits to the agencies. Some of the items monitored 
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and reported include change of property ownership, grandfathering of replacement wells, and 
changes to Wisconsin administrative rules or statutes relevant to ICs. 

For example, as part of its assessment of the effectiveness of the ICs, WMWI has reviewed the 
WDNR Well Construction Report and WDNR Water Well and Well Filling and Sealing Report 
System (WARs) databases over the past five years. WMWI performed searches to identify any 
wells recently installed within about one mile of the edge of the waste boimdary on the site 
property. Review of these databases indicated that no new wells were installed or abandoned in 
2011,2012,2014 and 2015. 

In September 2013, one well was installed within one mile of the edge of waste on the site 
property. According to the construction report, a new high capacity well (Wisconsin Unique Well 
Number YK139) was completed on in the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 
10, Township 5 north. Range 11 east. The Public Land Survey System land description suggests 
the well is located about 2,000 to 3,300 feet north of the edge of waste at the site. The identified 
property owner is Payne & Dolan, which suggests that the well may have been installed to 
support ongoing mining activities in an area north of the site. Given the well construction and 
location upgradient of the site, operation of the new well is not anticipated to adversely affect the 
ongoing remedial activities at the site, nor will the current site conditions impact operation of the 
new well. 

In 2013, one new commercial well (PW3) was installed to replace a previous well on the former 
Sundby property, now owned by Wingra Redi-Mix. This well is located within the 1,200-foot 
radius of the waste boimdary. As mentioned previously, the off-property private wells, including 
PW3, are annually monitored for site-related contaminants. Over the past five years, TCE was 
detected in 2012 (1.0 pg/L) and in 2013 (1.4 pg/L), which are above Ae PAL (0.5 pg/L) but 
below the ES and MCL of 5 pg/L. There were no TCE detections in 2011,2014, and 2015. 

WMWI informs the property owner of the results via annual letters. The letters indicate that the 
concentration is "below the federal drinking water criteria", but do not explain the criteria and 
whether there are any health implications. The letters do not reference the contaminant-specific 
Ch. NR 140 WAG criteria or indicate if the PAL has been exceeded. The private well data is 
further discussed in the Data Review section of this report. 

In 2015, a well located about one mile north of the site was abandoned. WMWI furnished the 
Well Abandonment Report to EPA in Appendix G of its 2015 Annual Report. 

FoUow-up Actions Required 

Since the 2011 FYR, the agencies believe that the ICs for the site should be enhanced to ensure 
long-term protectiveness of the remedy. 

The agencies are concerned that VC continues to be detected in off-property monitoring well 
OB08M, which is located downgradient and beyond the 1,200-foot radius that restricts potable 
well installation under NR 812.08(4)(g). Vinyl chloride concentrations at this well exceed the 
PAL of 0.02 pg/L, which is the cleanup goal identified in the GCOU ROD. Some of the VC 
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levels also exceed the ES (0.2 ^ig/L), but do not exceed the MCL (2 [ig/L). Another off-property 
downgradient well (P32B) shows VC above the PAL but not above the ES or MCL. Though 
adverse health effects are not anticipated, these findings reinforce the need for enforceable ICs at 
certain properties located beyond the 1,200-foot protective zone provided by Ch. NR 
812.08(4)(g). 

The sales contract under which WMWI sold Lot 3 to a developer requires that municipal services 
be provided to the property when it is developed. Given that the parcel has been annexed by the 
city since the 2011 FYR, the current and future enforceability of the contract is unlikely to be an 
issue of concern; however, the agencies should verify that the restrictions will run with the land 
and bind any future developers or owners of developed properties. 

The ICs are in place and effective; however, in order to afford long-term protection of the 
downgradient groundwater, enforceable ICs should be implemented for unrestricted areas 
downgradient from the site property where site-related contaminants, namely VC, continue to be 
detected above the PALs and/or ESs. This would include areas beyond the current requirement to 
obtain WDNR approval for a well that is constructed within 1,200 feet of the edge of the 
landfill. A Wisconsin Environmental Protection Easement and Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenant may be an appropriate instrument to afford this protection. Other mechanisms could be 
pursued if it is found that it is not possible to place a Restrictive Covenant on specific properties. 

The IC study prepared in 2006 should be replaced by IC and LTS Plans that meet current EPA 
guidelines and account for the addition of ICs in areas outside of the 1,200-foot restriction. 

Long-Term Stewardship 

Since compliance with ICs is necessary to assure the protectiveness of the remedy, planning for 
LTS is essential. Long-term stewardship will ensure that effective ICs are maintained, monitored 
and enforced and that the remedy continues to flmction as intended with regard to ICs. The PRP 
will be required to revise the site O&M plan to document LTS procedures. The revised plan 
should require aimual certification of ICs to ensure their long-term effectiveness. The agencies 
and will also explore the use of communications plan and the state's One Call System. 

System Operation/Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Activities 

The O&M activities involve the SCOU and GCOU remedy components, as well as the attendant 
performance monitoring. The current O&M contractor is SCS Engineers of Menominee Falls, WI. 
A local contractor. Compressed Air Technologies (CAT) performs non-routine repairs or 
significant scheduled maintenance of the compressors, oxygen generator, or air dryer. Enterprise 
Electric and Machine Control Specialists (MCS) supported evaluation and resolution of electrical 
issues associated with the PLC. 

SCOU Annual O&M Reoortine 

The SCOU components include a cap over the waste mass, an ISVE system constructed through 
the cap into the waste, and institutional and administrative controls at the site. 
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Each year, the PRP contractor typically performs the following activities: 

• Site inspections are conducted in late July of each year; 
• Cap mowing to control the growth of woody vegetation is usually completed in August of 

each year, except for 2013 and 2014 when it was performed in October; 
• Monthly performance monitoring at the ISVE blower station and gas extraction wells for 

flow, temperature, header pressure, differential pressure and vapor composition (oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, and methane); 

• Quarterly (February/March, May, August and November) performance monitoring of the 
probes for pressure and vapor composition (oxygen, carbon dioxide, and methane); 

• Semiannual (May and November) sampling for VOCs from the operating extraction wells 
and the blower inlet station; and 

• Periodic measuring of the condensate level in the condensate/imderground storage tank 
(UST) and removing the liquid when necessary. 

The contractor visits the site on a weekly basis to conduct O&M activities. Routine maintenance 
of the ISVE system includes checking belt tension, filter fimction, and lubricant levels at the 
blower, and management of the liquid (i.e., condensate) that collects in the UST. 

The air dilution valve regulates the available vacuum to the collection header and extraction 
wells. The dilution valve is typically closed to maximize the available vacuum in the system, 
without drawing in excessive volumes of water from the extraction points. The water collects in 
the condensate tank and causes the system to shut down when the tank becomes fixll. Vacuum is 
present throughout the reporting period at nearly all of the probes at the site, indicating that the 
ISVE system is successfully creating a zone of influence in the waste mass at the site. 

Over the five-year reporting period, methane concentrations remained low and were not 
consistently identified at the probes. Methane concentrations above five percent by volume (the 
lower explosive limit for methane), were typically observed during one to two quarterly sampling 
events per year at one to three probe locations within the waste mass. No methane was detected at 
the probes located outside the perimeter of the waste mass. The highest detections occurred in 
2013 when GP06S showed 28.3 percent methane (November) and GP07D showed 60.7 and 39 
percent methane (August and November, respectively). 

Oxygen concentrations at the gas probes are generally greater than 20 percent by volume but 
lower at probes where methane and/or carbon dioxide is present. During 2011, oxygen 
concentrations at probes GP03S, GP04S, GP22M, GP23D, and GP23M, located closest to the air 
sparge system, were greater than the atmospheric concentration (20.9 percent) during at least one 
of the quarterly sampling events in 2011. During each successive year, the probes showing 
oxygen in excess of atmospheric concentrations increased in number and frequency. This 
indicates that the air sparge and ISVE systems are working as designed to facilitate natural 
attenuation at the site by promoting an aerobic environment in the subsurface. The probes are 
located on the southern edge of the waste mass near several air sparge points. In 2014, oxygen 
concentrations at the gas probes were generally greater than 20 percent by volume. The mean 
concentration for all measurements at all of the probes was 20.1 percent by volume for this 
reporting period. 
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The following are the more notable SCOU O&M occurrences during this FYR period: 

2011 
From February 4 to March 14, the ISVE system did not operate due to failure of the electric 
motor, preventing the collection of monitoring data in February. On two occasions, the motor was 
replaced and the system was restarted. The motor and blower have run without significant 
interruption since then. 

2012 
The level in the UST reached the high alarm on February 28. On March 1, about 745 gallons of 
liquid were removed from the UST. During the two-day interval, the ISVE system did not 
operate. 

While mowing the cap in August, the PVC well casing of EW5 was broken off just below the 
ground surface. Staff replaced the damaged section of the casing and repaired the well on August 
15. Well EWIAR was not operated under vacuum, but remained open to promote airflow into the 
waste mass. 

2013 
The blower was shut down on January 30 to remove about 599 gallons of liquid fi-om the UST. 
Maintenance of the extraction wells (i.e., replacing damaged or broken sample ports and 
connecting/tightening loose fittings) was performed as needed. Well EWIAR was not operated 
xmder vacuum, but remained open to promote airflow into the waste mass. 

2014 
Liquid condensate was removed fi-om the UST on two respective occasions~on January 24 (776 
gallons) and on December 30 (732 gallons). Well EWIAR was not operated under vacuum, but 
remained open to promote airflow into the waste mass. 

GCOU Annual O&M Reoortine 

Since September 2001, LFAS has been the sole remediation system for groundwater, essentially 
replacing the pump-and-treat system. The capital costs for LFAS amounted to about $500,000. 
The aimual O&M costs for LFAS are about Sl60,000/year, which is about half of the O&M 
costs for the pump-and-treat system. 

Two compressors, each rated to produce 77 cfin of air at 125 pounds per square inch (psi), 
provide air to the sparge points. The units run in lead-lag mode, in that one unit provides most, if 
not all, the compressed air, while the other unit only contributes air if needed to meet the pressure 
demand. Both the oxygen generator and air dryer use compressed air as a part of their operation. 

Compressed air is routed to one of the four deep sparge points and one of the six shallow sparge 
points under the control of the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The PLC controls the 
cycling interval, which is currently set at 15 minutes per cycle. A valve regulates the pressure of 
the compressed air at the individual sparge points. The PLC also operates an autodialer that 
provides notification when system operation is disrupted. 
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Each year, the PRP contractor typically performs the following activities: 

• Conduct weekly site visits to verify that the compressor(s), air dryer, and oxygen 
generator are operating and are maintained (i.e., maintain lubricant levels in the 
compressors and periodically drain moisture from system components); 

• Monthly routine maintenance; 
• Scheduled semi-annual maintenance of compressors, oxygen generator and air dryer; 
• Monthly monitoring of the air sparge points for pressure and flow data; and 
• Routine groundwater monitoring, at which time DO data are collected. 

The semiannual sample results from the operating extraction wells and the blower inlet station 
show some variation in individual VOC concentrations between the two sampling events, but the 
data are generally consistent with results from past sampling events. The most significant 
variation has been for xylene, which is not expected to be an air emissions concern. Total VOCs 
discharged from the blower stack have remained below the potential air emission limit identified 
in Ch. NR 419, WAG of 216 pounds per day. Using the VOC data collected from the blower 
exhaust in November of each year, as the most conservative value, the daily total VOC discharge 
from the ISVE system is currently less than one poimd per day. 

The following are the more notable GCOU O&M occurrences during this five-year period: 

2011 
The LFAS stopped working on July 20. The power supply on the PLC was replaced on August 5. 

Unit 1 compressor did not consistently operate for several months and was removed from service 
on March 9, when a circuit/control board was also removed for service. Prior efforts to improve 
the nm time of the compressor, including replacement of the motor starter relay on February 11 
were imsuccessful. The circuit board was repaired and reinstalled on June 8. Unit 1 operated 
normally for the remainder of 2011. 

A pressure deficiency was detected at sparge points AS03 and AS05 in late 2010 because the 
PVC risers were broken at both points about six feet bgs. The air flow to these points was shut off 
until repairs were made. The soil near the sparge points was removed and new parts were solvent 
welded in place to reconnect the existing PVC pipes in April. 

2012 
Several short-term shutdowns of one or both of the compressors occurred. Most of the issues were 
not significant, so that operation could resume upon reset of the unit. The PLC power supply 
issues also resulted in system call-outs and the associated downtime. Periodic issues with the PLC 
were resolved with replacement of the PLC power supply in July. 

Groundwater monitoring well P22C had a sheared or broken casing belowgroimd. The dedicated 
sampling pump was no longer operational and could not be removed from the well, preventing 
sample collection during the August sampling event. Depth to water measurements at this well in 
August and November were also not able to be reported. 
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2013 
Short-term shutdowns of one or both of the compressors occurred over the year. Most of the 
issues were not significant (e.g., broken drive belts and seals), so that the operation could resume 
upon reset of the unit. The PLC power issues during this period also resulted in system call-outs 
and associated downtime. The issues with the PLC were resolved with replacement of the PLC 
processor and power supply in April and November. 

2014 
WMWI reconfigured monitoring well P7B and former extraction wells EWIINF and EW3 as air 
sparge points and added them to the existing LFAS in October. 

The PLC was upgraded with an interface panel to allow more flexibility in controlling the air 
supply to each sparge point- the cycle time and sequence is now adjustable. The cycle interval 
during this reporting period was set between 15-20 minutes, with the longer duration utilized at 
the recently installed sparge points. The pressure of the compressed air is regulated at the 
individual sparge points by a valve. 

The compressors are typically shut down for routine maintenance and service during site visits. 
The compressors will also shut down in response to signals from various system sensors, 
including high temperature, low fluid level, electrical faults, etc. There were short-term 
shutdowns of one or both of the compressors, though most of the issues were not significant (e.g. 
frozen filters, oil filter leaks), so that operation could resume upon reset of the compressor units. 

2015 
A lightning strike on Jime 6 damaged the power supply to the PLC and interfered with the 
distribution of compressed air to the sparge points. The power supply was replaced and operation 
of the LFAS system resumed on June 23. 

Well MWl, located on property owned by Payne & Dolan (north of the site property) had been 
damaged by earthmoving equipment used to clear brush. WMWI abandoned the well in 
accordance with Ch. NR 141 Groundwater Monitoring Well Requirements on November 16 and 
installed a replacement upgradient monitoring well (MWl 00) south of MWl (on WMWI 
property) on November 16. WMWI developed the new well on December 1, and provided the 
completed Soil Boring Log Information, Monitoring Well Construction, and Monitoring Well 
Development forms for MWl00, and Well Filling and Sealing Report for MWl to EPA and 
WDNR on January 4,2016. 

Well MW29 was damaged by water that had frozen between the inside of the protective casing 
and the outside of the PVC well. The PVC well was crushed at the soil surface, so that the water 
level probe could not pass and the tubing to the dedicated sampling pump did not function. The 
well was repaired by removing the protective casing and dedicated sampling pump, which 
allowed the PVC to be cut below where it was damaged, and a new section of PVC added using a 
slip collar. The protective casing was replaced on November 18. The dedicated sampling pump 
was repaired and reinstalled in December. 
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III. PROGRESS SINCE THE LAST REVIEW 

The protectiveness determinations/statements and the issues/recommendations evaluated in the 
previous FYR for the Hagen Farm site are provided in the Tables 3 and 4 below. 

Table 3: Protectiveness Determinations/Statements from the 2011 FYR Report 

ou 
# 

Protectiveness 
Determination 

Protectiveness Statement 

1 Protective The Source Control OU protects human health and the environment in both the 
short and long term. The source of contamination is not accessible to humans as 
it was consolidated and capped. Access and ICs, including fencing and deed 
restrictions, respectively, have been implemented to prevent current and future 
exposures to on-site groundwater and prevent residential/ commercial activities 
for the on-site property. 

2 Short term 
Protective 

The Groundwater Control OU protects human health and the environment in the 
short term. Access controls and ICs, including fencing, deed restrictions, and 
governmental controls have been implemented to prevent current and future 
exposures to on-site and off-site groundwater. Residences downgradient of the 
site property that rely on private groundwater wells are sampled aimually to 
ensure their groimdwater is safe. Currently, there are no exceedances of VC 
above MCLs in the off-property monitoring and private wells. Long term 
protectiveness of the OU2 remedy will be achieved by enhancing the current 
LFAS system and ensuring its continued effective operation and maintenance; 
maintaining and enforcing the effectiveness of existing ICs; and implernenting 
additional enforceable ICs further downgradient of the site property where ROD-
specified groundwater cleanup goals are being exceeded imtil groundwater 
cleanup goals have been achieved throughout the plume. 

Site 
wide 

Short term 
Protective 

The remedy is protective of human health and the environment in the short term. 
The remedy will be protective in the long term when ROD-specified 
groundwater cleanup goals are achieved throughout the plume. Until such time, it 
will be necessary to continue groundwater remediation, and to institute, maintain 
and enforce effective ICs at the site. 

Table 4: Status of Recommendations from the 2011 FYR Report 

OU# Issue Recommendations/ 
FoIIow-up Actions 

Party 
Responsible 

Oversight 
Party 

Original 
Milestone 

Date 

Current 
Status/ 

Completion 
Date 

2 The SOW appended to 
the 2007 CD states that 
the LFAS system must 
restore the groundwater 
within a reasonable time 
period. Groundwater data 
evaluated to date show a 
reduction in contaminant 

1. The LFAS, currently in use 
for groimdwater remediation, 
was enhanced to achieve 
greater effectiveness in 
contaminant reduction. The 
PRP should continue to monitor 
the effectiveness of the system 
and, if necessary, propose 

PRP EPA/ 
WDNR 

Sept. 2013 Completed 
November 
26,2014 
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concentrations in some 
wells since the previous 
FYR, but not a significant 
overall declining trend 
throughout the aquifer, 
especially for VC. This is 
necessary if the remedy is to 
achieve cleanup goals 
within a reasonable time 
period. 

additional enhancements to the 
system and implement them 
according to a schedule. The 
groundwater pump-and-treat 
system should remain on-site 
and operational until it has been 
demonstrated that the LFAS is 
sufficiently optimized. 

2. At such time when the LFAS 
has been enhanced or 
demonstrates improved 
remedial effectiveness, a 
decision document should be 
prepared to memorialize the 
GCOU remedy change. 

EPA Sept. 2014 In Progress 

Recommendation 1 

Following the recommendations of the 2011 FYR to add additional sparge points to the LFAS 
system, in November 2012, WMWI proposed reconfiguring two existing groimdwater monitoring 
wells (P7B and P26C) and one groundwater extraction well (EW-IE^F) as additional air sparge 
points. During a series of correspondences, conference calls and meetings held between 
November 2012 and May 2014, the PRP revised the proposd and prepared the work plan as per 
EPA design oversight and WDNR input. EPA approved the final LFAS expansion work plan on 
June 20,2014. 

The PRP implemented the upgrades to the LFAS system between July and November 2014. One 
existing groimdwater monitoring well (well P7B) and two former groundwater extraction wells 
(EWl-INF and EW-3) were reconfigured as air sparge points to the existing LFAS system. These 
points were selected to address contaminant concentrations currently identified in groundwater, in 
an effort to further enhance the effectiveness of the existing LFAS system. The current LFAS 
system now consists of 13 sparge points generally oriented in a line perpendicular to the direction 
of groundwater flow, downgradient of the waste mass at the site (Figure 7). Following the 
completion of the construction in November 2014, WMWI collected an initial round of samples. 
Since then, six quarters worth of post-startup data have been collected to assess the effectiveness 
of the LFAS system, as discussed in the Data Review and Technical Summary sections of this 
report. 

Recommendation 2 

This recommendation called for EPA to prepare a decision document once it determined that the 
LFAS had been enhanced and/or demonstrated improved remedial effectiveness. After six 
quarters of groundwater monitoring data following the LFAS system expansion as detailed in the 
next section, it is now evident that the remedy is effectively reducing contaminant levels in 
groundwater. The LFAS component for the GCOU remedy is an effective replacement to the 
original groimdwater pump-and-treat component. Throughout this time, the pump-and-treat 
remedy components have remained on-site. EPA has determined that the LFAS GCOU remedy 
should be memorialized in a ROD Amendment. WDNR concurs with this plan. 
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In addition to the specific recommendations discussed above, EPA, in consultation with WDNR 
approved several modifications to both the remedy performance and groundwater quality 
components of the monitoring program during this review period, thereby optimizing some 
remedial operations. These are summarized as follows; 

• On August 10,2011, EPA approved discontinuing the annual analysis for SVGCs, 
including pesticides, herbicides, and PCBs from routine groundwater monitoring program, 
including those samples collected annually from the 11 private wells near the site. 

• On September 17,2012, EPA approved changing the frequency of the performance 
monitoring from monthly to quarterly. The same sample point locations and parameters to 
assess the performance of the cap, ISVE and LEAS remedial components will be used. 

The revised monitoring program also included removing EW2 from the monitoring 
program due to well construction issues affecting sampling of the well; removal of the 
points proposed to be reconstructed as LEAS points (EW-llNE, P7B and EW-3) from the 
monitoring program; and removal of well P22C proposed to be abandoned from the 
monitoring program due to well integrity issues. 

• On June 20,2013, EPA approved of decommissioning and removing the major pump-and-
treat components, i.e., bioreactors, mixing tanks, clarifiers and associated pumps and 
piping, with the caveat that a resumption of pump-and-treat may be required under certain 
conditions, thus requiring a replacement system. WMWl will maintain the existing 
treatment building, infiltration gallery, and influent piping system from the extraction 
wells. 

• In 2013, EPA approved reducing the number of private wells located downgradient and 
side-gradient from the site property that are annually sampled in August from 11 to five 
wells. The wells removed from the monitoring plan have not shown any contamination 
and are not assessed to be at risk from site-related contaminants. The off-property wells 
that will continue to be annually sampled include PW2, PW3, PW4, PW5, and PW9.. 
Eigure 10 shows the locations of the private wells removed from the aimual monitoring 
program, as well as those that remain in the program. 

• In May 2014, EPA approved a reduction in VOC sampling frequency at the operating 
extraction wells and blower inlet from semi-annual to aimual, provided that the sampling 
was performed in November to reflect worst-case conditions. 

• In March 2016, EPA approved discontinuing annual VOC sampling at individual ISVE 
wells but continuing annual sampling at the blower inlet in November to reflect worst-case 
conditions. The agencies also recommended one full round of confirmatory samples at all 
ISVE wells every five years to coincide with EYRs. EPA also approved discontinuing 
quarterly field measurements at gas probes but continued annual measurements at 11 gas 
probes outside the waste mass to ensure no off-property migration of contaminants. 
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The full text of the letters cited above is provided in Appendix 3. The current groundwater quality 
monitoring program is provided in Attachment 2. 

IV. FIVE-YEAR REVIEW PROCESS 

Community Notification. Involvement and Site Interviews 

EPA placed a public notice in the local newspaper, the Stoughton Courier-Hub, on March 10, 
2016, stating that there was a FYR imderway and inviting the public to submit any comments to 
EPA (Attachment 3). At the same time, EPA posted a new web page for the site. The results of 
the review and the report will be made available at the local site information repository located at 
the Stoughton Public Library, 304 South Fourth Street, Stoughton, Wisconsin. 

A notice will be published in the same local newspaper at the conclusion of this FYR. The notice 
will armounce the completion of the FYR report and that the results of the review and the report 
are available to the public at the Stoughton Public Library as well as the EPA Region 5 and 
WDNR offices. 

Because this is the fifth FYR at this site and no community-related issues have been brought to 
EPA's attention, formal community interviews were not conducted. Messrs. Peterson and Prattke 
visit the site regularly and were questioned as to whether any community concems or other issues 
have been raised over the past five years that require follow-up. There were no notable issues; 
however, Mr. Edelstein (WDNR) indicated that they receive about one inquiry per year from 
parties interested in building large homes in this rural setting. Since this area is outside of the city 
municipal lines, they ask about groundwater quality. 

Document Review 

This FYR included a review of relevant documents including O&M records and reports. The 2011 
through 2015 Aimual O&M Reports submitted by WMWI and SCS Engineers were the most 
recent comprehensive submittals reviewed. In addition, technical reports and correspondences 
between the stakeholders were reviewed. Attachment 4 provides a list of documents reviewed for 
this report. 

Data Review 

The hydrogeological data provided by WMWI in the Annual Reports from 2011 through 2015, as 
well as available 2016 data continue to indicate a downward gradient from the water table to 
deeper pervious strata over a significant portion of the past five years. As a result, contaminants 
can be driven downward into the fractured bedrock where it is more difficult to both monitor and 
remove them than in the shallow sand and gravel aquifer. In addition, flow characteristics in the 
fractured rock are not well characterized, e.g., the degree to which the fractured rock acts as a 
porous medium or as a network of preferential pathways. Although these factors need to be better 
understood, a more expedient way to increase protectiveness is to define and use a "buffer zone" 
around the estimated plume to accommodate flow direction uncertainties. 
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Attachment 5 provides graphs that depict trends for the major COCs in groundwater at the site. 
The data represent concentrations seen in on- and off-property monitoring wells over the past five 
years. The monitoring data in recent years has shown VC, and occasionally THF, concentrations 
in the fractured bedrock in excess of the groimdwater PALs. Since its 2014 expansion, the LFAS 
has been effective in reducing the THF and VC concentrations even in the fractured bedrock, 
however, additional monitoring data are needed to better evaluate progress to achieving the 
groimdwater cleanup criteria. 

Table 5 (see Appendix 1) provides monitoring results for wells located on the site property where 
the concentration either met or exceeded the ESs over the last five years. Table 6 (see Appendix 
1) provides results for wells located downgradient of the site property where the ES was either 
met or exceeded during the same period. 

Tetrahvdrofuran 

THF has historically been found in concentrations in the thousands of ppb at the waste boundary, 
vdth values that decrease with distance from the boundary. In recent years, WMWI has made 
substantial progress in reducing THF concentrations in groimdwater. Since the end of 2011, THF 
concentrations have been below the ES and PAL criteria at all monitored wells except for two 
monthly samples during 2012 at OBS-IC (on-property), where 47 pg/L and 13 pg/L were 
detected in March and August, respectively, and a single isolated sample in 2014 at P-17C of 16 
pg/L. 

A number of samples at MW-7, which is located adjacent to the waste boundary, showed THF 
levels exceeding the PAL and ES criteria. Notably high levels were seen in August 2011 (5,400 
pg/L) and August 2012 (9,200 pg/L). In August 2013, levels decreased to 750 pg/L, but were 
reported to be 3,400 pg/L in February 2014. THF concentrations at MW7 have dropped to non-
detects (with a LOD less than PAL) following the October 2014 enhancement of the LFAS 
system. It should be noted that as part of the enhancement, nearby well (P7B) was converted to a 
sparge point in 2014 to address the high THF concentrations in groundwater. 

Yinxl Chloridf 

The LFAS has been less effective in reducing VC concentrations than it has with THF. Between 
the end of 2011 and February 2014, a number of samples at P-17C, which is located within about 
300 feet of the waste boimdary and on-property, showed VC concentrations greater than the MCL 
(2 pg/L). The highest values being 5.0 pg/L (2011), 3.3 pg/L (2012), 2.7 pg/L (2013) and 2.2 
pg/L (2014), but there have been none since February 2014. These levels have been slowly and 
consistently declining in value since the oxygen concentrator was added to the treatment system 
in 2007, and appear to be trending toward values below the ES in the near future under current 
operating conditions. In addition, the DO concentration at P17C has increased significantly since 
2014 and is expected, if it continues, to be beneficial to remediation progress. 

Since the end of 2011, numerous VC concentrations exceeding the ES (0.2 pg/L) have been 
detected near the waste boundary at P7B (prior to its conversion to a LFAS point), near the fenced 
boundary at P26B and P17C, and off-property at OB08M. Some of these hi^er levels have also 
been detected at off-property well P32B. During this same period, a number of VC levels 
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exceeding the PAL were also found at or near the waste boundary at MW7 and P22B, on-property 
at OBS-1C, and off-property at P32B. 

VC concentrations ranging between the ES and MCL have persistently occurred at off-property 
downgradient well OB08M for the entire life of the remedy. A visual scan of the plot of VC 
concentrations over time at OB08M reveals a slight but noticeable increase from "never above 1 
pg/L" before 2009 to "often above 1 pg/L" after 2009. Monitoring well OB08M is about 1,900 
feet from the waste boimdary and therefore not subject to Wisconsin Chapter NR 812.08(4)(g) 
requirements. Even if the LFAS localized treatment of the groundwater plume can reduce the VC 
levels that currently extend off-property to OB08M, it could take an indeterminate number of 
years to remediate the contamination found at 0B8M. Until additional temporal data obtained 
since the 2014 expansion of the LFAS demonstrate that the LFAS intercepts and adequately treats 
the entire plume that exists and, in the past, has migrated off-property within the fractured 
bedrock, the outlook for OB08M is not clear. Further, the monitoring network is not sufficient to 
identify the preferential paths in which the plume migrates. 

Monitoring well OB08M is located outside the zones of influence of both the LFAS and the 
original pump-and-treat system, and is reportedly already aerobic (with DO concentration usually 
exceeding 3 mg/L). The fact that VC concentration has been increasing slightly and not 
decreasing under aerobic conditions presents an unresolved concern for remediation of VC in 
groundwater to meet the ES at OB08M. 

The time required for "treated" grormdwater to travel from the sparge line to OB08M can only be 
roughly estimated. There are no studies that provide definitive data. Using several data sources, 
EPA determined a range of travel times from one to 18 years, with the most likely being about six 
years. Because the oxygen concentrator was added to the LFAS in 2007, one would expect to 
begin seeing the impacts of remedial activities at OB08M by now, although they would likely be 
diminished due to various biochemical and hydrogeological factors, including the relatively low 
VC concentrations (about 1 pg/L). Continued attention to VC concentrations at P32B may prove 
helpful in future assessments. 

As a result of the VC plume extent and concentrations, additional downgradient off-property ICs 
should be considered south of the property at least as far south as OB08M. Although VC levels at 
this well are below the MCL, they are greater than the current PAL and ES criteria. The plume 
length should be conservatively estimated when delineating IC areas. Plume time-to-cleanup 
estimates would inform stakeholders as to the timeframe during which groundwater cleanup 
standards should be achieved under the current remediation scenario, as well as under potential 
changes that could be made to the system. 

Benzene 

The remedy has demonstrated significant progress in the reduction of benzene concentrations. 
The only consistent benzene concentrations in excess of the PAL (0.5 pg/L) during this reporting 
period were from samples collected from well PI7C in 2011. The maximum concentration during 
this reporting period was 2.3 pg/L in January 2011. Since 2011, benzene concentrations 
exceeding the PAL (but not ES or MCL) were found at P17C several times; however, 
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concentrations showed a declining trend and no values greater than PAL have been found since 
May 2014 when 0.63 jig/L was detected in PI7C. 

Trichloroethene 

Since 2011, TCE has not been found in any of the site-related monitoring wells. Of the eleven 
private wells' that have been armually sampled and analyzed by WMWI, TCE has been found 
twice in the annual water quality sample of private drinking water well PW3 on the former 
Sundby property, and was not detected in the three other annual samples. The detected 
concentrations were 1.0 and 1.4 pg/L (both estimated values between the limits of detection and 
quantitation) in 2012 and 2013. While these levels exceed the PAL of 0.5 pg/L, they are less than 
the ES and MCL (5 pg/L). The 2011 FYR indicated three out of five annual samples from PW3 
had TCE concentrations between PAL and ES/MCL, and earlier annual samples (between 2003 
and 2006) were non-detects. TCE has not been fouiid at other private wells. Typical degradation 
products of TCE, such as cw-l,2-DCE and VC have not been detected in private wells. No 
products that typically degrade to TCE, such as tetrachloroethene, have been detected either. 

As previously discussed, the property owner receives a letter from WMWI of the annual results. 
In the case of PW3, the letter states that the result is "below the federal drinking water criteria," 
but does not explain the criteria and whether there are any health implications. The letter does not 
reference the contaminant-specific Ch. NR 140 WAC criteria or indicate that the PAL has been 
exceeded and the implications thereof. 

Inoreanics 

Since 2011, arsenic concentrations exceeding the PAL (1 pg/L) have been observed at twenty-one 
monitoring wells (IG-04, MW7, MW22, MW23, MW26, MW27, MW32, MW33, OB08M, OBS-
IB, OBS-IC, P7B, P17B, P17C, P17DR, P22B, P26B, P27B, P28B, P35B, and P40D). In the 
same period, arsenic concentrations consistently greater than current ES and MCL were observed 
at monitoring wells P22B (waste area) and P27B (off-property). Annual sampling in 2011 and 
2012 at private wells showed arsenic at wells PW6, PW9, and PWIO at concentrations greater 
than PAL and less than ES and MCL. Arsenic occurs naturally in some Wisconsin groundwater, 
but no specific Alternate Concentration Limit (ACL) has been proposed for the Hagen Farm site 
at this time. While there is no evidence that the dissolved arsenic originates in the landfill, it does 
not necessarily mean that dissolved arsenic is unrelated to the site. 

Since 2011, two samples each showing a lead concentration greater than current PAL (1.5 pg/L) 
were found at MWl in 2011 and 2012. In late 2014, MWl was irreversibly damaged and has not 
been replaced. One other result greater than current PAL for lead was found at MW27 in 2011. 
No samples showed lead concentrations greater than the ES (5 pg/L) or MCL (15 pg/L, Action 
Level) since 2011. During the annual sampling of private wells, lead was detected once at a value 
of 2.8 pg/L in PW2. This value is greater than PAL and less than both the ES and MCL. As noted 
in previous FYR reports, this detection may be related to plumbing. 

' Beginning in 2013, the number of private wells annually monitored was reduced from 11 to five wells. The six 
eliminated wells have never shown any detections and are not directly downgradient of the site. Well PW-3 continues 
to be annually monitored. 
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No mercury was found at concentrations greater than the PAL value in any monitoring well since 
2011. Mercury has not been detected in private wells. 

Iron and manganese concentrations greater than the PAL, and in some locations the ES and MCL, 
are common or even typical. Similar results are also found in the private wells. In locations where 
iron concentrations are foimd in two different depths, the deeper screens tend to have a greater 
proportion of values greater than ES and MCL. A similar pattern is not foimd for manganese. 

Nitrate-plus-nitrite is found in concentrations typically greater than ES (10 mg/L) in several wells 
off-property, split between greater than the PAL (2 mg/L) and ES in three other off-property 
wells, and typically greater than PAL at three on-property and one off-property location. Private 
well sampling demonstrates a number of off-property values greater than PAL and/or ES. These 
results for nitrate-plus-nitrate are not uncommon, and may result from agriculture, fertilizer use, 
or other human activities. 

MNA Parameters 

Routine monitoring program at the site includes a number of MNA parameters, some of which 
were discussed in previous paragraphs: 

• Dissolved oxygen (DO) 
• Dissolved nitrate plus nitrite (NO3+NO2) 
• Dissolved iron (Fe) 
• Dissolved manganese (Mn) 
• Dissolved sulfate (SO4) 
• Oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) 

These MNA parameters indicate whether the groxmdwater chemistry environment is 
conducive to certain biological conditions in the aquifer that break down the COCs. The 
LEAS creates a locally oxic environment, and adjacent to the latter is a nitrate-reducing 
environment. The expansion of the LEAS appears to have had a distinct and beneficial local 
effect. Data indicate that natural seasonal variability exists in the redox environment. Table 7 
(see Appendix 1) provides a summary of DO levels for wells on the site property over the last 
five years. The table reflects three quarters of data (February 2015 through August 2015) 
collected since the most recent LEAS expansion after November 2014. 

EPA's interpretation of the MNA parameter values are similar to the previous EYR and are 
summarized below: 

• There are sometimes contradictory results in the MNA parameters data, but they 
generally are usefiil for describing the local oxidation-reduction environment. 

• The LEAS is creating a locally oxic environment and, in combination with precipitation 
and, because regional groundwater flow is toward the south, is making the redox 
environment less reducing to the south. 
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• The MNA parameter data continue to have value for evaluation of the current remedy and 
will be useful for future changes that may be proposed. 

Annual Rpnnrtine 

The annual O&M reports or Annual Reports affect the evaluation of field activities and data. As 
such, the reports should include more than the currently provided information, such as COC 
concentrations vs. time for a greater number of sampling locations. This information would help 
to provide a more comprehensive picture as to the efficacy of LFAS. 

Site Inspection 

The site inspection was conducted on September 25,2015. In attendance were Sheila Sullivan, 
EPA Remedial Project Manager (RPM); EPA consultant David Dougherty of Subterranean, Inc., 
Gary Edelstein, WDNR Site Manager, Mike Peterson, WMWI, and Mike Prattke, SCS Engineers. 

The discussions focused on the LFAS operations and potential options for remedy enhancement 
and optimization. 

Attachment 6 provides a copy of the FYR site inspection form. The purpose of the inspection was 
to assess the protectiveness of the remedy, including the status of access restrictions and ICs. A 
survey of the cap revealed no disturbances. The grass cover was healthy and in good condition, 
having been mowed two weeks prior to the inspection. The parties walked the site and observed 
all site features. The perimeter fence appeared to be in good condition and signs are posted on all 
four sides of the property, however the EPA RPM contact phone number should be updated. 

No significant issues were identified at any time regarding the drainage structures. A riprap layer 
acts as a toe drain for the gravel drainage layer situated above the clay cover. A geotextile layer 
above the drainage layer, which appears to be installed between the gravel and the riprap. The 
agencies also closely examined the three wells that were recently reconfigmed to new air sparge 
points, as well as the recently abandoned wells. 

The agencies checked the treatment plant building, which in addition to the current treatment 
system machinery and equipment, still houses the pump-and-treat system components. The parties 
also inspected the air compressor units, oxygen generator and air dryer, all of which were in good 
condition. The manifold/solenoid bank was expanded by the three new sparge lines and the 
upgraded PLC appeared to be cycling the sparging points. Attachment 7 provides photographs 
t^en during the site inspection. 

V. TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT 

Question A: Is the remedy functioning as intended by the decision documents? 

Yes. The review of documents and the results of the FYR site inspection indicate that the SCOU 
portion of the remedy is functioning as intended by the ROD and ESD. The consolidation and 
capping of the wastes, in combination with the access restrictions and ICs effectively block the 
exposure routes of concem and reduce overall human health risk on-site, as well as protect the 
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remedy. WMWI has effectively operated and maintained the ISVE system such that contaminant 
loading from the source to the groundwater has been successfully reduced. This review foimd that 
O&M of the cap and drainage structures has also been effective. 

The GCOU portion of the remedy no longer employs all of the components docmnented in the 
0U2 ROD and BSD. The GCOU currently utilizes only the upgraded LFAS system to address 
groundwater contamination. This has been the situation since 2001, when after receiving EPA 
approval, the PR? substituted a LFAS system for the pump-and-treat system on an interim basis 
in order to achieve in situ treatment. Since most of the remaining groundwater contamination is in 
the anaerobic zone inunediately downgradient of the SCOU, WMWI installed the LFAS system 
to aerate this zone and provide more efficient remediation than was provided by the groundwater 
pump-and-treat system. The LFAS is well maintained and, as a result of the systematic upgrades 
made to the LFAS system over the years, shows the ability to effectively reduce contaminants. 

Comprehensive groundwater data, O&M records and other information pertaining to the 
current LFAS system indicate that it is operating as well as can be expected. Its configuration 
was changed at the end of 2014 by converting one groundwater monitoring and two extraction 
wells into LFAS wells. The limited monitoring data subsequent to this enhancement suggest that 
it is accomplishing its goals. Although down-gradient VC contamination remains a concern, 
because VC is not present in off-property wells at levels exceeding the MCL, the current 
protectiveness of the remedy is intact. 

The agencies expect that the comprehensive enhancements that have been made to the LFAS over 
the years will maintain and ensure protection in the long term, and that the data do not warrant 
recommissioning the pump-and-treat system. In its oversight capacity, EPA will continue to 
evaluate groundwater monitoring data and consult with WDNR to ensure that the system 
continues to be upgraded in a timely fashion, if warranted. However, the data trends and current 
conditions indicate that the LFAS has been demonstrated to be the most effective GCOU remedy 
in combination with the SCOU. EPA in consultation with WDNR believes that the LFAS has 
proven itself to be the preferred remedy and is currently planning to memorialize the GCOU 
remedy change from pump-and-treat to LFAS in a ROD Amendment. 

WMWI conducted a detailed IC study with title search in 2006, which was updated and 
recertified in 2011 and each year thereafter. As a result of its assessment of ICs with respect to the 
most recent groundwater data, EPA believes that while on-property ICs are protective in both the 
short and long term, off-property ICs should be enhanced to ensure long-term protectiveness. This 
would involve the use of ICs further downgradient (south) of the landfill property, at least as far 
as monitoring well OB08M. The downgradient VC levels detected at two locations (OB08M and 
P32B) outside of the 1,200-foot restrictive boundary [(NR 812.08(4)(g)] exceed the PAL, and in 
some cases, the ES, but do not exceed the MCL. This finding reinforces the need for off-property 
ICs to prevent the potable use of groundwater. If the plume length and breadth is estimated in a 
conservative fashion, then future concentrations at OB08M could be used as part of a "trigger" to 
modify restrictions. These measures would ensure long-term protectiveness of human health and 
the environment downgradient of the site property. 
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Question B: Are the exposure assumptions, toxicity data, cleanup levels and RAOs used at the 
time of remedy selection stili valid? ' 

Yes. There have been no changes in the physical conditions of the site since the last FYR that 
would affect the protectiveness of the remedy. There are no changes in current land use or 
exposure assumptions on or near the site that would alter the protectiveness of the remedy. As 
discussed. Lot 3, which is directly west of the site property, has been planned for future 
development. The sales agreement between WMWI and the developer requires that municipal 
services be extended to the property before development can occur. Recent information indicates 
that Lot 3 has been annexed by the city of Stoughton, which will guarantee municipal services to 
the property. Several other development lots have been annexed as well. Occasional inquiries 
have been made by prospective developers and purchasers regarding site-related contamination. 
This interest is expected to continue given the attractive rural environs. 

Changes in Standards and To-Be Considereds (TBCs) 

There have been changes to groundwater cleanup standards for several chemicals since EPA 
issued the GCOU ROD in 1992. Changes to Wisconsin Ch. NR 140 Groundwater Quality have 
resulted in less stringent standards for toluene, xylenes, barium, and manganese, as well as more 
stringent standards for ethylbenzene, arsenic and lead. The PAL values have been increased for 
benzene, 1,1-DCE and VC, although their respective ES and MCL values are unchanged. The 
MCL has decreased for arsenic. Two chemicals pertinent to the site have been added to the state 
and federal standards since the ROD— c/j-l,2-DCE, and trans-l,2-DCE. Finally, TCE was not 
listed as a detected COC in the 1992 GCOU ROD. TCE was added to the routine monitoring 
schedule in November 1996; its MCL and ES have not changed since the 1992 ROD was issued, 
though its PAL has increased. These changes do not affect the validity or protectiveness of the 
remedy. 

Changes in Exposure Pathways, Toxicity, and Other Contaminant Characteristics 

The assumptions used in the baseline risk assessment are considered conservative and reasonable 
in evaluating risk and developing risk-based cleanup levels. No change to these assumptions or 
the cleanup levels developed from them is warranted. There have been no changes to the 
standardized risk assessment methodology that would affect the protectiveness of the remedy. 

Expected Progress toward Meeting RAOs 

The comprehensive remedy is making more progress toward achieving RAOs than has ever been 
demonstrated in the past. The LFAS system has been enhanced several times since it was first 
installed in 2001, with the most recent expansion implemented at the end of 2014. The 
improvements appear to have increased the overall effectiveness of contaminant reduction in 
groundwater. The agencies will continue to review monitoring data to ensure that any indicated 
improvements or expansions to the system are implemented to ensure that the LFAS system will 
achieve groimdwater remediation goals within a reasonable period. 
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Question C: Has any other information come to light that could call into question the 
protectiveness of the remedy? 

No. There is no new information available sinee the 2011 FYR that challenges the protectiveness 
of the remedy. 

VI. ISSUES/RECOMMENDATIONS 

Issues/Recommendations 

OU(s) without Issues/Recommendations Identified in the Five-Year Review: 

OU 1 -Source Control Operable Unit 

Issues and Recommendations Identified in the Five-Year Review: 

OU(s): 0U2 Issue Category: Institutional Controls OU(s): 0U2 

Issue: ICs should be implemented downgradient of the site property where 
groundwater cleanup standards are exceeded to prevent potable use of 
contaminated groundwater. 

OU(s): 0U2 

Recommendation: WMWI needs to investigate the use of ICs further 
downgradient (south) of the landfill site property. The VC levels detected at 
two downgradient off-property locations (OB08M and P32B) exceed the 
cleanup criteria (PAL), and in some cases, the ES. These known locations 
are outside of the authority of Wisconsin Ch. NR 812.08(4)(g), which 
prohibits the installation of a water supply well in a known contaminated 
aquifer or within 1,200 feet of a landfill without prior approval from WDNR. 

Affect 
Current 

Protectiveness 

Affect Future 
Protectiveness 

Party 
Responsible 

Oversight 
Party 

Milestone Date 

No Yes PRP EPA/WDNR 3/31/2017 

OU(s): Site 
wide 

Issue Category: Institutional Controls OU(s): Site 
wide Issue: A LTS plan that meets EPA guidelines needs to be prepared and 

implemented. 

OU(s): Site 
wide 

Recommendation: WMWI should update the site O&M plan to include 
documented procedures that will ensure ICs and LTS at the site. The LTS 
plan should include procedures for monitoring and tracking compliance with 
the ICs, communications procedures, and annual certification to EPA that 
ICs remain in place and are effective. 
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Affect 
Current 

Protectiveness 

Affect Future 
Protectiveness 

Party 
Responsible 

Oversight 
Party 

Milestone Date 

No Yes PRP EPA/State 3/31/2017 

Other Findings 

In addition, the following recommendations were identified during the FYR. These 
recommendations will promote better communication and awareness of site conditions but do not 
affect current or future protectiveness: 

• The annual sample result letters sent by WMWl to the downgradient private well owners 
should explain both the state and federal groimdwater quality and drinking water criteria. 
When detections are foimd, the letter should state the chemical-specific criteria that have 
been exceeded and the potential health or regulatory implications of the results, and 
actions that should be taken, if necessary. 

• The EPA site contact (RPM) information should be updated on the signs posted on the 
perimeter fence and gates at the site property. 

VII. PROTECTIVENESS STATEMENT 

Operable Unit: 
OU 1 

I'ruU ctix c iicss Sl;i(t'iiK iil(s) 

Protectiveness Determination: 
Protective 

Protectiveness Statement: 
The remedy for Operable Unit 1 is protective of human health and the environment because 
waste consolidation, capping, and the ISVE system are functioning as intended such that the 
source of contamination is not accessible to humans. Access and ICs, including fencing and 
deed restrictions, respectively, have been implemented to protect the remedy, to prevent 
current and future exposures to on-site groundwater, and to prevent residential/commercial 
activities for the on-site property. 

Operable Unit: 
0U2 

' | () I cc t i V e IK ss SI a U' IIH' II t (s) 

Protectiveness Determination: 
Short-term Protective 

Protectiveness Statement: 
The remedy for Operable Unit 2 currently protects human health and the environment because 
the LFAS system, which has been employed on a pilot or interim basis to replace the ROD-
selected pump-and-treat system, has demonstrated its ability to effectively reduce contaminant 
concentrations. EPA is planning to prepare a ROD Amendment to memorialize this remedy 
change. Access controls and ICs, including fencing, deed restrictions, and governmental 
controls have been implemented to prevent current and future exposures to groundwater on 
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the site property. Receptors downgradient of the site property that rely on private groundwater 
wells are sampled annually to ensure their groundwater is safe. Currently, there are no 
exceedances of VC above the MCL in the off-property monitoring wells and private wells. 
Long term protectiveness will be achieved by ensuring the continued effective O&M of the 
LFAS; maintaining and enforcing the effectiveness of existing ICs; and implementing 
additional enforceable ICs for unrestricted areas downgradient of the site property, where 
ROD-specified groundwater cleanup criteria are being exceeded, until groundwater cleanup 
goals have been achieved at the waste boundary and throughout the plume. 

Site wide Pi(iteeli\eiiess Sliileiiient 

Protectiveness Determination: 
Short-term Protective 

Protectiveness Statement: 
On a site-wide basis, the remedy is currently protective of human health and the environment 
because the remedy is functioning as intended. However, in order for the remedy to be 
protective in the long term, the following actions need to be taken: implement ICs further 
downgradient (south) of the landfill site property, and develop and implement a LTS plan. 

VIII. NEXT REVIEW 

The next FYR report for the Hagen Farm Superfund Site is required no less than five years from 
EPA's signature date of this review. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

O REGION 5 
77 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD 

CHICAGO, IL 60604-3590 

REPLY TO THE ATTENTION OF: SR-6J 

September 22,2015 

Michael L. Peterson, P.E. 
Closed Sites Management Group 
Waste Management 
W124 N9355 Boundary Road 
MenomoneeFalls,WI 53051 

Re; ~ Notification of Five-Year Review Start for the Hagen Farm Site, Stoughton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Peterson, 

This letter is to notify you that U. S. EPA is begiiming work on the fifth Five-Year Review 
(FYR) report for the Hageri Farm site. The statutory FYR for the site will be conducted 
according to the requirements in Section 121 of CERCLA, as amended by the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA), to evaluate the remedy implemented at 
the site and determine if the remedy remains protective of human health and the environment. 

The upcoming FYR is due on July 27,2016. I am providing you with this notification so that we 
can begin coordinating activities with your office and the WDNR. We have made a good start by 
scheduling the site inspection for September 25,2015.1 would like to discuss the schedule for 
the FYR activities and obtaining the necessary monitoring data and other pertinent information 
since the 2011 FYR in order to complete the report. Some of the necessary activities and 
projected timeframes are: 

Conduct site visit - September 25,2015 
Data and document exchange and review - ongoing 
Public notification via placing notice in local newspaper - complete by March 31,2016 
Institutional Controls (IC) Study update and file review - complete by April 15,2016 
Begin drafting FYR report - January 15,2016 
Begin review/approval process of the FYR report - Jime 1,2016 

The above schedule is cursory, as there are many elements involved in preparing a FYR report. 
EPA's revised FYR report template focuses on the issues and recommendations identified during 
tlie July 2011 FYR and the progress made to resolve these issues. It will be important for us to 
review these issues and recommendations in order to accmutely characterize the progress made 
at the site. For your convenience, I have attached the 2011 FYR issues and recommendations to 
this letter. I have also provided additional text from the docmnent which 



As we have discussed before, ICs are a very important component of the FYR analysis and final 
report. WMWI perfonned an IC Study in 2006. During the 2011 FYR, WMWI certified to EPA 
that the status of the ICs had not changed. 

As part of the FYR process, the parties need to assess what, if any, additional ICs are necessary 
to ensure that the feihedyds prdteclive and in compHance with the ROD and 2007 Consent 
Decree. Lastly, we need to detennine the enforceability of the IC instruments under State and/or 
Federal authorities and the need to amend ICs if necessary. 

I look forward to working with you to complete the FYR report in a timely manner. If you have 
any questions, concerns, or related information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (312) 886-
5251 or at my email address: sullivan.sheila@epa. gov. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila A. Sullivan 
Remedial Project Manager 
Superftmd Division 
U.S. EPA 

Attachment 

cc: Gary Edelstein, WDNR 
Michael Prattke, SCS Engineers 
David Dougherty, Subterranean 



Attachment 
July 2011FYR Issues and Recommendations 

Issue; 

The SOW appended to the 2007 CD states that the LFAS system must restore the groundwater 
within a reasonable period of time. Groundwater data evaluated to date show a reduction in 
contaminpit concentrations in some wells since the previous Five-Year Review, but not a 
significant overall declining trend throughout the aquifer, especially for VC. This is necessary if 
the remedy is to achieve cleanup goals within a reasonable period. 

Recommendations: 

1. The LFAS, currently in use for groundwater remediation, should be enhanced to achieve 
greater effectiveness in contaminant reduction. The PRP should evaluate alternatives, 
propose specific enhancements to the system, and implement them according to a 
schedule. The groundwater pump-and-treat system should remain onsite and operational 
until the LFAS is optimized. 

2. At such time when the LFAS has been enhanced or demonstrates improved remedial 
effectiveness, a decision document should be prepared to memorialize the GCOU remedy 
change. 

In addition, the following text from page 44 of the 2011 FYR below should be addressed/ 
resolved in the upcoming FYR. 

"A study of the ICs at the Site was performed by WMWI in 2006 and recertified. As a result of its 
assessment of ICs with respect to the most recent groundwater data, U.S. EPA believes that 
while onsite ICs are protective in both the short and long term, offsite ICs should be enhanced to 
ensure long-term protectiveness. 

This would involve the use of ICs further downgradient (south) of the landfill property, at least 
as far as the OB08M monitoring well. The downgradient VC levels detected at two locations 
(OBOSMand P32B) outside of the 1,200-foot radius boundary exceed the PAL, and in some 
cases, the ES, but do not exceed the MCL. This finding reinforces the needfor off-property ICs to 
prevent the potable use ofgroundwater. To assure ITS of the Site, future O&M work should 
include mechanisms to ensure the regular inspection of ICs and an annual certification to the 
agencies that ICs are in place and effective. If the plume length and breadth is estimated in a 
conservative fashion, then future concentrations at OB08M could be used as part of a "trigger" 
to modify restrictions. 

ICs to restrict the potable use of groundwater should be evaluated beyond the 1,200-foot 
restrictive boundary [(NR 812.08(4)(g)] to the extent necessary to ensure long-term 
protectiveness of human health and the environment downgradient of the Site. The PRP should 
also report on whether the restrictions contained in its sale contract for Lot 3 also run with the 
land and bindfuture owners. The PRP should investigate and implement appropriate ICs for 
properties located more than 1,200feet beyond the landfill boundary, where the PAV is or may 
be exceeded in groundwater." 

' This requirement may be subject to revision under the requirements of any future U.S. EPA decision documents. 
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GROUNDWATER MONITORING PROGRAM 
February 2013 

Hagen Farm / SCS Engineers Proiecl #25212002.00 

WelllD WeU Type 

Sampling Frequency and Parameter Set. 

WelllD WeU Type 
May/November 

(Quarterly) 
February 

(Semiannual) 
August 

(Annual) 

IG04 WT X X 

MW1 WT (1) (1) X 

MW7 WT X X 

MW22 WT X X X 

MW23 WT (1) X 

MW26 WT X X 

MW27 WT X X 

MW29 WT m X 

MW30 WT (1) (I) X 

MW32 WT (1) m X 

MW33 WT (1) X X 

OBS1A WT X X X 

OBS1B PZ(BD) X X X 

OBSIC PZ(BD) X X X 

OBS2C PZ(BD) X X X 

OB8M PZ(BD) X X X 

OB11M PZ(USD) X X 

P17B PZ(USD) X X X 

P17C PZ(BD) X X X 

P17DR PZ(BD) (1) X X 

P22B PZ(USD) X X X 

P26B PZfUSD) X X 

P27B PZ(USD) X X 

P2aB PZ(USD) X X 

P28C PZ(BD) (1) X 

P29B PZ(USD1 (1) X 

P29C PZ(BD) (1) X 

P30B PZ(USD) (1) X 

P30C PZ(BD) (1) X 

P32B PZ(BD) X X X 

P33B PZ(B01 (1) X 

P35B PZ(BD1 (1) X • 

P40D PZ(BD) (1) X 

PW2 PW X 

PW3 PW X 

PW4 PW X 

PW5 PW X 

PW9 PW X 

Abbreviations: 
(1) = Water Level Only 
X = Monitoring well proposed to bo sompled 
PW = Private Well 

PZ(BO) = Piezometer screened In bedrock 

PZ(USD) = Deep piezometer screened in unconsolidoted sediment 
WT = Shollow piezometer screened in unconsolidoted sediment 

Notes: 
1. Woter elevations ore not meosured at privote wells. 
2. Privote well somples ore not filtered. 

Pogo I of 3 



GROUNDWATER MONITORINO PROGRAM 
February 2013 

Hagen Farm / SCS Engineers Proiect #25212002.00 

Groundwater Parameter List 

Annual | Semiannual 1 Quarteriv 
Indicator Panmalen 

Hardnets-Total As CAC03 (Rfterad) SuKate-Dlssolved Sulfote-Dhsofved 

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) Alkalinity, Flhered AlkaRntty, Rhered 

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) Nltrate+Nltrtte-Dfssolved NItrate+NItrlte-Dlssoked 

Chloride-Dissolved 

Sulfote-DIssolved 

AlkollnHy, Ritered 

Cyanide - Soluble 

Ammonia - Dissdved 

Soluble Total iqeldahl Nitrogen 

NHrote+NHrite-Dlssolved 

Chemical Oxygen Demand-Dissolved 

Phosphorous-Dlssblved 

Field Perameterc 

pH (Reld) pH (Reld) pH (Field) 

Temperature (Reld Test) Temperature (Reld Test) Temperature (Reld Test) 

Electrical Conductance (Reld) Electrical Conductance (Field) Sectrlcal Conductance (Reld) 

Reld EH/ORP Reld EH/ORP Reld EH/ORP 

Color Color Color 

Dissolved Oxygen (D.G.) (Reld Test) Dissolved Oxygen (D.O.) (Reld Test) Dissolved Oxygen (D.O.) (Reld Test) 

Odor Odor Odor 

Turbidity Turbidity Turbidity 

Water Elevofton Water Bevotfon Water Sevotfon 

Melaii 

Aluminum, Dissolved Barium, Dissolved Iron, Dissolved 

Barium, Ussolved Iron, Dissolved Manganese, Dissolved 

Caldum, Dissolved Manganese, Dissolved 

Chromium, Dissolved ArsenlQ Dls»lved 

Cobalt, Dissolved Lead, Dissolved 

Copper, Dissolved AAercury, Dissolved 

Iron, Dissolved 

Magnesium, Dissolved ' 
Mangonese, Dissolved 
NIdcel, Dissolved 

Potosslum, [Mssdved 

Silver, Dissolved 

Sodium, Dissolved 

Vanadium, Dissolved 

ZbK, Dissolved 

Antimony, Dissolved 

Arsenic, CMssolved 

Beryllium, Dissolved 

Cadmium, Dissolved ( 
Selenium, Dissolved 

Thallium, Dissolved 

Mercury, Dissolved 

VOCs 

See AHached Ust of Compounds (8260B) See Attached list of Compounds (82608) See Attached List of Compounds (82608) 

Vinyl Chloride (SIM) Vinyl Chloride (SIM) Vinyl Chloride (SIM) 

Abbrevfotfonst 
SIM = Select Ion Methodology 

Notest 
1. Water elevations are not megsured at private wells. 
2. Privote well samples are not filtered. 
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GROUNDWATER MONITORING PROGRAM 
February 2013 

Hageh Form / SCS Engineers Project #25212002.00 

Volatile Organic Compounds (Method 8260B) 

1,1,1 -Trtchloroethane Bromoform Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

1,1,2,2-Tetractiloroethane Bromomethone Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 

1,1,2-TrIchloroethane Carbon Disulfide Methylene chloride 

1,1-DIchloroethane Carbon Tetrachloride Methyl-t-Butyl Ether (MTBE) 

1,1-Dlchloroethene Chlorobenzene Naphthalene 

1,2,4-TrIchlorabenzene Chloroethane Styrene 

1,2-Dtbromo-3-Chloropropane DBCP Chloroform Tetrachloroethene 

1,2-Dlbromoethane (EDB) Chloromethane Tetrahydrofuran 

1,2-Dtchlorobenzene cIs-1,2-Dlchloroethene Toluene 

1,2-DIchloroethane cIs-1,3-Dlchloropropene Total Xylenes 

1,2-Dlchloropropane Dibromochloromethane trans-1,2-Dlchloroethene 

1,3-DIchlorobenzene Dlbromomethane trans-1,3-Dlchloropropene 

1,4-DIchlorobenzene DIchlorobromomethane Trichloroethene 

2-Hexanone Dlchlorodlfluoromethone T richlorof luoromethane 

Acetone Ethylbenzene Vinyl chloride 

Benzene 

Zt\Pr«{ecfs\25212002.00\Corr«spondance*A9ency\Reipora6 to EPA CommentOon 2013\[Groundwoter Monitorfng ProgranuHagen Form_F1NAIj02l 12013.xls]GW AAonltoring Progrom 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

ConnectStoii^toii.a>in Match 10,2016 Courier Hub 13 

120 years ago (1896) 
• Wiih two tobacco warehouses running full swing, work

ing over 100 hands, with a weekly payroll of $800, and a 
prospect of more to open soon, we may look for at least a 
partial revival of ihe good old limes of the early *905. 

• All the men and women and boys and girls in town who 
can skate or think they can skate were on the river New 
Year's Day. It was the only fun going on in town that day. 

• We hope quite a number of our subscribers - whom 
we might mention, but won't - made a resolution on New 
Year's day and keep it, and will keep themselves square 
with the Hub. 

• There are now about 300,000 white people in the Indian 
territory. 

• Up to today, January lOlli, City Treasurer Sevcrson has 
received in taxes about $9,000 or close to 40 percent of the 
total lev7. 

• The original .subscribers to the T. G. Mandt Vehicle 
Co., representing $12,300 of the cash slock, met at T. G. 
Mandi's office in this city Tuesday afternoon and effected a 
temporary re-organi7alion. 

70 years ago (1946) 
• I Jsted a.s missing for more than a year in the Pacific, 

Second Lieutenant David C. Seainonson is now presumed 
dead, according to a war department announcement to his 
parents, Friday. 

• A downtown automobile dealership handling trucks 
and cars becomes another postwar development with the 
announcement that Truman Felland will operate a car and 
truck dealership and complete automotive service In the 
large Badger Petroleum building located near the bridge on 
Main Street 

• The llrsi group of returned war veterans to enroll in the 
Stoughton Vocational school under provisions of the G.I. 
Bill will start ilicir study January 7. 

• To Miss Diane Lynn Holmen goes the honor of being 
Sioughton's first New Year's baby of 1946. 

• The 141 members of the Kcgonsa T.odgc P. and A. M. 
are today the proud owners of a new Masonic temple, the 
first one in Sioughton's history, according to Dr. F. B, Hen-
derst>n, worshipful master at tlie local lodge. Yesterday, the 
organization completed the purchase of the Fosdahl prop
erty on N. 5th Street. 

STOUGHTON HISTORY 
January 

45 years ago (1971) 
• It appears that Mr. and Mrs. Harry Swalheim have 

become parents of the first baby of 1971 born to residents 
of the Stoughton school district. 

• Mrs. M.H. Hegge, 84, who was a well-known organist 
in Stoughton and the surrounding area.s, died Friday after
noon. 

• Stoughton residents who awake in the middle of the 
night with a yen for steak are going to find them readily 
available starling next week. The new owners of the Super-
Valu have announced that they are starting a 24-hour policy 
to serve area residents. 

• A total of 93 cases of Dutch Elm disease were reported 
last year. 

• Evidencing a traffic snarl on Main Street, councilraen 
Tuesday night voted unanimously to have a hood placed 
over the Waier-Main street stop-and-go lights for a 60-day 
period. 

• Rev. Robert Allen submitted his resignation, effective 
June 30, at the annual meeting of the Calvary Evangelical 
Free Church. 

2Q years ago (1996) 
• He's being called a hero, hut Roger Thorson insists he's 

no such tiling. Thorson, a Stoughton Water Utility employ
ee, is being credited with helping capture three juveniles 
charged with robbing Barney's Utica Store at gunpoint 
around II o'clock Tuesday morning. 

• Preliminaity estimates indicate the Stoughton Area 
School District will receive a whopping 40 percent increase 
in state aid under the school property tax relief plan, a pros
pect local school officials say Ivjosts the chances few suc
cess of Fehruary's facilities referendum. 

• The head of Stoughton Trailers, Inc. says a soft econo
my is behind layoffs at the company's Stoughton factory. 
"Our business is tapering off, so we have to cut back .some," 
said ITon Wahlin, founder of the truck trailer manufacturing 
company. Wahlin expects that of the Sioughion facility's 
workforce of roughly 1,000 itcopJe. stnnewhcrc in the range 
of 5-10 percent will be affected. 

• Sometime later this year, Stoughton will be joining the 
ranks of Belleville and Madison wiili something few other 
communities have. Tuesday the Stoughton City Council 
appointed an ad hoc communications committee to study 

the process of Unking the city and various departments - as 
well as the school and newspaper - to the cyberspace world 
via the Internet with a home page. 

• Hired as interim school superintendent in August, from 
day one Elgie Noble said he wasn't here to while away 
the days as a do-nothing, transitional caretaker. His direct 
style, reported by those who work with him as anything 
but wishy-washy, has earned the support of the Stough
ton School Board of Education. Monday, the board voted 
unanimously to approve a two-year disirici contract making 
Noble die district's full-lledgcd superintendent. 

10 years ago (2006) 
• Jim Drifkc, interim business manager for the Stough

ton Area School District, cautions that fultire budgetary 
scenarios for Wisconsin school districts are heavy on the 
word "estimations," particularly when it comes to trying to 
predict actions by the Wisconsin Legislature and counter 
measures by Gov. Jim Doyle. But Drifke recently told the 
Stoughton Board of Education that ilic district could once 
again tind itself in a financial hole for 2007-08 - facing 
projected budget slionfalls ranging from $726,000 to $1.25 
million. 

• It was a bittersweet goodbye Sunday night for members 
of Sioughton's Christ Lutheran Church. A candlelight vigil 
and the singing of hymns marked the last time litc congre
gation would stand next to the remains of their church and 
the adjoining Martin Luther Christian School. Both struc
tures were mostly total losses in the devastating fire set 
Aug. 17, 2005 by youths who had climbed up on the school 
riH)f. 

• This most Norwegian of coimnuniiics is scheduled to 
receive a visit from a real-life Norwegian princess. Princess 
Martha Louise, fourth in line to the Norwegian throne, is 
scheduled to visit Stoughton briefly April 24 to promote her 
first children's book, "Why Kings and Queens Don't Wear 
Crowns." 

• Suzanne Hotter, unanimously approved as interim 
superintendent by the Stoughton Board of Education in an 
executive session Monday night, has strong lies to Stough
ton. Her husband, Tom Hotter, served the district for 28 
years (1970-98) as a teacher, guidance counselor and 
coach. The Hotiers have iwo children who arc Stoughton 
High School graduates and a grandson cuircmly attending 
Fox Prairie Elementary School. 

Triangle Troopers earn 4-H awards, wrap up 'Stuff a Sock' project 
Tone twins get 2016 Key Award 

The Triangle Troopers 4-H Club held its annual cnd-of-
ihe-year awards banquet la.st month, where 22 of its mem
bers received Dane County 4-H project and participation 
awards. 

Earning the highest state 4-H honor, the 2016 Key 
Award, were sisters Sydney and Shelby Tone. The award 
is presented to 4-Hers who have exhibited outstanding 
leadership, community .service and project work ilirough-
oul their entire 4-H career. The Tones were also select
ed by Dane County 4-H to travel mid-summer 2016 to 
Washington, D.C. to serve as the county's delegates to the 
weckiong National 4-H Citizenship/Washington Focus 
program. 

Also specially commended were members Grace Link 
for community service and Lindsey Sarbackcr for senior 
leadership. 
.In addition to the nuinerou.s individual awards, the club The 2016 Wisconsin State 4-H Key Award vwnners from the 

recently won recognition and a $30 prize for its National Triangle Troopers 4-H Club are Sydney Tone, left, and Shelby Tone, 
4-H Week promotional effort. The Troopers' entry, "4-H right, pictured with co-general leader Candi Sarbacker, center. 
l.eaders Grow Here," was displayed in The Next Genera
tion's storefront last fall. Dane County 4-H Leaders Asso
ciation sponsored the promotional contest and prize. 

'Stuff a Sock" 
The Dane Couniy 4-H Endowment Committee also 

awarded the Troopers SlOO in grant funding for the club's 
special community service project, "Stuff a Sock for a 
Kid." The project, held Feb. 22, was part of the club's 
"Make A Difference to a Kid" scn'icc theme for 2015-16. 

For that project, club members filled 80 pairs of kid-
sized socks with snacks and personal essential items (such 
as a toothbrush, toothpaste, fioss, washcloth). The stuffed 
socks were donated to the Madison Salvation Army's 
Family Shelter, which provides about 40 kids and their 
families weekly wiili temporary housing. 

Club members plan to prepare a display chronieling the 
"Stuff a Sock" project for exhibition at ihc Dane Couniy 
Fair in July. 

Dr. Thor Anderson donated the dental items for the 
project, and the club acquired the other items using funds 
awarded by the Dane Couniy 4-H Endowment Comraii-
tce via a grant it applied for last fall. Youtli leaders and 
twin sisters Sydney and Shelby Tone led tlic project and 
wrote the funding grant application, general leader Laurie 
Schellinger said in an email to the Hub. 

Service projects 
The club is already moving on to its next service proj

ect, and will be collecting kid-relaicd food items - includ
ing peanut butter, jelly and macaroni and cheese - for 
lo^ food pantries throughout the month of March, 

On the web 
For inlormalion on the Triangle Troopers and their adi\tiies, visit: 

triangletroopers4h.org 

Pantry, and age-appropriate DVDs to American Fam
ily Children's Hospital. Members also banded together to 
assemble meals at "Food for Kidz" in October and to pack 
boxes for ilie Holiday Fund in December. 

The Triangle Trooper 4-H Club members write handmade cards to 
go inside their stuffed socks as part of a community service project. 
The club stuffed 80 new pairs of kid-sized socks with snacks and 
personal items, which were then donated to the Salvation Army. 

Other recently completed service projects connected 
to the service theme include collections and donations 
of warm winter clothing to Sioughton's Clothing Closet, 
baby-related items lo Sioughton's Personal Essentials 

EPA Begins Review 
of Hagen Farm Superfund Site 

Town of Dunkirk, Wisconsin 

Hie U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is conducting 
a five year review of the Hagen Farm Superfund site, 2318 
County Higliway A, town of Dunkirk, about one mile east 
of Stoughton, Wis. The Superfund law requires regular 
checkups of sites that have been cleaned up > with waste 
managed on-site - to make sure that the cleanup continues to 
protect people and the envtronraent. Tills is the fifth five-year 
review of this site. 
EPA's cleanup of conlaniinated soil consisted of consolidating 
three waste disposal areas into one, capping the consolidated 
waste and tnstalling and operating a pump-and-treat system. 
A separate plan for contaminated groundivater consisted of 
installing and operating an in place soil vapor extraction 
system. 
More information is available at die Stoughton Public Library, 
304S. Fourth St; Dunkirk Town Hall, 654 Couniy Road N, 
Stoughton; and at%vww.cpa,gov/superfund/hagen-farm. 
The rcwew should be completed by August 
Hie five-year-review report is an opportunity for you to 
tell EPA about site conditions and any concerns you have. 
Contact: 

Susan Pastor 
(kunniunily ImtibciDent 

M2-886-51M 
sullivan4sl>eik^«pa.guv 

Sheila Sullivan 
Remedial pKyccI Man^rCmmlinakH' 

JlZ-SS.l-l.'iS 
paAor.susinf'qM^ S 

You may call EPA toll-free at 
800-621-8431,8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., weekdays. 
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS USED FOR FIVE-YEAR REVIEW 

1. EarthCon Consultants, Inc.:"Technical Memorandum: Groundwater Plume Analytics (Including a 
Ricker Method Plume Stability Analysis), Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc., Hagen Farm, 
Dunkirk, Wisconsin", Prepared for Waste Management of Wisconsin, November 2014. 

2. SCS BT Squared, Inc. "2011 Annual Report, Hagen Farm, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, 
Wisconsin, March 2012", Prepared for Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc., March, 2011. 

3. SCS Engineers. "2012 Annual Report, Hagen Farm, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin", 
Prepared for Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc., March 2013. SDMS ID: 473140. 

4. Correspondence from Mr. Mike Peterson of Waste Management of Wisconsin to Ms. Sheila Sullivan 
of U.S. EPA regarding the 2012 Operations and Maintenance Report, March 25, 2013. SDMS ED: 
454119. 

5. SCS Engineers, "Low-Flow Air Sparge System Enhancement Workplan, Hagen Farm Superfund Site, 
Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin", Prepared on behalf of Waste Management of 
Wisconsin, Inc. for U.S. EPA Region 5., August 2013. 

6. SCS Engineers. "2013 Annual Report, Hagen Farm, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin", 
Prepared for Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc., March 2014. SDMS ID: 473139. 

7. SCS Engineers, "Low-Flow Air Sparge System Enhancement Workplan, Hagen Farm Superfund Site, 
Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin, Revision 2", Prepared on behalf of Waste Management 
of Wisconsin, Inc. for U.S. EPA Region 5., Jime 2014. SDMS ID: 473142. 

8. SCS Engineers, "Documentation Report: Low-Flow Air Sparge System Enhancement, Hagen Farm 
Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin", Prepared on behalf of Waste 
Management of Wisconsin, Inc. for U.S. EPA Region 5., January 2015. 

9. SCS Engineers. "2014 Annual Report, Hagen Farm, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin", 
Prepared for Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc., March 2015. 

10. SCS Engineers. "2015 Annual Report, Hagen Farm, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin", 
Prepared for Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc., March 2016. 

11. Subterranean Research, Inc. "Technical Memo: Hydrologic Review of Remedy, Hagen Farm 
Superfund Site, Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin (draft)." Prepared on behalf of U.S. EPA Region 5 
Groundwater Evaluation and Optimization System, April 29, 2011. 

12. Subterranean Research, Inc. Technical Memo from David Dougherty to Sheila Sullivan (U.S. EPA): 
"Hagen Farm Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, WI, WMWI Proposals for LFAS Monitoring 
Program and Facilities", Prepared on behalf of U.S. EPA Region 5, April 14,2014. 

13. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Hagen Farm Site, WI. Source Control Operable Unit 
Declaration for the Record of Decision", September 17, 1990. SDMS ID: 92113. 
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14. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Explanation of Significant Differences for the Hagen Farm 
Superfimd Site Groundwater Control Operable Unit, Dane County, WT'. August 27, 1991. 

15. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Hagen Farm Site, WI. Groundwater Control Operable Unit 
Declaration for the Record of Decision", September 30, 1992. SDMS ID; 92103. 

16. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Institutional Controls: A Site Managers Guide to Identifying, 
Evaluating and Selecting Institutional Controls at Superfimd and RCRA Corrective Action 
Cleanups Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. OSWER Directive 9355.0-74FS-P. 
EPA 540-F-00-005, September 2000. 

17. United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA). June 2001. Comprehensive Five-Year 
Review Guidance, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. Directive 9355.7-03B-P. 

18. U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, "U.S. EPA Region V, Consent Decree [United States v. 
Waste Management of Wisconsin (07-C-0424-C)]. August 2007. 

19. U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5. Memo from Sheila Sullivan, Remedial Project 
Manager and Jeffrey Cahn, Office of Regional Counsel, to Thomas Short, Chief, Remedial Response 
Branch 2, Regarding: "Site-Wide Ready for Anticipated Use Determination for the Hagen Farm Site, 
Dane County, Wisconsin." October 1, 2011. SDMS ID: 376735. 

20. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Five-Year Review Report, Fourth Five-Year Review for 
Hagen Farm Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, Wisconsin", Prepared by U.S. EPA Region 5, July 27, 
2011. SDMS ID: 408387. 

21. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Letter from Sheila A. Sullivan to Michael L. 
Peterson of Waste Management of Wisconsin Re: "2011 Annual Report for the Hagen Farm 
Superfimd Site, Town of Dunkirk, Wisconsin." September 27, 2012.SDMS ID: 454116. 

22. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Letter from Sheila A. Sullivan to Michael L. 
Peterson of Waste Management of Wisconsin Re: "Proposal for Enhancement of the Low-Flow Air 
Sparge System at the Hagen Farm Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin." June 
20, 2013. SDMS ID: 473148. 

23. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Letter from Sheila A. Sullivan to Michael L. 
Peterson of Waste Management of Wisconsin Re: "Proposal for Enhancement of the Low-Flow Air 
Sparge System at the Hagen Farm Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin." May 
27, 2014. 
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ATTACHMENT 6 

OSWERNO.9355.7-03B-P 

Please note that "O&M" is referred to throughout this checklist. At sites where Long-Term 
Response Actions are in progress, O&M activities may be referred to as "system operations" since 
these sites are not considered to be in the O&M phase while being remediated under the Superfund 
program. 

Five-Year Review Site Inspection Checklist (Template) 

(Working document for site inspection. Information may be completed by hand and attached to the 
Five-Year Review report as supporting documentation of site status. "N/A" refers to "not applicable.") 

1. SITE INFORMATION 

Site name: • Hoj^cn R.rm Date of inspection: t ̂  

Location and Region: EPA ID: \ijj:onoe> loes^ 
Agency, office, or company leading the five-year 
review: ePfl, (?e^,cn 5 ^ 

Weather/temperature: ). 

Remedy Includes: (Check all that ^ply) 
y Landfill cover/containment Monitored natural attenuation 

Access controls Groundwater contaiiunent 
• Institutional controls Vertical barrier walls 
v' Groundwater pump and treatment-/tef"cfenif^ 

Surface water collection and treatment 

Attachments: Inspection team roster attached Site map attached 

U. INTERVIEWS (Check all that apply) 

1. O&M site manager Mi/^rJ Aj-rXon JhstiuttL 
Name 

Interviewed /at site at office by phone Phone no. 
Title UZ Date 

Problems, suggestions; Report attached _ 

2. o&Mstaff ^ichnel P'V- tienw^^ 
Mainp Vi Titli. ' Name ^ Title' 

Interviewed /at site at office by phone Phone no. 
Problems, suggestions; Report attached 

D-7 



OSWERNo. 935S.7-03B-P 

3. Local regulatory authorities and response agencies (i.e.. State and Tribal offices, emergency 
response office, police department, office of public health or environmental health, zoning office, 
recorder of deeds, or other city and county offices, etc.) Fill in all that apply. 

Agency VJPAl^ 
Contact <Wy r£L 

Name 
Problems; suggestions; Report attached 

q ad^fstekigj>u 1 • uc fe-yfuu/) 

PnuectMiMO-ver qlssi IS' 
Title Date Phone no. 

Agency 
Contact 

Name 
Problems; suggestions; Report attached 

Title 

Agency 
Contact 

Name 
Problems; suggestions; Report attached 

Title 

Agency 
Contact 

Name 
Problems; suggestions; Report attached 

Title 

Date Phone no. 

Date Phone no. 

Date Phone no. 

4. Other interviews (optional) Report attached. 

D-8 



OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

III. ON-SITE DOCUMENTS & RECORDS VERIFIED (Check aU that ^ply) 

O&M Documents 
O&M manual (^Readily available Up to date N/A 
As-built drawings 0 Readily available 0 Up to date N/A 
Maintenance logs 0 Readily available Up to date N/A 

RemarksXtecmnfnh flchV'futf arc Kept-in fh£.1rmfni» 
kept iig HJ/iUL 6f(lfcr onifer C^inttnrtffftlces: 

Site-Speciflc Health and Safety Plan (^Readily available ^Up to date 
Contingency plan/emergency response plan ^Readily available ^^p to date 

Remarks Copif^ K<yM>y Hflnaggmoi/- h/r ^H/HK/T^ and 
P-t-M CjDTntrar.tfrs ^ 

N/A 
N/A 

O&M and OSHA Training Records 0 Readily available Up to date 
Remarks Ccptg pfteOpid& ft/- h/Nh/i:(miOtY^ ' ' ~ 

HA^SP aM pUns. tppf enJUfp. 

N/A 

Permits and Service Agreements 
Air discharge permit 
Effluent discharge 
Waste disposal, POTW 
Other permits .Crp-hy. 

Remarks < I 

Readily available 
Readily available 

V Readily available 
^Readily available 

Up to date 
Up to date 
Up to date 
Up to date 

)N/A 
I N/A 

M/A 
•J/A 

5. Gas Generation Records Readily available Up to date (JIN/A 
Remarks ji nof reynr<W G>o^»^poy1e^t^ 

X5VE is tfwfeJ-fc tttmotpKere. 

6. Settlement Monument Records Readily available Up to date (0N/A 
Remarks 1>riH pl(Ui ^ nof- rputrVie. oP SeltHtYmid' 

if-haA ne(er concern 6-i- tius ilffe 

7. Groundwater Monitoring Records 0 Readily available Up to date N/A 
Remarks l^feulor- r>lflvl.'^?!>r•Vy diJn SJCKHII IIS,^A ai*i WDA/igj/Uri in 

girt'fr&wr' rtcon/s maiytfumed tVi \Hb/iil (G-BHS tUttLhaSe. 

8. Leachate Extraction Records 
Remarks 

Readily available Up to date QWA 

9. Discharge Compliance Records 
Air Readily available Up to date ^N/A 
Water (effluent) ^Readily avmlable ^Jp to date <N/A 

Remarks -

10. Daily Access/Security Logs Readily available Up to date ^N/A 
Remarks ff>ri>t\ekr^aici^ fesifich access . are pnshrl rtf-jafes ayid frnfrntwr 
6-«.-heS and en Sthe. t>tft1dtn^ dry W/ygw pjaythrnr^ it . 
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OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

TV. O&M COSTS 

O&M Organization 
State in-house Contractor for State 

^PRP in-house ^Contractor for PRP 
Federal Facility in-house Contractor for Federal Facility 
Other .SlLS is ftrimaru Q-rH Suha»\hnuicr:^ ang SeJeeinl«s 

jp pi>rfiirm SjperiWiiieri O+H -Ajnch'^/il,, ie-i omJirkf Capj (Viefewa/g^etL 

O&M Cost Records LoyJ-ficnJ oir^o/Jc.S'ystent Crfi ryni 
Readily available Up to date t f Z&OH.jtjr'i 

Breakdown attached 
Funding mechanism/agreement in place 

Original O&M cost estimate 

Total annual cost by year for review period if available 

From To Breakdown attached 

From 
Date 

To 
Date Total cost 

Breakdown attached 

From 
Date 

To 
Date Total cost 

Breakdown attached 

FrOm 
Date 

To 
Date Total cost 

Breakdovm attached 

From 
Date 

To 
Date Total cost 

Breakdovm attached 
Date -Date Total cost 

3. Unanticipated or Unusually High O&M Costs During Review Period 
Describe costs and reasons: 

V. ACCESS AND INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS g)Applicable N/A 

A. Fencing 

1. Fencing damaged Location shown on site mq) ^Gates secured N/A 
Remarks Pgnrn'mr jr, ShAfif., PeiOCe k 

xlt'jf ^ UP gvidfvirr of y<x»ci<«if.svv\ _ 

B. Other Access Restrictions 

1. Signs and other security measures 
Remarks Sj. 

Location shown on site map N/A (4,sV0ft^ 
'wBi cure, poijfji enodiesCs) »ni atirr»Ukr iVtars/aJS 

Ytet/iip ^Sr Vp<iAffd It rtAecf tiF/7 ptane w*"uDgr 

D-IO 



OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

C. Institutional Controls (ICs) 

1. Implementation and enforcement 
Site conditions imply ICs not properly implemented 
Site conditions imply ICs not being fiilly enforced 

Yes ®No N/A 
Yes 0No N/A 

Type of monitoring (e.g., self-reporting, drive by) Jeif-fe/terftW 
Frequency Armtlfti 
Responsible party/agency "Tlajpenstfafe ftirty - WtMlH Z 
Contact /like Pei-ersfsin, P. Pisfnct^ryi^HI/f: . 

Name Title Date Phone no. 

Reporting is up-to-date 
Reports are verified by the lead agency 

res 
fes 

No 
No 

N/A 
N/A 

Specific requirements in deed or decision documents have been met §) Yes 
Violations have been reported - y)o ha-f^ htet) dSJessvi 
Other problems or suggestions: Report attached 

No 
No 

N/A 
N/A 

pnatprl- auti pKnlnibi'^ <t.rwojvJoifer tJSg. onjCifi* nvtd 
booodar^ n^y •jo p^ht !=,,'(• ^n>i[rxluJeJ>er (/Je^-A/irfher-

,glp>^lyJrgct^>tt^ riAi huqrr^Jhed. 

^2^ 

2. Adequacy ICs are adequate ^ ICs are inadequate N/A 
Remarks XiC5 TVyxy yw>f be fer oPf-^fgp^yfy f>Ctj>(pir>& vJhere. 

<fC)tlt)r^e <Xteed5 \U\iCtarA,n A/^/VO PftLs. nncL fe«y^ftrr^nn^ 
Id be an XC. m pfcu^ tp pn?twb>V ft^fit iVt^fTLllahfat e>f bgtrt 

D. General 

I. Vandalism/trespassing 
Remarks 

Location shown on site m^ vandalism evident 

2. Land use changes on site ̂ ^/A 
Remarks hig /ocnd t>/g, On^Stie. frpjaet-j^ 

3. Land use changes off site<SN/A 
Remarks jtuidl-D^af r anavei TWhmo o, 

^rfi has ty^n tyure.n/^h^v^-fi(iyn ni. pasf /g ^ lAe^norfi 
^fSvcho 

5«u 
VL GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS 

A. Roads ^ Applicable N/A 

Roads damai 
Remarks 

ig^ Location shown on site map ^Roads adequate 
npods. »n OiidftiirA. 

N/A 

£oth\air 

Coht^ie. pio^d-

D-ll 



OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

B. Other Site Conditions 

Remarks-

VU. LANDFILL COVERS Applicable N/A 

A. LandfillSnrface a$SeSSe& I'n Ju|y > UtS^ 

1. Settlement (Low spots) Location shown on site map Settlement not evident 
Areal extent Depth 
Remarks 

U. 

2. Cracks 
Lengths_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site map ^Cracking not evident 
Widths Depths 

Erosion 
Areal extent_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site map ^^rosion not evident 
Depth 

Holes 
Areal extent_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site mt^ ^ Holes not evident 
Depth 

Vegetative Cover ^Grass ^)Cover properly established ® No signs of stress 
Trees/Shrubs (indicate size and locations on a diagram) 

Remarks ms <Me>. 
HoHinff dme hi -Rill tr Sommet-jvpmtim' UiVij/iife fah'faK 

ijdejlS' 

Alternative Cover (armored rock, concrete, etc.) ^^N/A 
Remarks 

Bulges 
Areal extent_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site map ^)Bulges not evident 
Height 

D-12 



OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

8. Wet Areas/Water Damage 
Wet areas 
Ponding 
Seeps 
Soft subgrade 

Remarks 

^Wet areas/water damage not evident 
Location shown on site map Areal extent_ 
Location shown on site map Areal extent_ 
Location shown on site m^ Areal extent_ 
Location shown on site map Areal extent_ 

9. Slope Instability 
Areal extent 
Remarks 

Slides Location shovni on site map ®No evidence of slope instability 

B. Benches Applicable 0N/A 
(Horizontally constructed mounds of earth placed across a steep landftll side slope to interrupt the slope 
in order to slow down the velocity of surface runoff and intercept and convey the runoff to a lined 
channel.) 

1. Flows Bypass Bench 
. Remarks 

Location shown on site m^ (g) N/A or okay 

2. Bench Breached 
Remarks 

Location shown on site mq) ^N/A or okay 

3. Bench Overtopped 
Remarks 

Location shown on she m^ N/A or okay 

C. Letdown Channels Applicable ^N/A 
(Chaimel lined with erosion control mats, ripr^, grout bags, or gabions that descend down the steep 
side slope of the cover and will allow die runoff water collected by the benches to move off of the 
landfill cover without creating erosion gullies.) 

1. Settlement 
Areal extent_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site map 
Depth 

No evidence of settlement 

NIA 

Material Degradation 
Material type 
Remarks 

Location shown on site m^ 
Areal extent 

No evidence of degradation 

Erosion 
Areal extent_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site map 
Depth 

No evidence of erosion 

ML. 
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OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

Undercutting 
Area] extent 
Remarks 

Location shown on site mq> 
Depth 

No evidence of undercutting 

EM 
Obstructions Type_ No obstructions 

Location shown on site m^ 
Size 
Remarks 

Areal extent 

6. Type_ Excessive Vegetative Growth 
No evidence of excessive growth 
Vegetation in channels does not obstruct flow 
Location shown on site map Areal extent_ 

Remarks ELL 

D. Cover Penetrations ^Applicable N/A 

1. Gas Vents (^Active Passive 
^JProperly secured/lockedf^unctioning ^jRoutinely sampled 

Evidence of leakage at penetration 

Stunpted owhJfttfii, ke sr 
. T-e»/cr A.-/ I 

(HKjood condition 
Needs Maintenancie 

Remarks 
-to CJDtYfSftnri aiith F\{a M\etichxa>J 

2. Gas Monitoring Probes 
0 Properly secured/locked(^unctioning (^Routinely sampled 0 Good condition 

Evidence ofleakage at penetration Needs Maintenance N/A 
Remarks v'K 

Monitoring Wells (within surface area of landfill) 
0Properly secured/locked 0Functioning (Routinely sampled Good condition 

Evidence ofleakage at penetration ® Needs Maiirtenance N/A 
Remarks_ Athl P7 ^ d.gntfcr^'ted "fe AtYSparer puinf" J PXZB to abiuirlen'A 
H^PnB heABdhkfnOisiYyj-nee^repti/ir MlU p |-yC ttAcl jujf-i<£n rtfitiired^ffiaSexl 

Leachate Extraction Wells 
Properly seciued/locked Fimctioning 
Evidence ofleakage at penetration 

Remarks 

Routinely sampled Good condition 
Needs Maintenance ^N/A 

5. Settlement Monuments 
Remarks 

Located Routinely surveyed @N/A 
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OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

E. Gas Collection and Treatinent is. totfaJ h ohrn/nphar^ 
1. Gas Treatment Facilities 

Flaring 
Good condition 

Remarks 

Thermal destruction 
Needs Maintenance 

Collection for reuse 

2. Gas Collection Wells, Manifolds and Piping 
Good condition Needs Maintenance 

Remarks 

3. Gas Monitoring Facilities (e.g., gas monitoring of adjacent homes or buildings) 
Good condition Needs Maintenance ©^I/A * 

Remarks 

F. Cover Drainage Layer ^Applicable N/A 

1. Outlet Pipes Inspected 
Remarks 

^Functioning N/A 

2. Outlet Rock Inspected 
Remarks 

(^Functioning N/A 

G. Detention/Sedimentation Ponds ^Applicable N/A 

1. Siltation Areal extent 
^ Siltation not evident 
Remarks Sedi)n\eiU- povul gym 

Deptb_ N/A 

•ii u diy 

2. Erosion Areal extent_ 
(^Erosion not evident 
Remarks 

Deptb_ 

Outlet Works 
Remarks 

0 Functioning N/A 

Dam 
Remarks 

Functioning 0M/A 
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OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

H. Retaining Walls Applicable ^S^/A 

1. Deformations 
Horizontal displaceinent_ 
Rotational displacement_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site map Deformation not evident 
Vertical displacement 

hilf\ 

2. Degradation 
Remarks 

Location shown on site map Degradation not evident 

MjA 

I. Perimeter Ditches/Off-Site Discharge (^)Applicable N/A 

1. Siltatioli Location shown on site map ^iltation not evident 
Areal extent Depth 
Remarks 

Vegetative Growth Location shown on site map 
^Vegetation does not impede flow 
Areal extent Type_ 

N/A 

IcLiJ runo chojAjnti inf/HroJt\y*K OoYid 

Erosion 
Areal extent_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site m^ ^^rosion not evident 
_ Depth 

Discharge Structure ^Functioning N/A 
Remarks 

Vin. VERTICAL BARRIER WALLS Applicable ®N/A 

1. Settlement 
Areal extent_ 
Remarks 

Location shown on site m^ 
_ Depth 

Settlement not evident 

2. Performance MonitoringType of monitoring^ 
Performance not monitored 

Frequency 
Head differential 
Remarks 

Evidence of breaching 
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IX. GROUNDWATER/SURFACE WATER REMEDIES g|Applicable N/A 

A. Groundwater Extraction Wells, Pumps, and Pipelines (^Applicable N/A 

1. Pumps, Wellhead Plumbing, and Electrical 
Good condition All required wells properly operating Needs Maintenance N/A 

Remarks gglmcfiW vJeili tu) {enr^eir gjPanaftghJ-^ h LF/jS patnf; 
c^lr^l/B^hL•h> SpflAaj ' SIAII w/jfA LFAS 
PparritViy jvi phr^of- PumpoLndrtrBpt s<4sAan 

Extraction System Pipt *ines. Valves, Valve Boxes, and Other Appurtenances 
®Good condition Needs Maintenance 
Remarks ftir< l>i CowtliVibyi UifU fesffrcf- 'to bfim tfpurM 

^P<u^»V]q ; feouiPVg«f"j uiaiild bf {t fOatp-at^-iDaxi- feS^fnt^ 
^nair 

Spare Parts and Equipment 
Readily available Good condition Requires upgrade ^Needs to be provided 

Remarks IAIBOICI nasi bp prerf/AnJ ferPdrtip-fl>tt--Wai-. 

B. Surface Water Collection Structures, Pumps, and Pipelines Applicable ^)N/A 

1. Collection Structures, Pumps, and Electrical 
Good condition Needs Maintenance 

Remarks JjjA 

2. Surface Water Collection System Pipelines, Vaives, Valve Boxes, and Other Appurtenances 
Good condition Needs Maintenance 

Remarks AJfA 

3. Spare Parts and Equipment 
Readily available Good condition Requires upgrade Needs to be provided 

Remarks | iJlA 

pOyr^fO-OA^—hu^ OA (XpHtf. jrsr irjs^hj 

iWrHiUtK TKC LFAJ *00^ 
aUiy^ 3 4BW'spaj^ fe. Ttujui 

Ct>Pbi •e,^yAUApyy\jJKt~ ctrt ih CMrtlrhdH /tre. 

'jruuVvfj^./Wd'iKe- r)^ ^cJLucU^ 
13 cur ^eyisunaisCj 

.2 «uV' CJPn\pr^&cx\crs / ptos 
pr<wv«t/»uirvtflr Le^\<L.c£7AirodIjer ic 

C/rynp.»o.a^«^ iKtX. 



OSWERNo. 9355.7-03B-P 

C. Treatment System (g| Applicable N/A - -fe, LPAS SijSkm 

1. Treatment Train (Check components that apply) 
Metals removal Oil/water separation Bioremediation 
Air stripping Carbon adsorbers 
Filters 
Additive (e.g., chelation agent, flocculent) 
Others SfXufy polity 

I condition Needs Maintenance 
apling ports properly marked and functional 

Sampling/maintenance log displayed and up to date 
g^quipment properly identified 

Quantity of groundwater treated annually 
Quantity of surface water treated annually_ 

Remarks YieW jw-siVi; R/a tfea- ^sktn 

2. Electrical Enclosures and Panels (properly rated and fimctional) 
N/A ^Good condition Needs Maintenance 

Remarks pLf, tJunA Soi&icid ts KfiuJ CLyid. >cla^-»wX/2wW/ 

3. Tanks, Vaults, Storage Vessek 
N/A (^)Good condition Proper secondary containment Needs Maintenance 

Remarks 

4. Discharge Structure and Appurtenances 
N/A 03ood condition Needs Maintenance 

Reniarks 

5. Treatment Building(s) 
N/A (^Good condition (esp. roof and doorways) Needs repair 

UPchemicals and equipment properly stored 
Remarks 

6. Monitoring Wells (pump and treatment remedy) 
/properly secured/locked (functioning ^Routinely sampled (J)Good condition 

All required wells located Needs Maintenance N/A 
Remarks - S^nu. yyLeuA'kyutMirt. jfey P/7 Q 

D. Monitoring Data ^lfeu*i€r^ deJkt. SohjyuAtzd js 

1. MonitomgData 
^Is routinely submitted on time (^s of acceptable quality 

2. Monitoring data suggests: 
® Groundwater plume is effectively contained (j^ontaminant concentrations are declining 

•/£> Serttedune, ^ > Jj? meoty urcUSj •te SoMe (kjne, ^ ^ J37 rnoj^ urtilsj hrotjur 
dnjnpadrenJt' V-C. » netanbuhid Stjne, -fitociuoJt'ffn • 

6tr^ irend is SecrecLie D-I8 
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D. Monitored Natural Attenuation 

1. Monitoring Wells (natural attenuation reme^) 
Properly secured/locked Functioning Routinely sampled Good condition 
All required wells located Needs Maintenance ^N/A 

Remarks 

X. OTHER REMEDIES 

If there are remedies applied at the site ^^ich are not covered above, attach an inspection sheet describing 
the physical nature and condition of any facility associated with the remedy. An example would be soil A a ^ 
vapor extraction. LRA5 iS operv^frhf /leu Cfj pornf-o^d~ jhrQryyrtUukLP r/cMiC^ 

XL OVERALL OBSERVATIONS 

Implementation of the Remedy 

Describe issues and observations relating to whether the remedy is eifective and fimctioning as 
designed. Begin with a brief statement of what the remedy is to accomplish (i.e., to contain contaminant 
plume, minimize infiltration and gas emission, etc.). 

^«sg. VfML fjtpctf " 
LFA-g 

niV^SpoAaa Pe>iyS vfpr-fc aMtJ. ^13 
f ^utJ Op^reuL^ fure. ^VoUOcLhed. 
r auAri^rs of f>arf- ^ HJ, ^ 

apaeAjr< ff bf 
C^L^htJU/ina^iirrx . -vvuru. cLJa y^eed -fe be /^MtUunieiJ 

-rkt riAy/- iyears, rf u A A»»L %djh 
5o/ig ireJnnGtLxj OMdyJiU be.WeyHj0^fiJt»ri AcjrihjfndurD^ 
tKt 

"Hua 3OIA 

B. Adequacy of O&M 

Describe issues and observations related to the implementation and scope of O&M procedures. In 
particular, discuss their relationship to the current and long-term protectiveness of the remedy. 

ytyp p-fH ks dl>fcJ arkteVe^ Hije, shUacL ejMiJM. 7h> Ihp ntn fS and ttia. STtUstLj/^a/c. ! 
\Mry» •e<tjpcv»fcL»JL Va iVcit 

OM-tuiAf Jr. iifYoeHAtUMi smntM 
^^acluci,^ 

yi^Af^n.i'/Ui^ud Cyi mt tjpdAM fi-t-M Md-ktua^ 
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C. Early Indicators of Potential Remedy Problems 

Describe issues and observations such as unexpected changes in the cost or scope of O&M or a high 
frequency of unscheduled repairs, that suggest that the protectiveness of the remedy may be 
compromised in the future. ^ 

A/Ane. 

D. Opportunities for Optimization 

Describe possible opportunities for optimization in monitoring tasks or the operation of the remedy. 

rrwdiy^b^^Yua p yricn^i'ivxinii SpkMub^a^d re<Lir^J 
.<r^PL /*-^t F'iK 

/ peAfiTifnMifo 'Msyuiru^o irph\atf'Zet4. TAM 
^ -zL 1 
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Attachment 7 

Hagen Farm Superfund Site 
Five-Year Review Report 

Site Inspection Photos 

September 25,2015 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25, 2015 

Photo 1- Drainage outlet runoff to infiltration pond. The pond area is 
dry. The photo is taken from the northwest corner of the area with a 
view to the southeast portion of the site. 

Photo 2 - View of soil vapor extraction (SVE) well EW2, located in the east-central 
portion of the landfill cover. The view is to the northeast. Other monitoring points, 
namely gas probes GP15, GP14, GP13, GP12, are visible in a line receding into the 
background of the photo. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25, 2015 

Photo 3 - View of former infiltration gallery and monitoring location IG-
04 (with orange-tipped stake) located in the northeast area of the fenced 
property. Orientation is toward the northeast. 

Photo 4- View from GP29 looking westward at the edge of the landfill cover. The 
photo shows the toe drain, i.e., the cobbles in the central foreground. GP29 is 
located on the northeast perimeter of the landfill cover. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25, 2015 

Photo 5- Looking northeast from the northwest portion of the property shows 
an overview of the landfill cover. The perimeter slope down to the drainage 
swale is visible in the mid-ground of the picture. The treatment plant building is 
visible in the background toward the right side of the photo. 

Photo 6- Example of one of the signs posted on the perimeter fence and gates. 
The phone number needs to be updated to that of the current RPM, Sheila 
Sullivan. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25,2015 

Photo 7- View of cover of former extraction weli EW3 from the former 
pump-and-treat system. This well has been converted to an low-flow air 
sparge (LFAS) well. The protective blue cover Is open. 

Photo 8 - View Inside the vault of EW3, which has been converted to a LFAS well. 
The well casing Is visible. The white pipe In the back of the vault Is the sparge pipe. 
The compressed air supply line Is the black line In the center-left side of the vault. 
The residual pump-and-treat piping Is In the foreground. 

..AfT;"' 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25,2015 

Photo 9 -Groundwater monitoring well P17D located about 100 feet directly 
south of the treatment building. The lock and protective casing are well 
maintained. Minor sign damage is visible from a mowing event. 

Photo 10-View toward the northeast from the southeast property line of the 
inactive groundwater extraction well EW2 (mid-ground of photo). EWl is located 
about 40 feet south of P17D. The treatment plant is visible in the background. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25, 2015 

Photo 11- View of the northwestern curve of the landfill showing the berm rise, 
drainage perimeter, and vegetation. The view is from the northwestern 
perimeter of the property looking directly southward. The treatment plant is 
barely visible in background on the left side of the photo. 

Photo 12- View from EW2 to the north-northeast toward the treatment plant. 
Groundwater monitoring wells OBS lA, IB and IC are visible in the center of the 
photo, directly in front of the treatment plant, and are marked by the orange-
tipped stake. Air sparge well casings are visible to the left of the tree. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site inspection, September 25,2015 

Photo 13 - View of former groundwater extraction well EWl, which was recently 
reconfigured to an LFAS well. The view is to the southwest toward the perimeter 
fence line covered with vegetation. Groundwater monitoring wells P17B and P17C 
are visible in the background, directly in front of the fence. 

Photo 14 - Close up of monitoring wells P17B and P17C. P17B, to the left of the 
orange-tipped marker, showed some heaving that caused the yellow casing to 
sink. P17C, visible on the far right of the photo, had been recently re-sealed and 
was in good condition. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25,2015 

Photo 15 - Inside the groundwater treatment building. View of the two air 
compressors which feed the LFAS system. The square white compressor units on 
either side of the gray air receiving tank. 

Photo 16 - Inside the treatment building. A view of the two-tower oxygen 
concentration system (light blue tanks) for the LFAS system. The oxygen 
concentrator works by bleeding off N02 in order to concentrate the oxygen. 
The air dryer is on the far right side of the photo. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25, 2015 

Photo 17-Close-up of the air drying component of the LFAS system. The 
air dryer contains a dessicant to remove moisture from the air in order to 
prevent clogging. 

Photo 18 - Solenoid valves and manifold for the LFAS distribution controls. The 
three newest LFAS wells are controlled at top right foreground (with gauges). The 
new solenoids indicate the active LFAS well (in-cycle) by a light on the valve. The 
older solenoids (back row in photo) require feeling vibrations to determine if well is 
in use. 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site inspection, September 25,2015 

Photo 19 - Facing northwest, view of in-situ vapor extraction (iSVE) shed. The 
eiectricai panel is visible to the left of the shed. 

Photo 20 -A view inside the iSVE shed containing the iSVE system blower (back wail) 
and inlet manifold (black piping in left foreground of photo). The sample port of the 
inlet manifold is visible in the bottom left foreground. 

11 



Hagen Farm Site Five-Year Review Site Inspection, September 25, 2015 

Photo 21 - Location of groundwater monitoring well OB08M. The view is from a 
private residential driveway looking northward. Note the lush marshland to the 
west (left) and north (background) of OB08M. The well is visible in the back 
center of the photo. 

Photo 22-Close up of monitoring well OB08M. This well is located nearly 2,000 
feet downgradient (south) of the southern property boundary of the site. 



Appendix 1 

Additional Tables 

Tables 5-8 



Table 5 

Hagen Farm 

Analytical Results from Wells on the Site Property where the Concentration Met 
Exceeded the Enforcement Standard (ES) 

January 2011- March 2016 

Sample Point Analyte Name Result Units Sample Date ES 
EW2 NITRITC PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 254 MG/L AS N 110119 10 

MW-22 NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 13.6 MG/L AS N 120322 10 

MW7 TETRAHYDROFURAN 690 UG/L 110216 50 

MW7 TETRAHYDROFURAN 5400 UG/L 110824 50 

MW7 TETRAHYDROFURAN 9200 UG/L 120817 50 

MW7 TETRAHYDROFURAN 750 UG/L 130822 50 

MW7 TETRAHYDROFURAN 3400 UG/L 140214 50 

MW7 TETRAHYDROFURAN 830 UG/L 140808 50 

OBS-IC COBALT-DISSOLVED AS CO 96.2 UG/L 110824 40 

OBS-1C COBALT-DISSOLVED AS CO 53.7 UG/L 120815 40 

P17B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.21 UG/L 110824 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 37 UG/L 110119 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.6 UG/L 110119 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.8 UG/L 110216 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.4 UG/L 110216 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.7 UG/L 110310 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.8 UG/L 110310 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 5.0 UG/L 110421 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.1 UG/L 110421 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.1 UG/L 110513 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 33 UG/L 110513 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 23 UG/L 110622 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.B UG/L 110622 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 110721 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE Z9 UG/L 110721 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.9 UG/L 110824 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.2 UG/L 110824 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 37 UG/L 110922 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.1 UG/L 110922 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.4 UG/L 111019 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 111019 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.6 UG/L 111129 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 27 UG/L 111129 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 111221 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 111221 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 120125 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 120125 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.3 UG/L 120222 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 3.1 UG/L 120222 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.4 UG/L 120322 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 120322 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 120419 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 120419 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.9 UG/L 120530 0.2 

PI7C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.8 UGA 120530 0.2 
P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 120625 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.7 UG/L 120625 0,2 
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P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 120730 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 120730 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.4 UG/L 120815 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 120815 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 120919 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.5 UG/L 120919 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/L 121129 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.1 UG/L 121129 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 130227 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.1 UG/L 130227 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.6 UG/L 130521 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.7 UG/L 130521 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 130822 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.7 UG/L 130822 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 131120 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/L 131120 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.2 UG/L 140213 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.2 UG/L 140213 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.5 UG/L 140513 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.4 UG/L 140513 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 1.1 . UG/L 140808 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 140808 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 0.87 UG/L 141119 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 0.90 UG/L 150219 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 0.79 UG/L 150513 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 0.83 UG/L 150828 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 0.70 UG/L 151103 0.2 

P17C VINYL CHLORIDE 0.65 UG/L 160211 0.2 

P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 48.9 UG/L 110216 10 

P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 47.6 UG/L 110824 10 
P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 48.2 UG/L 120222 10 

P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 46.4 UG/L 120815 10 

P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 43.3 UG/L 130227 10 
P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 43.2 UG/L 130822 10 

P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 43.5 UG/L 140213 10 

P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 29.0 UG/L 140808 10 

P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 40.7 UG/L 150219 10 
P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 31.5 UG/L 150827 10 
P22B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 37.5 UG/L 160210 10 
P22C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.2 MG/L AS N 110216 10 

P22C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.0 MG/L AS N 110824 10 
P22C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 12.6 MG/L AS N 120222 10 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.23 UG/L 110216 0.2 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.23 UG/L 110512 0.2 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.20 UG/L 110824 0.2 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.26 UG/L 120222 0.2 

P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.23 UG/L 120530 0.2 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.20 UG/L 130227 0.2 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.22 UG/L 150219 0.2 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.40 UG/L 150605 0.2 

P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.27 UG/L 150827 0.2 
P26B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.26 UG/L 151103 0.2 

P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.4 MG/L AS N 110216 10 

P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.0 MG/L AS N 110512 10 
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P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 12.4 MG/L AS N 110824 10 

P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 14.4 MG/L AS N 111129 10 

P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.8 MG/L AS N 120222 10 

P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.0 MG/L AS N 120530 10 

P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.2 MG/L AS N 120815 10 

P26C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.4 MG/L AS N 121.128 10 

P33B NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.1 MG/L AS N 120222 10 

P33B NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.5 MG/L AS N 120817 10 

P33B NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.1 MG/L AS N 130822 10 

P40D NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.4 MG/L AS N 110216 10 

P40D NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 14.5 MG/L AS N 110825 10 

P40D NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 12.6 MG/L AS N 120222 10 

P40D NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.4 MG/L AS N 120817 10 

P40D NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.1 MG/L AS N 130822 10 

P40D NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 13.5 MG/L AS N 140808 10 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 290 UG/L 110216 50 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 2300 UG/L 110512 50 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 210 UG/L 110824 50 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 710 UG/L 111 129 50 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 1500 UG/L 120222 50 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 2300 UG/L 120530 50 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 1400 UG/L 120817 50 

P7B TETRAHYDROFURAN 490 UG/L 121129 50 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 110216 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE , 2.2 UG/L 110216 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.4 UG/L 110512 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/L 110512 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.5 UG/L 110824 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/L 110824 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.8 UG/L 111129 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/L 111129 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 2.2 UG/L 120222 0.2 
P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 120222 0.2 
P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.1 UG/L 120530 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.7 UG/L 120530 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.3 UG/L 120817 0.2 
P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1-5 UG/L 121129 0.2 

P7B VINYL CHLORIDE 1.1 UG/L 121129 0.2 

Notes; 1) Results for vinyl chloride ore reported from two different analytical methods, thus tfiere 

may be two results associated with the same sample date. 
2) Data qualifiers are not included. 

3] Iron and Manganese results not included. 
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Table 6 
Analytical Results from Wells Downgrodient of the Site Property where the Concentration Met 

Exceeded the Enforcement Standard (ES) 
January 2011-March 2016 

Sample Point Anolyte Name Result Units Sample Date ES 

MW29 NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 10.6 MG/L AS N 110823 10 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 0.45 UG/L 110215 0.2 

OB8M ' VINYL CHLORIDE 0.61 UG/L 110512 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 0.6 UG/L 110824 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/L 111129 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 0.9 UG/L 120223 0.2 

C®8M VINYL CHLORIDE 0.72 UG/L 120530 012 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 1.5 UG/L 120816 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE IJ UG/L 120816 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 0.25 UG/L 121129 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 1.3 UG/L 130227 0.2 . 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE I.I UG/L 130227 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/L 130521 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE IJ UG/t- 130521 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 1.4 UG/L 130821. 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE IJ UG/L 130821 0.2 

OB8M VINYL CHLORIDE 1.4 UG/L 131120 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.4 UG/L 131120 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.1 UG/L 140213 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 2.0 UG/L 140213 L 0-2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.3 UG/L 140513 0.2 

OBSM . VINYL CHLORIDE 1.6 UG/l 140513 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.2 UG/L 140807 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.9 UG/L 140S07 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.1 UG/L 141119 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.4 UG/L 141119 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 0.91 UG/L 150218 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.2 UG/L 150218 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.4 UG/L 150513 OJ? 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.1 UG/L 150513 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 0.S6 UG/L 150827 OJ 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 1.1 UG/L 151103 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 0.90 UG/L 151103 0.2 

OBSM VINYL CHLORIDE 0.67 . UG/L 160210 0.2 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 13.3 UG/L 110215 10 

P27B • ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 15 UG/L 110824 10 

P27B . ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 13.7 UG/L 120223 10 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 13.9 UG/L 120816 10 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVH3 AS AS 11.9 UG/L 130228 10 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 12.7 UG/L 130821 10 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 14.3 UG/L 140214 10 • 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 14.2 UG/L 140807 10 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 14.3 UG/L 150218 10 

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 14.2 UG/L 150828 .10-

P27B ARSENIC-DISSOLVED AS AS 11.8 UG/L 160210 10 

P2SC NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.3 MG/L AS N 110824 10 

P28C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED.AS N 11.1 MG/L AS N 120816 10 

P2SC NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.6 MG/L AS N 130821 10 

P30C NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 11.2 MG/L AS N , 110823 10 

P32B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.23 UG/L 110215 0.2 

P32B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.22 UG/L 111129 0.2 

P32B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.27 UG/L 120223 0.7 

P32B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.25 UG/L 120531 0.2 

P32B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.2 UG/L 120816 0J2 

P32B VINYL CHLORIDE 0.22 UG/L 130521 0.2 

P35B NITRITE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 13.4 MG/L AS N 110825 10 

P35B NITRnE PLUS NITRATE-DISSOLVED AS N 13.8 MG/L AS N 130821 10 

hiote&: Resuhs hat vinyl dUorlde ore reported from two diHerem onoty 

moy be two resutn ossodoted with the some sonple dore-

Iron orrd Mongonese resuhs ore not presented 

Doto quofffiers' ore not tnduded 

hom, thus there 



Table 7 
Dissolved Oxygen Levels for Wells on the Site Property 

February 2011- August 2015 

WW/ MW33 P33B P17B P17C P26B MW26 

Feb-11 2.5 3.5 4.2 4.6 1.4 5 3.1 

Aug-11 2.7 4.4 7.5 4.3 1.5 8.1 5 

Feb-12 3.2 2.1 5.1 3.7 1.6 6.5 3.4 

Aug-12 3.2 3.9 6.7 6 1.6 8.4 3 

Feb-13 2 2.3 NS 5.7 1 5.9 2.8 

Aug-13 2.3 2.5 4.7 4.2 3.5 6.2 3.4 

Feb-14 3.1 4.5 NS 10 1.3 8.2 4.1 

Aug-14 3.6 3.6 6.4 7.9 3.4 8.2 6.8 

Feb-15 6.9 2.5 NS 3.8 3.4 2.4 1.2 

May-1 5 2.1 NS NS 4 3.3 2.6 NS 

Aug-15 10.2 4.6 6.9 5.9 1.7 3.7 2.7 

5 Year Average 3.8 3.4 5.8 5.5 2.2 5.9 3.6 

2015 Average 4.5 2.5 NS 3.9 3.4 2.5 1.2 

Dissolved Oxygen concentrations in mg/L 
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Table 8: Chronology of Significant Site Events at the Hagen Farm Site 

EVENT DATE 

Site Operated as Sand and Gravel Pit Prior to Late 1950s 

Waste Disposal occurs in the Gravel Pit Late 1950s to mid-1960s 

Property purchased by Orrin Hagen November 1977 

WDNR sampled private groundwater wells in response to complaints November 1980 - 1986 

WDNR brings an enforcement against WMWI and Uniroyal for public nuisance. 
A civil suit was also filed by residents and was settled in 1986. 

1983 

Site Proposed on NPL September 18, 1985 

Site Listed on NPL and WDNR dismisses its enforcement action against Uniroyal 
and WMWI 

July 22, 1987 

AOC Signed by WMWI to conduct the RI/FS July 27, 1987 

RI/FS Conducted for the entire site July 1988 - April 1992 

ROD Signed for OU 1 - SCOU September 17, 1990 

ICs and access restrictions (Deed Restrictions, Site Fence) Implemented 1991 - 1993 

EPA issues UAO to PRP for SCOU RD/RA work March 1991 

ESD signed for SCOU to refine ISVE cleanup standard April 1991 

Remedial Design for SCOU Cap Completed August 1991 

RI/FS for GCOU Completed April 1992 

Construction Completion of SCOU Cap May 1992 

Final Inspection of SCOU Cap July 28, 1992 

ROD Signed for OU 2- GCOU September 30, 1992 

UAO to PRP for GCOU RD/RA Work November 25, 1992 

RD for SCOU In-Situ Vapor Extraction (ISVE) System Completed September 1993 
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EVENT DATE 

Construction of the SCOUISVE system Completed January 1994 

Final Inspection of SCOU ISVE system January 12, 1994 

RD for GCOU Completed May 19, 1995 

Construction of the GCOU Completed April 1996 

Final Inspection of GCOU and Entire Site April 17, 1996 

First Five-Year Review Completed August 14, 1996 

ESD for GCOU Signed August 27, 1996 

Preliminary Closeout Report Signed (site-wide construction completed) August 27, 1996 

EPA Approval of Low-Flow Air Sparging System Implementation Plan January 22,2001 

Second Five-Year Review Signed September 21, 2001 

Temporary shut-down of pump & treat system September 4, 2001 

Start of Shallow Air Sparging System Operation January 2001 

Start of Expanded, Deeper Air Sparging System Operation April 2005 

Third Five Year Review Report Completed September 21, 2006 

Implementation of Enhanced Air Sparge System April 2007 

Fourth Five-Year Review Report completed September 21, 2011 

Installation of three additional deep air sparge points November 2014 
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Appendix 2 

Institutional Controls Documentation 



026/0511-103-9500-0 DetaHs Page 1 of2 

Parcel Number-
026/0511-103-9500-0 

Current 

< Parcel 

Parents 

Parcel Summary More + 

Municipality 
Name 

TOWN OF DUNKIRK 

Parcel 
Description 

SEC10-5-11 PRTSE1/4SW1/4 
NEOFHWY 

Owner Name WASTE MANAGEMENT OF Wl 
INC ^ 

Primary 
Address 

2298 COUNTY HIGHWAY A 

Billing Address PO BOX 1450 
CHICAGO IL 60690-1450 

Assessment Summary More + 

Assessment Year 2016 

Valuation Classification G2 G5 

Assessment Acres 16.500 

Land Value $10,800.00 

Improved Value $0.00 

Total Value $10,800.00 

Show Valuation Breakout 

Open Book 

Open Book dates 
have passed for the 
year 

Starts: 01/18/2016 • 
01:00 PM 
Ends: 01/18/2016 • 
03:00 PM 

About Open 
Book 

Board Of Review 

Board of Review 
dates have passed 
for the year 

Starts: 05/09/2016 
02:00 PM 
Ends: 05/09/2016 
01:00 PM 

About Board Of 
Review 

Summary Report j" 

Tax Summary (2015) More + 

E-Statement E-Bill r E-Receipt 

Assessed 
Land Value 

Assessed 
Improvement 
Value 

Total 
Assessed 
Value 

$10,800.00 $0.00 $10,800.00 

Taxes: $174.63 

Lottery Credit(-): $0.00 

First Dollar Credlt(-): $0.00 

SpeclalsC-i-): $8.67 

Amount: $183.30 

https://accessdane.countyofdane.com/051110395000 7/19/2016 



026/0511-103-9500-0 Details 

Show Assessment Contact Information v 

Page 2 of2 

Zoning information 

For the most current and complete zoning 
Information, contact the Division of Zoning. 

Zoning 

A-1(E)0 

A-2 4.94Acres DCPREZ-0000-06446 

Zoning District Fact Sheets 

Access Dane Is a product of 
Dane County Land Information 

Council 
©Copyright 2001 

District information 

Type 
State 
Code Description 

REGULAR 
SCHOOL 

5621 STOUGHTON 
SCHOOL DiSt 

TECHNICAL 
COLLEGE 

0400 MADISON TECH 
COLLEGE 

Recorded Documents 

Doc. 
Type 

Date 
Recorded 

Doc. 
Number Volume Page 

WD 04/12/1994 9996 17 

DocLInk 
DocLInk is a feature that connects this property to 
recorded documents. If you'd like to use DocLink, all 
you need to do is select a link in this section. There is a 
fee that will require either a credit card or user account 
Click here for instructions. 

By Parcel Number 0511-103-9500.0 
By Owner Name: WASTE MANAGEMENT OF Wl INC 

Document Types and their Abbreviations 
Document Types and their Definitions 

210 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd 
City-County Bidg. Room 116 

Madison, Wi 53703 

Home I Disclaimer j Privacy j Resources j CdntactUs 

https://accessdane.countyofdane.com/051110395000 7/19/2016 



026/0511-103-8000-7 DetaUs Page 1 of2 

Parcel Number -
026/0511-103-8000-7 

Current 

< Parcel | 
Parents ' 

Summary Report 

Parcel Summary More + 

Municipality 
Name 

TOWNOFDUNKiRK 

Parcel 
Description 

SEC 10-5-11 NE1/4SW1/4 

Owner Name WASTE MANAGEMENT OF Wl 
INC ^ 

Primary Address 2298 COUNTY HIGHWAY A 

Billing Address PO BOX 1450 
CHICAGO IL 60690-1450 

Assessment Summary More + 

Assessment Year 2016 

Valuation Classification G5 G6 

Assessment Acres 39.700 

Land Value $27,900.00 

Improved Value $0.00 

Total Value $27,900.00 

Show Valuation Breakout 

Open Book 

Open Book dates 
have passed for the 
year 

Starts: 0^/18/2016 • 
01:00 PM 
Ends: 01/18/2016 
03;00 PM 

About Open 
Book 

Board Of Review 

Board of Review 
dates have passed 
for the year 

Starts: 05/09/2016 
02:00 PM 
Ends: 05/09/2016 
01:00 PM 

About Board Of 
Review 

Google Map 

Bing Map 

Tax Summary (2015) More*!* 

r E-Statement E-BIII E-Recelpt 

A^essed < 
Land Value 

Assessed 
Improvement 
Value 

Total 
Assessed 
Value 

$27,900.00 $0.00 $27,900.00 

Taxes: $451.10 

Lottery Credlt(-): $0.00 

First Dollar CredltC-): $0.00 

Specials(+): $0.00 

Amount: $451.10 

https://accessdane.countyofdane.coni/051110380007 7/19/2016 



026/05U-103-8000-7 Details 

Show Assessment Contact Information v 

Zoning information 

For the most current and complete zoning 
Information, contact the Division of Zoning. 

Zoning 

A-I(EX) 

A-213.37 Acres DCPREZ-0000-06446 

Zoning District Fact Sheets 

Access Dane is a product of 
Dane County Land Information 

Council 
© Copyright 2001 

' Page 2 of 2 

District information 

Type 
State 
Code Description 

REGULAR 
SCHOOL 

5621 STOUGHTON 
SCHOOL DIST 

TECHNICAL 
COLLEGE 

0400 MADISON TECH 
COLLEGE 

Recorded Documents 

Doc. 
type 

Date 
Recorded 

Doc. 
Number Volume Page 

WD 04/12/1994 9996 17 

DocLink 
DocLink Is a feature that connects this property to 
recorded documents. If you'd like to use DocLink, all 
you need to do is select a link in this section. There is a 
fee that will require either a credit card or user account. 
Click here for instructions. 

By Parcel Number. 0511-103-8000-7 
By Owner Name: WASTE MANAGEMENT OF Wl INC 

Document Types and their Abbreviations 
Document Types and their Definitions 

210 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd 
aty-County Bidg. Room 116 

Madison. Wl 53703 

Home I Disclaimer | Privacy j Resources | Contact Us 

https://accessdane.countyofdane.coin/051110380007 7/19/2016 



026/0511-103-8905-0 Details Page 1 of2 

Parcel Number -
026/0511-103-8905-0 

Current 

< Parcel 
Parents 

Summary Report 

Parcel Summary More + 

Municipality 
Name 

TOWN OF DUNKIRK 

Parcel 
Description 

LOT 1 GSM 10610 0563/33835-
12/4/2002 F/K... 

Owner Name WASTE MANAGEMENT OF Wi 
INC ^ 

Primary 
Address 

No parcel address available. 

Billing Address PO BOX 1450 
CHICAGO IL 60690-1450 

Assessment Summary More + 

Assessment Year 2016 

Valuation Classification G5 

Assessment Acres 3.732 

Land Value $1,300.00 

improved Value $0.00 

Total Value $1,300.00 

Show Valuation Breakout 

Open Book 

Open Book dates 
have passed for the 
year 

Starts: 0^/18/2016. 
OliOO PM 
Ends: 0^/18/2016-
03:00 PM 

About Open 
Book 

Board Of Review 

Board of Review 
dates have passed 
for the year 

Starts: 05/09/2016 
02:00 PM 
Ends: 05/09/2016 
OdiOO PM 

About Board Of 
Review 

Tax Summary (2015) More + 

E-statement E-Bill E-Recelpt 

Assessed 
Land Value 

Assessed 
Improvement 
Value 

Total 
Assessed 
Value 

$1,300.00 $0.00 $1,300.00 

Taxes: $21.02 

Lottery Credlt(-): $0.00 

First Dollar Credlt(-): $0.00 

Speclals(+): $0.00 

Amount: $21.02 

https://accessdane.countyofdane.coni/051110389050 7/19/2016 



026/0511-103-8905-0 Details 

Show Assessment Contact Information v 

Page 2 of2 

Zoning Information 

For the most current and complete zoning 
information, contact the Division of Zoning. 

Zoning 

A-2 3.6 Acres DCPREZ-0000-0^ 

Zoning District Fact Sheets 

Access Dane is a product of 
Dane County Land information 

Councii 
©Copyright 2001 

District Information 

Type 
State 
Code Description 

REGULAR 
SCHOOL 

5621 STOUGHTON 
SCHOOL DIST 

TECHNICAL 
COLLEGE 

0400 MADISON TECH 
COLLEGE 

Recorded Documents 

Doc. 
Type 

Date 
Recorded 

Doc. 
Number Volume Page 

QCD 01/28/2003 3641788 

Show More v 

DocLink 
DocLink Is a feature that connects this property to 
recorded documents. If you'd like to use DocLink, all 
you need to do Is select a link In this section. There Is a 
fee that will require either a credit card or user account 
Click here for Instructions. 

By Parcel Numben 0511-103-8905-0 
By Owner Name: WASTE MANAGEMENT OF W1 INC 

Document Types and their Abbreviations 
Document Types and their Definitions 

210 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd 
City-County Bidg. Room 116 

Madison. Wl 53703 

Home I Disclaimer | Privacy \ Resources | Contact Us 

https://accessdane.countyofdane.com/051110389050 7/19/2016 



WASTE MAMAOEMEMT WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Closed Sites Management Group 
W124N9355 Boundary Road 

May 16 2011 Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 
^ ' (262) 253-8626 

(262) 255-3798 Fax 

Ms. Sheila A. Sullivan 
Remedial Project Manager 
U.S. EPA Region 5 
Waste Management Division 
77 West Jackson Boulevard, HSRL-6J 
Chicago, lllmois 60604 

Re: Institutional Controls 
Hagen Farm Superfund Site 

Dear Ms. Sullivan: 

This is to follow up on our phone conversation on Friday, May 13,'2011 regarding the 
Institutional Controls in place for the Hagen Farm Superflmd site. To my knowledge there have 
been no changes in the histitutional Controls that were established for the site sine the last five-
year review. 

Please call me at 262-532-4024 if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 
Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc. 

^ 

Michael L. Peterson, P.E. 
District Manager - Closed Sites 

cc: Mr. Gary Edelstein - WDNR 
Mike Prattke - BT Squared, Inc. 
Lisa Zebovitz - NGE 

from everyday collection to environmental protection. Think Green? Think Waste Management. 
^ Printed otHOO% vost-consuir.ei recycled paper. 



lAiWl 
«WAms MAMAaumMT 

June 9, 2006 

EPA Region 6 Records Ctr. 
Appendix 

263S4S 

SilVli 

JUN 1 '3 'COW 
Bmergpncy Enforcement 

Services Section 

WASTE MANAaeMEMT 
Closed Sites Management Group 
N96 WU600 County Line Road 
Germantown, Wisconsin 53022 
(262) 253-8626 
(262) 255-3798 Fax 

Mr. Ross del Rosario 
Remedial Project Manager 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency . 
Region 5 
77 West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, IL 60604-3590 

Re: Hagen Farm Institutional Control Study 

Dear Mr. del Rosario: 

Enclosed is a report titled "Institutional Control Study" for the Hagen Farm Superfund 
site as requested in your April 19, 2006 letter. We have answered your inquiries to the 
best of our ability based on the information in our files. 

If you require additional information or have any questions, please do not hesitate to call 
me at 262-532-4024. 

Sincerely, 
Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc. 

Michael L. Peterson, P.E. 
Project Manager - Closed Sites 

Enclosures 

cc: Gary Edelstein - WDNR 
Jeffrey Cahn - USEPA - w/o enclosures 
Lisa Zebovitz 



INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL STUDY 

1. Current Map of Restricted Areas (areas that do not support unlimited use and 
unrestricted exposure): 

Provide map(s) that identify the current boundaries of the restricted areas (areas 
that do not support unlimited use and unrestricted exposure), boundaries of areas 
covered by exiting ICs, boundaries of the Site, streets, easements, encumbrances, 
property ownership, assessor's parcel number or other recorded plat or survey 
information. 

Waste Management of Wisconsin, Inc. (WMWI) has completed an 
updated survey of the site. An updated site map is enclosed. Deed 
restrictions have been placed on all the property owned by WMWI at 
the Hagen Farm site. The fenced-in area represents the area where 
remedial activities were conducted pursuant to the Record of 
Decision. 

The following is a list of parcels owned by WMWI: 
0511-103-8905-0 
0511-103-8000-7 
0511-103-9500-0 

Note that parcel 0511-103-8905-0 is within the fenced area of the site 
but is not impacted or part of the remediated area. 

2. GIS Information: 

Provide Geographic Information System (GIS) coordinates that shows the current 
boimdaries of restricted areas (areas that do not support UU/UE), areas covered 
by existing institutional controls, boundaries of the Site, easements and other 
encumbrances. Identify the accuracy of the coordinates (i.e. within O.OI feet). 
Please format the coordinates of the restricted areas, areas covered by existing ICs 
and Site boundaries into an ESRI polygon-shape file. The shape file shall be 
projected into the UTM, NAD 83 projection system. Please identify the UTM 
zone. Provide an attribute name in the shape file for each polygon submitted. For 
example: "site boundary", "no restrictions", "recreational only", "industrial only." 

Attached is a copy of the coordinate data for the wells, fenciug and 
building at the site, in NAD 83 format A revised site map is also 
enclosed as indicated above. The restricted area is within the fenced 
area. 

I "• •. 

3. Documentation on Existing Proprietary Controls: 



Provide copies by the Recorder of Deeds (or other appropriate land records office) 
showing clerk's recording stamps of existing proprietary controls (environmental 
restrictive covenants/easements etc.) for the restricted areas. Provide map and 
GIS information that depicts the boundaries of the restricted area covered by the 
existing proprietary control, streets, easements, property oyraership and parcel 
numbers. 

Copies of deed restrictions are attached in the ALTA Commitment. 
All of the property owned by WMWl at the Hagen Farm site is 
subject to these deed restrictions. 

The electrical easements to the homes are probably no longer 
applicable as the homes have been removed. 

4. Legal Assessment of Existing Proprietarv Controls 

a. Title Evaluation 

i) Obtain from a title company a title insurance commitment using 
ALTA Commitment form 1982 as amended "for information only 
puiposes" for the restricted areas. Include copies of documents 
referenced in the title commitment. Include copies of 
encumbrances, utility right of ways, leases and subleases impacting 
restricted areas. 

ALTA Commitment is attached. 

ii) Does the title commitment identify/exempt existing proprietary 
controls for restricted areas? 

Yes. 

iii) Provide map and GIS information that identifies parcel numbers 
and boundarips of current encumbrances (such as utility 
easements) that impact restricted areas. Discuss efforts to obtain 
subrogation agreements for such encumbrances. Include copies of 
subrogation agreements that have or will be obtained for such 
encumbrances. 

The ALTA Commitment identifies the easements which 
affect the property owned by WMWI. The restricted 
area does not appear to be impacted by any of the 
easements other than those installed as part of the 
remedial action (private water and sewer systems). 



b. Other Assessment: 

Assess whether existing proprietary controls have been executed in a 
legally enforceable manner. Discuss whether a grantee or prior owner 
"holds" the proprietary controls. Discuss whether the current owner is 
under an obligation for compliance with the land and groundwater 
restrictions described above. Discuss whether existing proprietary 
controls "run with the land" (i.e. restrictions are binding on subsequent 
property owners). Discuss whether existing proprietary controls 
implement the IC objective^performance standards described above. 
Assess whether the boundaries of the area covered by existing proprietary 
controls match the boundaries of restricted areas based on current 
information. 

WMWl is the current owner of the property and is responsible 
for operation and maintenance of the remedial actions 
completed at the site. A review of the deed restriction indicates 
that they run with the land. The deed restrictions apply to all 
the property owned by WMWI at the site. The restricted area 
is a smaller area than the property boundary. 

5. Documentation on Government Controls: 

Identify and provide a current, dated and official copy of existing governmental 
controls [ordinance, statutes etc.] that implement the IC objectives/performance 
standards for the restricted areas described above. Discuss whether the 
governmental control restricts all areas of unlimited use and unrestricted exposure 
at the Site. Does the governmental control contain a figure showing the current 
boundaries of the restricted areas based on the most recent information? 

WisConsiu Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) regulations 
prohibit installing a water supply well in a known contaminated 
aquifer or within 1,200 ft. of a landfill, unless WDNR grants a 
variance. Enforcement of the water supply well prohibition is 
dependant on the property owner or well driller contacting WDNR 
prior to well installation. 

To our knowledge no new wells have been installed except for a 
replacement well on the Sundby property. The Hagen Farm site is 
listed as a Superfund Site on the WDNR database which is reviewed 
in conjunction with the permitting of new water supply wells. 

6. Discuss compliance with Distitutlonal Controls: 

Discuss whether the property is being used in a manner consistent with the 
restrictions. Summarize results of site inspection and interviews with owners. 



lessees and other holders of property interests. Are owners, lessees and other 
holders of property interests aware of and complying with the restrictions? Has 
land use or expected land use on or near the site changed? Are there any new 
developments, either constructed or planned, in the area? Are there any new 
construction permits pending? Does the property owner have any plans to sell or 
transfer the property? 

The Institutional Controls are functioning as anticipated. 

There are no signs of trespass onto the facility. 

Only one new house has been built and is approximately V* mile east 
of the site. It is unknown If a water well permit for the house was 
requested. 

WMWI sold a portion of the property on the west side of the site to a 
developer. The sales agreement required city sewer and water be 
provided for any future development 

7. Assess Monitoring: 

Discuss how, when and by whom compliance with the institutional controls is 
monitored. Discuss whether the results of the IC monitoring are routinely and 
promptly shared with EPA and the State. Discuss whether there are measures in 
place to ensure that modifications to the restriction require EPA and the State 
approval. 

RMT, WMWI's Consultant, is onsite at least once a month to conduct 
maintenance on the GCOU and SCOU treatment systems. The site Is 
checked for any signs of trespass. WMWI also conducts periodic 
inspections of the site. This inspection includes checking the fencing 
and surrounding areas for unusual condition or activities. 

8. Discuss effectiveness of Institutional Controls: 

Discuss whether existing ICs are preventing exposure. Discuss whether there is 
potential human or ecological exposure. Discuss whether land and/or resource 
use has ehanged since execution of the ROD. If so, what are the plans regarding 
property's ICs. Discuss how the current land and resource uses relate to exposure 
assumptions and risk calculations. Discuss whether there are any unintended 
consequences resulting from the use of a particular restriction. Assess whether 
the controls are effective in the short term in maintaining land/groundwater 
restrictions above, maintaining performance standards and preventing exposure. 
Assess whether the controls will be effective in the long term in maintaining the 
land and groundwater restrictions above, maintaining remedy performance 
standards and preventing exposure. 



The institutional controls are functioning as intended. There have 
been no signs of trespass or use of the site that would impact human 
health or the environment. There have been no changes to land use 
since execution of the ROD, except for a portion of buffer land being 
sold to developers. As discussed above, the sales agreement requires 
city sewer and water be provided for future development. The 
controls prohibit any groundwater use that could cause exposure to 
humans or animals. They also restrict any activity which might 
interfere with the remedial work as well as other intrusive activities. 
These controls are effective and should continue to be effective in 
maintaining land and groundwater restrictions, maintaining 
remedies, performance standards and preventing exposure. 

9, Recommendations: 

Propose any corrections to existing institutional controls that are necessary to 
ensure that the land and groundwater use restrictions described above are 
implemented correctly, are maintained and will be protective in the short term and 
the long term. Propose controls for remaining areas that do not support unlimited 
use and unrestricted exposure but are not covered by existing controls. Include a 
title commitment for any proposed proprietary control. Propose subrogation 
agreements for any encumbrance that negatively impacts restricted areas. 
Propose monitoring requirements and modifications to the Operation and 
Maintenance. Plan to ensure that ICs are maintained and complied with in the 
short term and in the long term. The monitoring plan must include a schedule and 
an annual certification to EPA that ICs are in place and remain effective. 

No changes necessary. 



Hagen Farm Site 
Well Data 
5/25/06 

WELL ID Northing Easting Ground Top of basing TopofPVC 
AS 01 331844.7 2186876.6 870.25 874.24 873.80 
AS 02 331865.4 2186920.5 869.29 872.98 872.61 
AS 03 331883.9 2186977.0 866.91 870.30 869.92 
AS 04 331914.8 2187028.5 867.49 869.29 868.89 
AS 05 331943.2 2187081.5 867.95 871.43 871.24 
AS 06 331973.6 2187137.8 865.95 869.24 869.19 
AS 07 331850.5 2186906.8 869.16 872.87 872.86 
AS 08 331860.8 2186954.6 867.24 870.61 870.63 
AS 09 331911.0 2187003.2 867.57 870.12 870.18 
AS 10 331922.3 2187059.8 867.66 870.01 867.64 
GP1 332130.3 2186923.8 884.94 887.83 
GP2 332096.2 2186913.0 885.19 887.91 
GPS 332052.7 2186903.6 884.72 887.53 
GP4 332023.8 2186895.4 884.40 887.29 

GP5D 
GP5M 
GP 5S 

332145.0 2186916.5 885.36 888.32 
888.05 
887.91 
887.51 

GP6 332167.5 2186882.8 886.64 889.21 
GP7 332194.5 2186841.4 888.12 890.81 
GPS 332221.1 2186799.8 888.59 891.39 
GP9 332294.5 2186756.3 888.38 892.28 
GP10 332295.2 2186918.4 885.69 889.31 
GP11 332275.8 2187071.2 879.19 883.19 
GP12 332267.3 2187063.6 879.27 883.49 
GP 13 332242.4 2187037.6 880.36 884.11 
GPU 332219.5 2187016.6 880.21 883.88 
GP15 332212.4 2187008.0 880.59 884.27 
GP 16 332288.1 2187129.7 871.30 874.40 
GP17 332169.5 2186755.0 887.98 891.90 
GP18 332163.6 2186972.1 883.41 886.98 
GP 19 332021.9 2186792.6 887.04 890.80 
GP20 332009.7 2187042.3 870.59 874.53 
GP21 332147.9 2187113.8 869.63 872.77 
GP 22 331894.4 2186938.7 869.97 874.09 
GP 23 331847.7 2186801.7 874.53 878.54 
GP24 331979.5 2186669.5 882.23 885.85 
GP 25 332168.6 2186664.7 883.10 886.79 
GP 26 332333.2 2186670.0 885.42 889.24 
GP 27 332553.7 2186748.2 881.90 885.70 
GP 28 332640.1 2186942.6 876.76 880.44 
GP 29 332482.9 2187089.0 875.54 879.62 
IG04 332662.8 2187160.3 872.41 875.43 874.86 

Horizontal datum Is NAD 83 
Vertical datum is NAVD 88 



Hagen Farm Site 
Well Data 
5/25/06 

WELL ID Northing Easting Ground Top of Casing Top of PVG 
IG01 332743.0 2187224.9 874.31 877.49 876.79 
IG 02 332822.4 2187176.0 876.03 878.92 878.45 
IG 03 332742.1 2187124.7 876.61 879.81 879.07 

MH north 331863.0 2187127.7 866.22 
MH south 331858.6 2187126.8 866.14 

MW7 332269.4 2187157.5 875.66 877.96 877.32 
MW 22 332036.0 2187006.2 880.00 883.62 882.95 
MW 23 332184.3 2186650.2 885.00 889.50 889.25 
MW 26 331823.2 2186581.3 881.79 883.96 883.76 
MW 27 331330.4 2186837.4 870.18 872.84 872.38 
MW28 331998.7 2186601.8 862.03 865.21 
MW 30 331453.5 2187067.8 866.50 869.50 869.35 
MW 32 330421.4 2186594.3 858.02 861.36 860.93 
MW 33 331819.8 2187253.6 864.30 ^ 866.97 866.71 
MW 35 329815.4 2186671.0 861.89 865.30 865.04 
OB 11M 331076.8 2186686.5 867.53 869.84 869.48 
OB 8M 330012.0 2186198.6 860.71 863.78 863.54 
OBS 1A 331815.5 2186976.8 866.69 869.82 869.23 
OBS IB 331821.4 2186977.1 866.61 869.85 869.25 
OBS 1C 331819.4 2186971.3 866.23 869.68 869.38 
OBS 2C 331534.8 2186872.9 863.65 865.93 865.81 

P7B 332267.3 2187157.0 875.78 877.89 877.63 
P8 north 332031.8 2187108.9 869.19 871.10 
P8 south 332026.7 2187107.6 869.13 871.26 

P 17B 331629.9 2186978.6 863.22 865.79 865.27 
P 17C 331633.4 2186969.5 863.63 867.34 866.98 

P17DR 331693.3 2187012.5 863.31 865.81 865.46 
P22B 332048.8 2186996.8 880.91 884.09 883.93 
P22C 332057.3 2187002.8 881.14 884.26 883.84 
P26B 331826.8 2186587.5 883.96 883.74 883.29 
P26C 331832.8 2186585.4 881.75 883.95 883.80 
P27B 331336.0 2186826.1 870.13 872.64 872.19 
P28B 330995.2 2186621.6 861.90 864.28 864.01 
P28C 331002.9 2186615.9 861.38 863.43 863.24 
P30B 331449.0 2187073.6 866.68 868.85 868.26 
P30C 331453.9 2187078.9 866.44 867.89 867.23 
P32B 330424.7 2186585.8 857.55 860.68 860.41 
P33B 331822.5 2187244.0 864.14 866.90 866.44 
P35B 329809.8 2186669.3 861.73 865.16 864.78 
P40D 331763.5 2186756.1 875.73 878.77 1 

Horizontal datum is NAD 83 
Vertical datum is NAVD 88 



NAD 83 Coordinate Values of Fence 

Point Nos. Northings 

2017 
2018 
2019 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2026 
2028 

332863.61100 
332863.55300 
332572.65800 
331444.24600 
331530.28300 
331541.19200 
331885.61800 
332570.68600 

.Eastings 

2187293.50900 
2186656.68200 
2186657.13200 
2187292.54700 
2187126.18800 
2187105.38800 
2186426.61200 
2186444.68200 

Elevations Code 

874.72000 
884.93000 
895.77000 
866.52000 
865.71000 
865.52000 
879.37000 
899.59000 

fence 
fence 
fence 
fence 

fence gate 
fence gate 

fence 
fence 



A.LT.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title Insurance Company 

SCHEDULE A 

Prepared for OJXCXGO TITLB INSURANCE COHPANV CC: NBU#0202S01164 
171 N. CIiARK ST., #04ND 
CHICAGO, IL 60601 

Attention: KATIE MORAN 

Commitment No.: 
C-165017-A 

1. Policy or Policies to be issued: 

ALIA OWNER'S POLICY -1002 

Proposed Insured: 

Office File No.: Effective Date: 
Hay 15, 2006 
at 5;59 A.M. 

Amounts i.oo 

ALIA LOAN POUCY -1002 
Proposed Insured: 

Amounts 

2. Title to the fee simple estate or irrterest In the land desolbed or refeir^ to In this Commitment is at the effective 
date hereof of record In 
WASTB HANAOBMENT OP WXSCC»1533f, IMC. 

3. The land referred to in this Commitment to descrbed as foliows: 
(See 'EXHIBIT A* attached hereto 2uad siade a part hereof) 

Dane County Title Company} 901S. Whitn^ Way, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 
(608)271-2800} (608)271-8836 Fax, (800)626-5^35 Toll Free, ww.danecountytitle.com 



"EXHIBIT A" 
Chicago Title insurance Coinpany 

Office File Number 

Commitmant Number: c-i 650 17-A 

PARCEL I: 

Lot One (1) of Certified Survey Map No. 10610 recorded In the DANE COUNTY, 
Wisconsin Register of Deeds Office in Volune 63 of Certified Survey Maps, page 
34, as Document No. 3604254, in the Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

TAX ROLL PARCEL NUMBER: 026-0511-103-8905-0 

PARCEL II; . 

The EMt 1/2 of the Southwest 1/4 of Section 10, Township S Morth, Range 11 
Bast, in the Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin, except that part lying 
South of County Trunk Highway "A". 

TAX ROLL PARCEL NUMBERS: 026-0511-103-8000-7 
026-0511-163-9500-0 

EXHIBIT A 



A.LT.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title Insurance Con^any 

SCHEDULE B - SECTION 1 

Office Rie Number 

Commitment Number: C-165017-A 

Requhements 

The following are the requirements to be oompDed with: -

a. Payment to or for the account of the grantors or mortgagors of the full conslderatton for the estate or Interest to be 
Insured. 

b. Payment to the Company of the premiums, feee and charges for the policy. 

o. Proper tnairumentfs) creating the estate or Interest to be Insured must be executed and duly fPed for record, to wit 

NONE 

PARCEL I: 
2005 net real estate taxes; $ 9.96 (paid in full) 

PARCEL XI: 
2005 net real estate taxes: $ 200.93 (paid in full) 
2005 net real estate taxes: $ 84.69 (paid in full) 

SCHEDULE B'SwttonI 



A.LT.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title InsTirance Conpany 

SCHEDULE B - SECTION 2 

Office File Number. 

CommRment Number: C-165017-A 

Btoeptfoiw 

Tha polloy or pollolas to be iMusd will contain exceptions to the following unleas the came are diapoaed ot to the aatlataollon 
ol the Company. 

1. Oefecta, liana, enoumbrancea, adverae dalma or other nutlera. If any, orealed, lliat appearing In the public lecorde or atiaohlng 
subsequent to the effective date hereof but prior to the data the pnpoaed tneured acquires for value ot recoid ttie estate or 
Interest or mortgage thereon coveted by Ihla Ccnimllment. 

NOTE Exception t. wUI be removed only It no Inteivenkig mattaia appear of record bahveen the efleotlve date of thia comnUtaient 
and the recording of the Inetniments called tor at Item (o) of Schedule B-l, or If a gap endorsement la Issued In conlunalion wtth 
this oemmimant and tie lequtrementefbrthe Isauanoeof 'gap' coveiageaadeeoribed In theendoisemant are met. Including <te payment 
of the premium. 

2. Special taxes or aeeesamenta. Ifanjc 

NOTE: Exception 2. will be removed only If the Company reoelvee writtan evidenoe from the munldpaiily that there are no special 
aaaessments agafctal die land; or that all such Items have bean paid In ftiV. 

9. Uene, hock-up charges or fees, deferred charges, reserve capacity aaeesamanta. Impact fees, or other ohatgea or fesa due and 
on the davskifmnt or Improvement of the land, whedier asasaaed or oharged before or aAer the Data of the Potcy.. 

Tha Company aeeuree dm priority ol the lien of the ktaured mortgage over any auoh Hen, ohatgea or fas. 

NOre Exception 9. wtTI be removed only II the Company roceivea (t] writtan evidenoe from the municipality that there are no 
deterred rriiargea, hookup fees, or other fees or chargss altaohkig to die property; (2) evhtanoo dial the lend oontelrw a completed 
bundmg; and (9) a statement showing Ihel the lend has a water and sewer use aocounL If the land la vacant, this exception 
wiHnotbeiemovad. 

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, tor ssrvlcee, labor, or malarial hsrelotora or hereafter furnished. Imposed by law and not shown 
by the publio reooriis. 

NOTE- Exosptlon 4. wID be removed only If the Company racahres Iba Conalnxttlon Wotlc and Tananla Affidavit on the form liimWied 
by the Compaiy and the MlBwIng la lius: 

NO WORK DONE; Tha Affidavit must estabEah that Oiam has baan no llsnabla eonatiuoUcn woilc In lha prevlaua abc monlhs. 

REmiR WORK DONE If repair wortc has bean dona on an eodsEng altuotum m die last ebi mondta, die aflUavR muat accutately dlaoloas 
all parttae who hava dons llanebla woric Inltm laai a)x months; and have atteclied to It original lull walvem of lien from each person 
oroompany 

NEW CONSTRUCTION: II the propsriy contains a nawty4>utt sinxriure, lha Affidavit muat hroorparate a oomplele Eat of ad partlee who-
have done Eenobla work hi the last ata mondie; and have attaohad to II original lull wolvam at llan from each person or oompany. II 
Exoepllon 4. Is removed, It wUI be replaced by the lollowing axoeptton: 'Any conatruodon lien claim by a patty not shown on the 
Constnjodon Woric and Tanenta Affidavit supplied to tha Compeny.* 

5. Righta or dalms ol petliae h poeaeadon not shown by the publio records. 

NOTE: Bceepdon 5. wB be removBd only if die Company recetree the Constniodan Woric and Tanenta Affidavit on die farm lumMied by 
the Company. If the affldavll showa that thara am tanantA Bcoaptton e. will be replaced by an exception for the rights of the 
tenants disoloaad by dte Affidavit. 

6. BtoraaohmentA ovariopA boundary Ifna cSsputBs, and any other fflatteie which would be dfachwed by an aocurata sciivBy and Inapsodon 
of the premiaaa. 
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A.LT.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title Insurance Coapany 

SCHEDULE B • SECTION 2 

Office Fife Number: 

Commitment Number C-165017-A 

Bcoeptians (ooneuisd) 

7. EaasmentoorolaliMofeaaainentonotflhowntiypubKoreaoida 

8. AnydaimofadvarwposwaaionarpnsoilpllveeasBmsnL 

NOTE: Bnapdon e. 7. & 8. will be ramovad only II the Company reoelvea an original suivey which (1) has a oumnt date, 0 la 
sallalaatQiy to the Company, and (3) oomplsa with ournnt ALTA/ACSM Minimum Suivey Stand^ida or tMaoonsSi AdmlntabatlvB Code 
AE-7. ir the aurvey shows mattere wMoh affect the Htle to the pioperty, exceptions t g. a h. will be repiscad by sxoeptionB 
describing those mattaia 

9. Gsneml and xpeolal taxes for the year 2006 and subsequent years. 

10. Public or private rights, i£ any, in such portion o£ the subject premises as 
nay be presently used, laid out or dedicated in any manner whatsoever, for 
street, highway or alley purposes. 

11. Gaseoient, Restrictions and conditions contained in instrument recorded on 
March 18. 1954. as Document Mo. 869614. 

12. Right of Way contained In instrument recorded September 13, 1949, as Document 
Mo. 785973, 

13. Basement contained in instrument recorded on October 21. 1965, as Document No. 
1145371. 

14. Basement contained in instrument recorded on June 20, 1974, as Document Mo. 
1401538. 

15. Easement contained in instrument recorded on August 30, 1977, as Document Mo. 
1535850. 

Conditions contained in Affidavit recorded on August 18, 1981, as Document Mo. 
1716619. 

Deed restriction and conditions recorded on May 15. 1991, in Volume 15889 of 
Records, page 36, as Document No. 2262327. 

18. Deed restriction and conditions recorded on August 26, 1991, in Volume 16585 of 
Records, page 1. as Document Mo. 2284942. 

19. Deed restriction and conditions recorded on January 4, 1993, in Volume 24133 of 
Records, page 13, as Document Mo. 2428937. 

20. Approval Document recorded on August 8, 1995, in Volume 30508 of Records, page 
65, as Document MO. 2694911. 

21. Covenants and Conditions contained in Private Sewage Systsan Maintenance 
. Agreemrat recorded on October 5, 1995, in Volume 31005 of Records, page 15, as 

(See continuation attached hereto.! 

SCHEDULE B - Seatton 8 pagea 
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A.LT.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title Insurance Coiapaay 
Continuation Of Schedule B-2 

Office RIe Number 

Commitment Number C-165017-A 

Document No. 2709319. 

22. Any law, ordinance or governmental regulation relating to environmental 
protection and the effect of any violation thereof unless notice of a lien, 
defect or encumbrance resulting frcota a violation has been recorded In the 
office of the Register of Deeds prior to the date of this ccnmitment. 

23. Rights of tenants under unrecorded leases, if any. 

adbednle B-2 of this Bolloy consists of 3 pages. 

CenUnuaUon 



A.L.T.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Tltla Insurance Conpany 

SCHEDULEA 

Prepared for: CHICAOO TITLE INSXIRANCE COMPANY CC: NBU*0202601164 
171 M. CLARK ST., #04ND 
CHICAGO, XL 60601 

Attention: KATIE HORAN 

Commitmenl No.: 

C-165017 

1. Polioy or Policies to be issued: 

ALTA OWNER'S POLICY • 1892 

Proposed Insured: 

OfTicaFfleNo.: Effective Oate: 
March 31, 2006 
at 5:59 A.M. 

Amounts 1.00 

ALTA LOAN POLICY -1092 
Proposed Insured: 

Amounts 

2. Title to the fee simple estate or Interest In the land described or referrad to in this Commitment is at the effective 
date hereof of record in 

WASTE MANAGEMENT OF WISCONSIN, INC. 

3. The land refan'sd to in this Commitment Is described as follows: 
Lot One (1) of Certified Survey Hap No. 10610 recorded in the DAME COUNTY, 
Wisconsin Register of Deeds Office in Volume 63 of Certified Survey Maps, page 
34, as Document No. 3604254, in the Town of Dunkirk, DANE COUNTY, Wisconsin. 

TAX ROLL PARCEL NUMBER: 026-0511-103-8905-0 

Dane County Title Compai^. 901S. Whitn 
(608)271-2800, (608)271-8836 Fax, 

Way, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 
Poll Free, wwAy.danecoiintytitie.coni 



A.LT.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title Insurwca Caaptaiy 

SCHEDULE B - SECTION 1 

Office File Number: 

Commitment Number; c-165017 

Requiremenla 

The faUowing are Itie requirements to be complied with: 

a. Payment to or for the aocounl of the grantora or mortgagors of the full consideration for the estate or interest to be 
insured. 

b. Payment to the Company of the premiums, fees end chargu for the policy. 

c. Proper instrument(s) creating the estate or Interest to be insured must be executed and duly filed for record, to wit: 

NONE 

2005 net real estate taxes; $ 9.96 (paid in £ull) 

SCHEDUt£B-Bastion t 



A.L.T.A. COMMITMENT 

Chicago Title Insurance Company 

SCHEDULE B-SECTION 2 

Office FDe Number: 

Commitment Number: c-165017 

ExeepQons 

The poHcy or poflciss lo be Issued will contain sxoepUons to the follawing unless the same are disposed ol to the satlsfaoHon 
ol the Company. 

1. ITefeota. liana, enoumbranoes. adverae otalma or other mattera. If any, oraated, ftrat appearing In the publle reoorda or attaching 
subsequent to the eileoUve data hereof but prior to the date the pioposad Insured acquires for value of record the estate or 
Interest or mortgage thereon oovaiad by ihls Commitment 

NOTE: Exoeplhn 1. wW be removed only if no InleivenfrignMtlan appear of leoordbehween the effeotive data of this oommNmant 
and Bio reoonflng of the inatnimsnts oalled for at Item (o) of Soliedule B-l. or If a gap endorsement is laaued In oonlunoVon with 
Alls conwnlSnant and Bio raqulromenls for Bis laauanoe of 'gap* oovarage aa deaorlbad In Bio andonamant are mat Bioajding Bia payment 
of BIB pramSim. 

Z. Special taxes or asseeementa. If any 

NOTE: Exception 2. will be removed only If Bie Company leceives written evidence ffom the municipality Biat Biere are no special 
assessments against the land, or that all such llama have been paid In lull. 

3. Uens, hook-up charges or fass, deferred charges, reserve eapaclly assssaments, Impact lees, or other charges or fees due end 
on the development or bnprovemeni of the land, whether assessed or charged before or after the Date of the Policy. 

The Company assures the prloifty of the Han of the Inauied mortgage over any such Hen, chaigss or fee. 

NOTE: Exception 3. will be removed only If the Company receivea (1) written evidence from the munlcipalily that there are no 
dalatred charges, hoolojp fees, or other fees or charges attaching to Bie property; (2) evkienca Biat Bie land aontabis a oompteted 
building; and (3) a statement showing that Bis land has a watsr and sewar use aooount. If the land la vaoant. Bits axcapBon 
win not be remo^. 

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law and not shown 
by Bis publlo raooida. 

NOTE: ExoepBon 4. win be removed only H the Company leoalvea the CanatnJcdonWoift and TenanteAmdavil on the lomi furnished 
by BIS Company and BIS foRowkiB Is Inis: 

NO WORK DONE: Ths Aflldavit must eaiabUi Biat Biere has been no Banabls oonatnmBon worii bi Bis previous atac mondia. 

REPAIR WORK DONE: II repair work has bean done on an aaBaBng atnieluie In the last alx mcnlha, Bie aftdavR must aocurataly tflaolose 
an parttss who have dons BsnaUe work In Bis la at rix monBia, and have attached to It original full walvara of Han from each person 
or company 

NEW CONSTRUCTION: if Bia property contains a nswiy-bollt structure, the AfHdavIt must incorporate a complata Vat of all partlea who 
have dona Benabis work In Bie last afec monBia, and havs attached to It original hiB walvere of Hen fnim each person or company. If 
ExoapUon 4. la removed. It will be replaosd fay Bia following excepUon: 'Any oonatiucUon lien dalm by a party not shown on Bis 
ConstfUcBon Work and Tananla Afndavil supplied to Bie Company.' 

5. Rights or dalma of parflaa In poaaaaalan not shown by fha pubic reoorda. 

NOTE: ExoapBon S. wM be removed only If ths Company reoeives Bie ConatnicBon Wbik and Tenanb Aifidavn on the form lumlahed by 
ths Company. If Bia alHdavll shows that BiSre are tenants, ExospUon s. will bs replaosd by an sxcspllon for ths rights of Bis 
isnanta disctoaad by flw Aflldavft. 

6. Encroachments, oveilaps, boundary line diaputea, and any othdr mattera which would be dlscloaed by an aocurale suivay and Inapeetton 
ol the premises. 

SCHEDULE B - Sectten 2 page 1 



A.LT.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title Insurance Company 

SCHEDULE B • SECTION 2 

Office File Numbar; 

Commitment Number c-165017 

ExMpnons (eonllnued) 

7. EssementBordabnsoleaaenMnlanotahawffiby pubOoieooida 

a. Any dalm o< adverae posaesalon or praaoripUvs eaaament 

NOTE: Exoopflen 6. 7. a 8. will ba removad only If lha Company raoalvaa an original auivay which (1) haa a curranl data, (2) la 
saVaiadoiy ID ttia Company, and (3) compllas vrllh current ALTAfACSM Minimum Survey Standaida or Wlaoonam Admlnialrsllva Code 
AE-7. If the aurvay ahowa matlara which affad lha Wto lo the property, ExoepVona f. g. & h. win be raplaoad by axcapHona 
deccrftring Ihoaa maifara 

9. Ganaral and apodal Uuiaa for thayear 2006 and aubaaquant yaara. 

10. Public or private rights, if any, in such portion of the subject premises as 
may be presently used, laid out or dedicated in any nemner whatsoever, for 
street, highway or alley purposes. 

11. Basement, Restrictions and conditions contained in instrument recorded on 
March 18, 1954, as Document No. 869614. 

12. Right of Hay contained In instrument recorded September 13, 1949, as Document 
No. 785973, 

13. Easement contained in instrument recorded on October 21, 1965. as Document No. 
1145371. 

14. Easement contained in instrument recorded on June 20, 1974, as Document No. 
1401538. 

35. Easement contained in instrument recorded on August 30, 1977, as Document No. 
1535850. 

16. conditions contained in Affidavit recorded on August IB, 1981, as Document No. 
1716619. 

17. Deed restriction and conditions recorded on May 15, 1991, in Volume 15889 of 
Records, page 36, as Document No. 2262327. 

18. Deed restriction and conditions recorded on August 26, 1991, in Volume 16585 of 
Records, page 1, as Document No. 2284942. 

19. Deed restriction and conditions recorded on January 4, 1993, in Volume 24133 of 
Records, page 13, as Document No. 2428937. 

20. Approval Document recorded on August 8, 1995, in Volume 30508 of Records, page 
65, as Document Mo. 2694911. 

21. Coveneuits and Conditions contained in Private Sewage System Maintenance 
Agreement recorded on October 5, 1995, in Volume 31005 of Records, page IS, as 

(See continuation attached hereto.) 

SCHEDULE B-SacUon 2pags2 



A.L.T.A. COMMITMENT 
Chicago Title Insurance Cosipany 

Continuation of Schedule B-2 

Office File Number: 

Commitment Number c-165017 
I 

Docvimsnt No. 2709319. 

22. Any law, ordinance or governmental regulation relating to environmental 
protection and the effect of any violation thereof unless notice of a lien, 
defect or encumbrance resulting from a violation has been recorded in the 
office of the Register of Deeds prior to the date of this conmiitnient. 

23. Rights of tenants under unrecorded leases, if any. 

schedule B-2 of this Policy eonaiscs of 3 pages. 

Conflnuatloe 
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CERTIFIED SURVEY MAP 
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Jul 16 01 03:I4p David E. Steiuart 414-785-9103 p.3 

DEED RESTRICTION VOL 21433PAO£ 13 

RE: The East 1/2 of the Southwest 1/4 of Section 10, Township 5 North, Range 
11 East, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin, »cept that part lying 
Southof County Trunk Highway A. 242893V 

Waste Management of Wisconsin, hic., the fee owner of the above-described 
land, a/k/a the "Hagen Farm", being subject to Administrative Order V-W-92-
C-172 dated November 25,1992 and issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency requiring the recording of notice of this Administrative Order and a 
deed restriction with the Register of Deeds for Dane County regarding the 
former landfill known as the Ha^n Farm site, hereby makes the following 
declarations as to limitations, restrictions and uses to which the above-de^bed 
land may be put to and further hereby specifies that such declarations shall run 
with the land as provided by law and shall be binding on all parties and all 
persons claiming under Waste M^gement of Wisconsin, Inc. 

The following is prohibited on the above-desaibed land: 

The installation of any drinking water wells. 

Dated at Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin this li^l^clay of December, 1992. 

WASTE MANAGEMENT OF WISCONSIN, INC. 

flichard L. Ancelet, President 

Coimty of Waukesha ) 
) ss. ^ 

State of Wisconsin ) 

Personally came before me this 2^^/3ay of December, 1992, Richard L. Ancelet, 
President of the above-named corporation. Waste Management of Wisconsin, 
Inc., a Wisconsin Corporation, known to me to be the person who executed the 
foregoing instrument and to me known to be such President of said corporation, 
and acknowledged that he executed the foregoing instrument as such officer, as 
the deed of said corporation, by its authority. 

Notary Publicri^ukesha Cormty, Wisconsin 
My commission expires fp 

I?-



Jul 16 01 03:14p Dax/id E. SI 414-705-8103 

County of DuFage 

State of Olinois 

Attest. 
Howard L. Kruse, Assistant Secretary 

VOL 21433PACE 14 
ss. 

•9 lit Personally came before me this 30 day of December, 1992, Howard L. Kruse, 
Assistant Secretary of the above-nam^ corporation. Waste Management of 
Wisconsin, Inc., a Wisconsin Corporation, known to me to be the person who 
executed the foregoing instrument and to me known to be such Assistant 
Secretary of said corporation, and admowledged that he executed the foregoing 
instrument as such officer, as the deed of said corporation, by its authority. 

Notary Public, DuPage County, 
My commission expires 9/2' 

This instrument drafted by and to be returned to: 

David E. Stewart, Esq. 
250 North Sunnyslope Road - Suite 330 
Brookfield,WI 53005 
(414) 785-8168 

"OFflCIAl SEAL-
CARRIE L. ABATANGELO 

Notify Public, State of Illinois 
MyOmintdilon beim *<0.«. J99» 
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Appendix 3 

Relevant U.S. EPA Correspondence 



Re: FW: Hagen Farm Groundwater Monitoring Program - Annuai Sampiing 
Event it • 
SHEILA SULLIVAN to: Peterson, Mike 08/10/2011 03:10 PM 
Cc: Gary.Edeistein, ddougher 

From: SHEILA SULLIVAN/R5/USEPA/US 
To: "Peterson, Mike" <mpeterso2@wm.com>, 

Cc: Gary.Edelsteln@dnr.state.wi.us, ddougher@subterra.com 

Hi Mike, 

As per your e-mail below, the EPA and WDNR approve of your request to discontinue monitoring for 
certain semi-volatile parameters during the annual sampling event with the contingency that these 
parameters have not been routinely detected. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Best,, 
Sheila A. Sullivan 
Project Manager 
Superfund Division 
U.S. EPA, Region 5 
Tel: (312)886-5251 

"Peterson, Mike" Sheija, August is the month that we conddct our;:;^? :08/02^0T1 01:24:39 PM 

From: "Peterson, Mike" <mpeterso2@wm.com> 
To: SHEILA SULLIVAN/R5/USEPA/US@EPA 
Cc: "Gary.Edelstein@dnr.state.wi.us" <Gary.Edelstein@dnT.state.wi.us>, "Prattke, Michael" 

<MPrattke@scsengineers.com> 
Date: 08/02/2011 01:24 PM 
Subject: FW; Hagen Farm Groundwater Monitoring Program - Annual Sampling Event 

Sheila, August is the month that we conduct our annual sampling and analysis event. When we meet at 
the site earlier this year we discussed the potential to reduce the number of parameters that are 
analyzed, as indicated below. These parameters are not the parameters of concern at the site. Can 
these parameters be removed from the monitoring program for this annual event? MLP. 

From: Prattke, Michael [mailto:MPrattke@scsengineers.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 9:50 AM 
To: Peterson, Mike 
Subject: Hagen Farm Groundwater Monitoring Program - Annual Sampiing Event 

When we met with EPA (Sheila Sullivan) and WDNR (Gary Edelstein) at the Hagen Farm site in late April 
2010, it sounded like there was concurrence that annual analysis for semi-volatile organic compounds 
(SVOCs), pesticides, herbicides and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), could be dropped from the routine 
groundwater monitoring program for the site. This was one of the components proposed as modifications 
to the routine monitoring program for the site in the 2008 Annual Report. The proposed modifications 
were reviewed and resubmitted as part of the 2010 Annual Report for the site. 

I understand that EPA has not yet formally responded to the proposed modifications. The annual 
sampling event is scheduled for this month (i.e. August). Since the collection and analysis of samples for 
these parameters involves a significant effort, I'd suggest that we contact Ms. Sullivan before 

mailto:mpeterso2@wm.com
mailto:Gary.Edelsteln@dnr.state.wi.us
mailto:mpeterso2@wm.com
mailto:Gary.Edelstein@dnr.state.wi.us
mailto:Gary.Edelstein@dnT.state.wi.us
mailto:MPrattke@scsengineers.com
mailto:MPrattke@scsengineers.com


implementing the sampling event to confirm that analysis for these parameters is necessary. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or require any additional information. 

Michael J. Prattke 
Division Leader 

SCS BT Squared 
N84 W13540 Leon Road 
Menomonee Falls, Wl 53051 
Office; 262-345-1220, Ext. 101 

Cell: 630-399-1713 

Please note the change of e-mail address as of July 1, 2011 when BT Squared joined SCS Engineers. 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 5 

77 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD 
CHICAGO, IL 60604-3590 

REPLY TO THE ATTENTION OF: SR-6J 

May 27,2014 

Michael L. Petersbnj P.E. 
Closed Sites Management Group 
Waste Management 
N96 W13600 County Line Road 
Germantown, WI 53022 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

RE: Proposal for Enhancement of the Low-flow Air Sparge System at the Hagen Farm 
Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

This letter is to follow up on the June 20,2013 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
letter regarding the Waste Management of Wisconsin (WMWI) proposal to expand the low-flow 
air sparge (LPAS) system at the Hagen Farm Superfund Site ("Site"). Your proposal was 
submitted to EPA and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) on November 
12, 2012 and proposed several modifications to the current LFAS system. In EPA's June 2013 
letter, I clearly approved some of the requested changes, but would like to clarify EPA's position 
on some of the other specific requests. 

To briefly review, the November 2012 WMWI proposals included the following: 

1. Expand the LFAS system by converting P-7B, P-26C, and EW-IINF into LFAS wells and 
extend the piping and controls to facilitate their operation. 

2. Conduct quarterly monitoring for a year at a set of monitoring wells near the converted LFAS 
wells. 

3. Reduce the SVE sampling frequency from semiannual to annual. 
4. Abandon damaged monitoring well P-22C. 
5. Reduce the number of groundwater monitoring locations. 
6. Decommission and remove several components of the pump-and-treat (P&T) facilities. 

In EPA's June 20,2013 letter, I responded with comments that included some tacit approvals 
and disapprovals. For the record, these are briefly clarified below: 



1. EPA did not approve of retrofitting P-7B into a sparge well because there is no relevant 
monitoring well to determine its effectiveness. Instead, a new LFAS well should be 
installed. 

2. EPA did not approve of the conversion of P-26C to a sparge well due to the lack of 
monitoring points to assess its efficacy as such. If WMWI can supply sufficient evidence, 
which should include slug test data demonstrating that air can migrate into the aquifer 
and there is a sufficient radius of influence, then EPA will approve the conversion. 

3. EPA approved, but did not recommend converting EW-IINF to a sparge well. 
4. EPA approved of abandoning P-22C, without needing to replace it. 
5. EPA approved of a reduction in SVE sampling frequency from semi-annual to annual, 

provided the annual sample is taken in November to reflect a worst-case scenario. 
6. EPA approved of quarterly monitoring for a year at the monitoring wells near the LFAS 

conversion wells. 
7. EPA approved of removing P-22C, EW-IINF, EW-2, and EW-3 fi-om the groundwater 

monitoring program. 
8. EPA approved of not monitoring for groundwater contaminants at the proposed LFAS 

conversion wells. 
9. EPA and WDNR approved of decommissioning and removing the major P&T 

components, with the caveat that a resumption of P&T may be required imder certain" 
conditions, thus requiring a replacement system. 

In August 2013, SCS submitted, on behalf of WMWI, a work plan for the LFAS expansion 
project. The work plan proposed some changes to its November 12,2012 proposal, after 
consideration of EPA's June 2013 comments. The August 2013 work plan included a modified 
approach for gaining three additional air sparge wells in the system, but still involved converting 
existing wells (one monitoring and two extraction) to air sparge wells. 

Briefly, the work plan dalled for the following: 

• Convert monitoring well P-7B to an air sparge point, as previously proposed; 
• Convert EW-IINF to an air sparge point, as previously proposed; 
• Convert EW-3 to an air sparge point instead of monitoring well P-26C; 
• Run new piping to the converted LFAS wells, and add to the existing air supply and 

control system; 
• Conduct quarterly monitoring for a year at a set of monitoring wells near the converted 

LFAS wells. 

At the end of March 2014, WMWI submitted its 2013 Aimual Report (AR) on monitoring and 
operations and maintenance (O&M) at the site. The report noted that the fi-equency reduction for 
SVE sampling and the removal of P-22C and the extraction wells (EWI, EW-2, and EW-3) fi-om 
groimdwater sampling had been implemented in 2013, as previously approved by EPA. 

Since the August 2013 work plan, the remaining two items which EPA did not initially approve 
(see items # 1 and 2 above) have been resolved as follows: 
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• EPA approves of retrofitting P-7B to a sparge well and removing it fi-om the groundwater 
monitoring system (as was approved for the other sparge wells). 

• EPA approves of converting EW-3 to a sparge well, instead of P-26C. 

During an April 30,2014 conference call between EPA, WMWI and WDNR, the parties 
discussed several minor issues proposed in the August 2013 work plan that were of concern to 
EPA. The items were discussed and resolved as follows: 

1. WMWI's construction methods for converting EW-IINF and EW-3 to sparge points 
proposed the use of solvent welds to connect PVC piping or fittings. The glue used for 
the welds contains tetrahydrofuran (THF), ketones, or other VOCs. EPA recommends 
that the process be modified to eliminate the use of PVC "solvent welding" (or glueing) 
in order to avoid introducing THF~ one of the primary site-related chemicals of concem 
to the groundwater. We recommend using thre^ed, spline, or thermally welded joints 
instead, although this may require using Schedule 80 PVC rather than Schedule 40. 

The parties agreed that the use of glues and solvent welding will be minimized, and under 
these conditions, EPA approves of this approach. 

2. EPA indicated that centralizers are necessary in the EW-IINF and EW-3 conversions (the 
air supply drop tube is already in place inside P-7B). WMWI agreed to the use of 
centralizers. 

3. Because of the length of the air supply piping (especially as proposed to EW-3) and the 
proposal to retain current air supply components, ports should be added to allow air 
supply pressmes to be measured at the wellheads of the converted wells during LFAS 
operation. The monitoring plan should include periodic wellhead air pressure 
measurements at the LFAS conversion wells under shakedown and operating conditions. 
The data should be supplied to the agencies. 

WMWI agreed to add ports so that air supply pressures can be measured periodically. 

4. EPA expressed concem about the potential for the air supply piping trench to act as a 
preferential pathway to the property boundary. The work plan did not adequately discuss 
trench constmction, e.g., pipe elevation within the trench, bedding, and compaction. 

WMWI agreed to ensure that the native backfill would be sufficiently compacted, and 
will provide a description of this plan. 

To reiterate, EPA approves of WMWI's LFAS Expansion work plan of August 5,2013 as 
modified by the solutions to the above four items. Please provide the revisions to the work plan 
as per the above resolutions. These responses can be in the format of a letter-addendum to the 
August 2013 work plan or a revised work plan document. EPA will provide a response within 
two weeks of receiving your revisions. 



WMWI should also develop an approach to estimate the radius of influence of LFAS conversion 
wells EW-IINF and EW-3. This will be considered to be a post-construction diagnostic and, 
therefore, will not impede approvals and construction of the LFAS system expansion. 

Given the fact that the LFAS in now in its 14th year of operation and given the site data, we can 
start planning for a decision document. An Explanation of Significant Differences (ESD) is 
likely to be the most appropriate administrative vehicle with which to revise the remedy from the 
P&T system to the LFAS system, with a return to P&T as a contingency. 

In addition, the persistent vinyl chloride concentrations at or above the Wisconsin Enforcement 
Standard indicate that the need for off-site institutional controls in the P-32B to 0B-8M region 
should be assessed. 

I hope this letter addresses any questions you may have regarding our approval of your LFAS 
expansion proposal. In addition, we are currently reviewing the 2013 AR on monitoring and 
O&M at the site. We plan to send comments to you by the end of June. 

We look forward to receiving brief but informative revisions to the work plan so that the 
remaining field work can begin. Should you have any other questions or concerns regarding the 
content or detail of the deliverables or other items discussed in this letter, please do not hesitate 
to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

ShedcuA. 5u2Uvpun/ 

Sheila A. Sullivan 
Remedial Project Manager 
Superfund Division 
U.S. EPA, Region 5 
Tel: (312) 886-5251 
E-mail: sullivan.sheila@epa.gov 

cc: Gary Edelstein, WDNR 
Michelle Gale, WM 
Jeffrey Cahn, ORG 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 5 

77 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD 
CHICAGO, IL 60604-3590 

V , . 

REPLY TO THE ATTENTION OF: SR-6J 

June 20, 2013 

Michael L. Peterson, P.E. 
Closed Sites Management Group 
Waste Management 
N96 W13600 County Line Road 
Germantown, WI 53022 

VIA U.S. MAIL AND ELECTRONIC MAIL 

RE: Proposal for Enhancement of the Low-flow Air Sparge System at the Hagen Farm 
Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

This letter is in regard to the Waste Management of Wisconsin (WMWI) proposal to expand the 
low-flow air sparge (LFAS) system at the Hagen Farm Superfund Site ("site"). The proposal 
was submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) on November 12, 2012 in response to EPA's letter of 
September 27,2012. In its letter, EPA, among other things, reviewed the progress of the remedy 
at the site and set forth a schedule of tasks for upgrading the remedy. As per that schedule, EPA 
was to provide a review of your proposed enhancements to the LFAS system by March 1, 2013. 
As such, this letter provides the following comments and/or concerns regarding the proposal and 
adjusts the schedule to accommodate a technical delay on our part. The order of our comments 
corresponds to that of your November 2012 proposal letter. 

Installation of Air Sparge Points 

WMWI proposes to provide additional sparging capability by reconfiguring two existing 
monitoring wells P7B and P26C and one groundwater extraction well (EW-IINF). As stated in 
your proposal, these points were selected due to their proximity to the remaining groundwater 
contamination in order to satisfy EPA's requirement to enhance groundwater remediation at the 
site. However, our requirement was not intended to imply that other critical functions of the 
remedial system, such as the groundwater monitoring network, should be sacrificed for these 
enhancements. It is possible for the existing groundwater monitoring network and the LFAS 
system enhancements to coexist, and EPA prefers that such an approach be followed. We have 
evaluated each of the proposed well conversions and have the following comments. 

1 



Well P7B: 

WMWI's proposal states that well P7B was chosen to be retrofitted as an air sparge point due to 
its location near the waste boundary and elevated concentrations of groundwater contaminants— 
namely tetrahydrofuran (THF) with concentrations ranging from 150 to 2,300 ug/1. WMWI 
believes that this is appropriate because P7B has a short screen located in unconsolidated 
sediments below the water table surface. WMWI expects that sparging at this point will lower 
THF levels in nearby MW-7. 

EPA's concern is that P7B does not have a nearby comparable monitoring well with which to 
verify its effectiveness as a converted air sparge point. Well P7B is screened at a depth of 50-55 
feet below ground surface (bgs); however, MW7 is only screened at 20-24 feet bgs, which leayes 
a considerable gap at this sample point. Since well logs for MW33, P33B, or MW7 were 
unavailable during our review, we cannot evaluate how appropriate these wells would be for 
monitoring and assessing the efficacy of converting well P7B to a sparge point. Should P7B be 
converted, we know that MW33 is downgradient and in the migration path from MW7 but is 
screened in the shallow aquifer, likely similar to MW7. 

Well P33B is also downgradient and next to MW33, but without information on the well 
construction, we do not know if it is comparable to P7B. Further, the MW33and P33B nest is 
beyond 500 feet from MW7 or P7B and therefore, assessing the air sparge radius of impact or 
effect would not be feasible. Hence, we would prefer to see WMWI add a new sparge well to 
this area instead of converting Well P7B—otherwise, that sampling point at that depth where 
considerable amounts of THF and vinyl chloride (VC) were detected would be lost; Perhaps the 
air sparging would mitigate the THF, but there would be no data point to confirm this. 

Well P26C; 

The proposal states that this well was chosen to be converted to a sparge point because of its 
proximity to well P26B, where recent groundwater samples showed VC levels in excess of the 
NR 140, WAG Preventive Action Limit (PAL) and Enforcement Standard (ES). Well P26C was 
selected because it is south of the western landfill boundary and is a piezometer with a short 
screen located in the bedrock. WMWI believes that sparging at this point will lower VC levels at 
the nearby shallower well P26B. 

Well P26C is screened at 90 feet bgs and is considered a deep well. In converting P26C to a 
sparge point, a data point would be lost for the deep part of the aquifer. The well construction 
log for MW26 indicate that it has a 10-foot screen at 34 ft bgs, making it a shallow monitoring 
well. Well P26B has a three-foot screen at about 70 ft bgs and is considered an intermediate 
well. The next closest deep monitoring well (MW40D) is slightly downgradient and 250 feet 
away from P26C. According to the groundwater contours, there is a general "leveling off at 
856 feet for a considerable portion of the area, typically encompassing the existing air sparge 
wells, EWl and surrounding wells. Well P28C is located further downgradient, and while it may 
be similarly screened into the deep aquifer like P26C, it is located almost 1,000 feet away. 



In general, since at least two other deep wells (MW-40D and P28C) are located "relatively 
nearby" to monitor for contaminants in the deep aquifer, converting P26C to an air sparge well 
may enhance the effectiveness of the LFAS system, however this would be difficult to 
demonstrate without accurate groundwater monitoring points. 

We note that P26C is screened in a 10-foot thick siltstone layer. Directly above the siltstone is 
the sand and gravel. We will require that a slug test be performed first, and/or other supportive 
information be supplied, to assess the permeability of the siltstone in order to determine whether 
the air will sufficiently migrate through the siltstone, sand, and gravel layers and ultimately, 
whether it is feasible to convert P26C into a sparge point. 

WellEW-lINF: 

WMWI maintains that extraction well EW-IINF is an appropriate sparge point because of its 
location near the property boundary and upgradient of residual contaminant concentrations. This 
well is located south of the existing treatment building, between the waste mass and the property 
line. The proposal states that by adding oxygen to the area upgradient of groundwater 
monitoring wells P17B and P17C in the unconsolidated sediment where residual concentrations 
of VC exceed the PAL and ES, VC concentrations at these wells and other downgradient wells 
will be reduced. 

While EPA has always supported the installation of additional air sparging points west of the 
existing sparge well line and toward the southern property line to reduce the mass flux of 
contaminants from the property, we have never supported the installation of an air sparge well 
within 150 feet of P17C unless there is strong evidence of a singular preferential pathway 
through P17C. We believe that EW-IINF as a sparge point location would be too close to 
monitoring well P17C and would damage the integrity of the groundwater monitoring network. 

That being said, after reviewing the well construction logs for P17C, P17B, MW30, P30B and 
P30C, there may be a sufficient number of groundwater monitoring surrounding wells near EW-
IINF to determine its efficacy as an air sparging point, particularly since the groundwater levels 
are relatively fiat in this area potentially facilitating the dissolution of oxygen throughout the 
aquifer, instead of just migrating off site. Therefore, EPA will approve, but does not recommend 
converting EW-IINF into an air sparge point, 

In addition to losing some valuable groundwater monitoring points, particularly P7B, P26C, and 
P17C (from the conversion of EW-IINF), our other concern is that these three additional air 
sparge points will be added to the current system via extended piping. The distance and the 
additional sparge locations may require more energy from the compressor and other components 
than the system can supply. In particular, P7B is a considerable distance away from the existing 
compressor, dryer and oxygen concentrator. Will the system be able to accommodate the 
additional wells and will the radius of impact be affected or decreased by spreading the "energy" 
out to three separate and distant wells? Will the radius of impact meet the expected 50 ft at the 
new wells? These concerns must be addressed or satisfied in WMWI's work plan and design for 
these enhancements. 



The agencies believe that undertaking the above-mentioned monitoring well conversions will 
potentially jeopardize the groundwater monitoring network. Further, EPA will still need to 
evaluate the efficacy of the enhanced LFAS over time. Therefore, if we find that our ability to 
evaluate the progress of groundwater remediation is compromised or that the data are unreliable 
due to spatial or temporal data gaps due to these conversions, we will require WMWI to propose 
modifications in order to cure any deficiencies. This may involve installing groundwater 
monitoring wells to replace the converted wells, installing additional monitoring wells in 
strategic locations, increasing the groundwater monitoring frequency for a specified period after 
the monitoring well network is modified, or any combination thereof in order to gather sufficient 
data to make the necessary determinations. This is consistent with Section XI, par. 35-40 of the 
August 2, 2007 Consent Decree.' 

Abandonment of Monitoring Well P22C 

The proposal states that WMWI will abandon groundwater monitoring well P22C because: 1) its 
PVC casing is potentially compromised; 2) semi-annual sampling has not identified the presence 
of contaminants of concern (COC) in this well that exceed their respective PALs or ESs; and, 3) 
two shallower wells are located nearby in the well nest which will provide sufficient data for this 
aquifer in this area of the site. 

Given the above-mentioned reasons, there is no apparent need to replace this monitoring point. 
The abandonment of this sample point is not expected to materially affect the ongoing data 
review for the site; hence, we approve this request and anticipate that WMWI will provide a 
completed abandonment form in accordance with the requirements of Chapter MR 141 of the 
Wisconsin Administrative Code. 

Revisions to the Existing Monitoring Programs 

WMWI has indicated its concurrence with EPA's required nionitoring plan revisions set forth in 
our September 27, 2012 letter, with certain requested exceptions outlined in its October 2012 
letter. We have addressed these exceptions proposed by WMWI point-by-point below. 

• A reduction in frequency of analysis of vapor at the emission and collection points 
associated with the soil vapor extraction system (SV£) at the site from semi-annual 
to annual should be included in the approved revisions to the monitoring plan. 

In reviewing recent data, we note that the higher vapor contaminant concentrations 
appear to be in Novernber as compared to May. EPA approves a reduction in frequency 
of analysis from semiannual to annual; however, the annual analysis should be performed 
in November in order to reflect a worst-case scenario. 

• Groundwater sampling should be discontinued at the former extraction wells, 
including EW-2, due to its construction as an extraction well. 

' August 2, 2007 Consent Decree between EPA and WMWI (United States of America v. Waste 
Management of Wisconsin, Inc., Case No. 07-C-0424-C) 



EPA approves this request. 

• The wells to be reconfigured as sparge points (EW-IINF, P7B and P26C) should be 
removed from the current monitoring program. 

These wells can be removed from the current monitoring program, should WMWI 
proceed with converting them to air sparge points, however, EPA does not recommend or 
agree with the conversion of these wells to sparge points. As previously stated, EPA may 
require more frequent periodic monitoring of the altered monitoring well network to 
assess the effectiveness of the LFAS modifications. 

• Well P22C should be removed from the current monitoring program due to well 
integrity issues. 

EPA approves this request. 

We understand that after start-up of the converted LFAS points, WMWI will sample monitoring 
wells OBSIA, OBSIB, OBSIC, 0BS2C, P17B, P17C, P26B and MW7 for VOCs, including 
SIM analysis for VC, on a quarterly basis for a period of one year to evaluate the anticipated 
changes in groundwater quality. The data will be assessed in the routine annual report for the 
site. 

WMWI will submit a final groundwater monitoring plan, to summarize these revisions, in a 
subsequent document to respond to the comments in EPA's September 27,2012 letter. 

Decommissioning of Specific Components of the Former Groundwater Extraction and 
Treatment System 

After about five years of operation, WMWI stopped running the groundwater extraction and 
treatment system in September 2001 in order to pilot test the LFAS system as a replacement. 
The original large biomass reactor treatment system required large quantities of nutrients and 
energy to sustain the organisms. The agencies agree that the technology and scale of the-
treatment system is no longer cost-effective for removing groundwater COCs, namely THF and 
VC. 

WMWI proposes to maintain the existing treatment building, infiltration gallery, and influent 
piping system from the extraction wells, but to decommission the remaining extraction and 
treatment components, which include bioreactors, mixing tanks, clarifiers and associated pumps 
and piping. Should groundwater extraction and treatment need to be reinstituted, a more 
appropriately sized system and technology, such as air stripping, would be designed and 
installed. 

The agencies concur with the above-stated approach, but would like to emphasize that we will 
not hesitate to require the reinstatement of a groundwater pump-and-treat system should the data 
indicate the need. 



To summarize, the agencies are approving the submitted proposal, as indicated in my e-mail to 
you of May 30,2013, under the conditions and caveats specified in this letter. As discussed on 
several occasions, our greatest concern is the adverse effects on the integrity of the groundwater 
monitoring network that may result from the conversion of P7B, P26C and EW-llNF to air 
sparge points. 

Other Considerations 

At this time, I would like to reiterate a few key concerns stated in our letter of September 2012. 
The LFAS pilot testing has shown that the current system is generally effective at reducing COC 
levels near the sparge wells, although the spatial extent of the aerobic zone created by the system 
is limited. Periodic monitoring has shown that THF concentrations are stable or decreasing over 
time and that the LFAS system is generally effective for treating THF, however, improvement of 
groundwater quality is not uniform across the affected groundwater. Persistent elevated 
concentrations of VC, some exceeding the ES, are found in the area in monitoring well P17C (at 
the southern edge of the property) and extending to monitoring well 0B8M. The persistent VC 
concentration at P17C indicates that contamination continues to migrate off-property. The ES 
for VC is exceeded at both OB8M and P32B (both off-property wells), and there are additional 
PAL exceedances. VC data and gross redox conditions indicate that off-property impacts 
remain. 

The LFAS pilot has been operating for approximately 12 years, yet contamination is still present 
at levels of concern ortsite and offsite. WMWI may want to consider proposing additional 
measures to expedite groundwater remediation. Aside from pump-and-treat, other possibilities, 
such as strategically placed substrate injections, may be worth testing. In addition, we are 
requiring the following items: 

1. To track the progress of the aerobic spread, WMWI needs to create a figure to show 
aerobic/not-aerobic wells, as was discussed in our letter to you of September 27, 2013 
and its enclosed example. Over time, we would expect all wells downgradient of the air 
sparging system to become aerobic. A simple map each year that shows progress would 
be easy to execute, easy to interpret, and easy to reproduce. 

2. The figures in the 2012 Annual Report are greatly improved from the previous years. 
The Annual Reports would benefit from adding a figure that shows the sampling points 
that are exceeding the PAL/ES (e.g. a map with red dots for the exceedances of VC 
and/or THF). 

3. In addition, WMWI should continue to maintain and enforce the existing ICs, but should 
also implement additional enforceable ICs further downgradient of the site, where 
groundwater cleanup goals are being exceeded, until the cleanup goals have been 
achieved throughout the plume. 

Two of the six bulleted steps set forth on page 8 of the September 27, 2012 letter have been 
completed (this letter constitutes completion of the second step—i.e., EPA's review and response 
of the proposal of specific enhancements to the groundwater remediation system by WMWI). 



The following remaining steps should be completed by the indicated due dates, which have been 
adjusted since EPA's September 2012 letter due to internal delays. Should WMWI wish to 
accelerate the schedule, we will make every effort to coordinate our reviews with you. 

• Following EPA approval of the remedy enhancement proposal, a work plan with specific 
enhancements, bid drawings, startup testing and monitoring plan, and any changes 
required to the QAPP or SAP—due August 23, 2013. 

• A timely review and response by EPA and WDNR—due October 7,2013. 

• Construction and startup testing complete and system enhancements in production—due 
November 20, 2013. 

• Submission of a report communicating as-builts, well installation reports and filings, 
etc.— due December 20,2013 (excluding water quality analysis results from laboratories 
that have longer QA/QC schedules). 

I hope this letter addresses any questions you may have regarding our assessment of your 
proposal. Should you have any other questions or concerns regarding the content or detail of the 
deliverables or other items discussed in this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

SheCLo/A. SulU^oun/ 

Sheila A. Sullivan 
Remedial Project Manager 
U.S. EPA, Region 5 
Tel: (312) 886-5251 
E-mail: sullivan.sheila@epa.gov 

cc: Gary Edelstein, WDNR 
Lisa Zebovitz, Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg 



bcc: Jeffrey Cahn, ORG 
Site files 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGIONS 

77 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD 
CHICAGO, IL 60604-3590 

REPLVtOTHE ATTENTiONOF: SR-^ 

September 27,2012 

Michael Li Peterson, P.E. 
Closed Sites Mianagemeht Group 
Waste Management 
N96 W13600 County Line ROad 
Germantown, WI 53022 

VIA CERTIFIED U.S. MAlL AND ELECTRONIC MAIL 

RE; 2011 Annual Report for the Hagen Farm Si5)erfund Site, Tpwn of Dunkirk, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

This letter is in regard to the 2011 Annual Report (AR) or ("the rqpori'') for the Hagen Farm 
Superlund Site ("site'') that Waste Managemaat of Wisconsin (WMWI) submitted to the UiS. 

(WDNR) on April 3,2012. The document was prepared in Meuch 2012 by SCS BT Squared fur 

The EPA and WDNR ("the agencies") have reviewed the subject report and are providing our 
comments, and recommendations. The following section provides our assessment of the remedial 
progress achieved at the site so feri based on the information provided in the 2011 AR, site 
inspection data, and iSndings from the 2011 Five-Year Review; Under a separate section, we 
have provided specific coniments on the subject report, which references apd/or addresses issues 
that were raised by the agencies during the 2011 Five-Year Review process, such as monitoring 
frequencies, monitoring parameters, expansion of the low-flow air sparge system (LFAS), and 
institutional controls (TCs). Filially, we have addressed the remairiing, iterns under WMWI's 
original request for a reduction in fre mpnitoring parameters and frequencies, 

Remedial Progress Review 

The ground^vater control operable unit (GCOU) remedy is processing, although improvement of 
groundwater quality is not imiform across the affected Coundwater and is not showing steady 
recovery: The following is our assessment of the progress toward meeting groiindwater clean-up 
goals; 



The expaiided LFAS system is.generally effective near flie ^arge wells, although the 
spati^ extent of the aerobic zone created by the expanded air sparging system is limited. 
(Refer to the attached figure and comment 17 directly below.) 

Persistent elevated concentrations of viuyl chloride (VC), Some exceeding the Wisconsin 
Enforcement Standard (ES), are foimd in the area ffoin monitoring well P17C (at the 

network does not identify a "classically shaped plume", thus reflecting the network 
density and the presence of a pofbus ffactured medium. Nohetheless, the combination of 

iretnain. 

• There isqao decaeasinjg trend in VC concentrations at OB8M,.so it is not possible to use 
first-order decay methods to estimate a time-tp-cleanup. 

• The recalcitrant VC concentration at P17C indicates that contaminatipn continues to 
inigrate bff-prop«1y. 

• The agencies Si^port the installation of additional air sparging wells (points) west of the 
existing sparge well line and toward the southern property line (the southem edge of die 
Wisconsin DMZ) to reduce the mass flux of contarninants frpm the property; however, 
unless there is exceedingly powerful evidence that there is a singular preferential pathway 
throU^ Pl7C, no air sparging well should be allowed near (within 150 feet of) P17G. 
Specifically, reconstructing groundwater extractioh well EWl ̂  as a sparge well is not 
accq)table. 

2011 Aiiiiuai Report rnm'menfa 

In general, we found the subject report to be well-written and accessible. The following are 
some substantive comments: 

1. Section 2.2.2 (Institutional and Administrative Controls)* page 4, paragraph 2: 
Although "Wisconsin regulations; prohibit the installatipn of a potable well within 1,200 
feet of a landfill without WDNR review and approval", it is our understanding that 
WDNR can allow a property owner to install a well within that area under certain 
conditions. For example, they may require the. well to extend below the cbntainination 
zone and have the Well Cased below that zone. 

2. Section i2.4 (Data Evaluation)* page 5, top partial paragraph: According to Table 3 
of the 201 i A^ GP05S also had a methane concentration (12.5 percent) greater than five 
percent on sample date 3/1/2012. PleaSe add this information to the sentence. 

3. Section 2.4 (Data Evaluation)* page first full paragraph: According to Table 3, 
GPOl S also had an oxygen concentration (21.0 percent) greater than 20.9 percent on 

' Throughout this letter and referenced documents, the groundwater extraction well "EWl" is also referred to as 
"EWlINFi" 



sample date 8/23/2011. Please add tids ihfonnatibii to the Sentence. 

4. Section 3.4 0®ata Evalnatioii), page % next to last paragraph: The dissolved oxygen 
(DO) at well P22C of I2i5 mg/L may be more indicatiye of the imprcGision and 
variability of the field test results than of the actual in situ DO concentrations. This is 

and the well is not located near a sparge well. To provide a balanced analysis, this 
infonnation shoidd be included in a footnote at least, 

5. Section 3.8 (Recommendations), page ll, third ballet: We concur with an evaluation 
of additional sparge points, including the possible repurposihg of existing wells. 
However, we do hot consider cohvertihg groundwater extraction well EWl to a 
sparge point to be an acceptable component of LFAS s;^em expansion. Such a plan 
would merely treat a symptom (jperennially high concentrations at PIT) and not the cause. 
Further, it would negate the- value of long-term monitoring if this well were no longer 
available. 

6. Section 4.3 (Groundwater Flow), page I3j first paragraph: Please define the' Vater 
table and piezometric smface mapsAll data come fi:om screened wells below the water 
table. Presumably die difference is either the unit or the depth in which a particular well 
is screened. Please consider using clearer terminology, such as "shallow and deep 

. groundwater head maps". 

7. Section 4,3 (Groundwater Flow), page 13, last paragraph of section, first sentence: 
Four out of 12 head differences in the ohrsife Water-table/imconsolidated pairs are 
downward (MW26 is on-site but probably would not be called "the Vicinity of the waste 
maSs"), one m May and tbree in November. The off-site pahs had downward flow only 
one of 12 times (at MW30 in spring wi& a head difference pf 1.92 fl—an unusually large 
difference). A more balanced sentence would be: "Among the well-pairs examined, 
upward flows were foUnd in all the off-site well-pairs (except for one data point) and 
were found in two-thirds of the data fi^Oin on-site well-pairs, mOst often in November." 
Please see comment 8, 

8; Section 4.3 (Gronndwater Flow), page 13, last paragraph of section, last sentence: 
The AR text does not indicate that, according to Table 8, there are mimeroUS Other 
instances of downward flow between,the deep UnconsoUdated sechinent and bedrock 
wells. At wells PlTB/C, there were three downward flows indicated and one upwardj at 
wells P26B/G, there were four downward flows; and at wells P28B/C, there were also 
four downward flows. In addition, at the M32/P32B pair (Which according to Table 8 is a 
water table and bedrock pair), there were two downward flows and one upward, and One 
event with equal heads. At a nunimum, change the phrase:"... flow from the 
unconsolidated sediment fb the bedrock" to' .flow between the unconsolidated 
sediment and the bedrock". 



9. Sectidii 4.5.1.1, subsection (Viny] Chloride), page 16, second paragraph of 
subsection: The last sentence of this paragraph gives the inipressioii of disparaging the 
lab methods—"data generated from analysis of the samples using two different methods 
is hot always consistent"—^but gives no supporting evidence. Here are some facts drawn 
fi^om the laboratory reports where VC was detected and quantified by both the 8260B md 
SIM methods: 

Date Well SDVl Result 8260B Resfilt 

1/15/2011 P17C 3.6E 3.7 
2/16/2011 P17C 1.9E 2.2J 

2/16/2011 (Dup.) P17C 2.8E 2.7J 
5/12/2011 P7B 1.4E 1.6J 
7/21/2011 P17C 2.0E 2.9J 

(Qualifier "E" means exceeds range) 

These results are quite consistent—SIM indicates above a certain amount and 8260B 
indicates a slightly higher amormt, often valued between the LOD and LOQ. The 
statement in the AR is incorrect and misleading; it should be deleted. 

10, Section 4^5.1.1, subsection (yinyl Chlpride)^ page 16, second paragraph of 
subsection, next-to-last sentence: There appears to be a copy-editing error as the 
sentence does not read correctly. 

11. Section 4^5.1.1, subsection (Vinyl Chloride), page 16, last paragraph on page: The 
last: sentence discusses VC at 0B8M and states: "thus, the vinyl chloride concentrations 
appear to be stable or decreasing; over time at this sample point." Although there is some 
stability in VC concentrations, tiiere is no evidence of decreasing concentration of VC at 
0B8M. The statement is incorrect and misleading; it should be deleted 

12^ Section 4.5,1.1, subsection (Vinyl Chloride), page:17, first paragiaph: The last 
sentence indicates "No resultSi..exceed this value," Here "tiiis value" is the MCL. The 
groundwater standard is not, however, the MCL. The agencies would like to emphasize 
hete that the ES for VC is exceeded at both 0B8M and P32B, both ofif-property wells, 
and titerc are additional PAL excee<^ces, 

13, Section 4.5.1.1, subsection (Vinyl Chloride), page 17, paragraph 3: The Mann-
Whitney test uses concentrations fi:om two nonroveriapping time intervals to determine 
whether there is a difference between tire two groups—it can be considered to be a non-
parametric Version of the two-sample r-test. Since the data here are time dependent, each 
group should have consecutive data, but the entirety of the data does; not need to be 
consecutive. The Wisconsin spreadsheet requires four data points in each group and is 

year), biit the years do not need to be adjacent. In general, Mann^Whitney is not limited 
to four data points per group—^in fact, that is a very low number and strains the Utiiity of 
the test. 



i4. Siection 4.Sd.l, subsection (Vinyl Chloride), page 17, paiugriiph 3: The discussion 
rdses the possibiiity of seasonality, butdQes not actually analyze for it. The discussion 
casts doubt on the methodis without producing evidence to support this uncertainty . If the 
scope of such work could not be addressed in the AR due to tune of budget, then indicate 
when and how it will be addressed. 

I S. Section 4.5.1,1, subsection (Vinyl Chloride), page 17, paragraph 3) last iwp 
sentences: As with the previous comment, aspersions are cast on the quantification of 
VCj but no siq)pprt: is provided. The argument that "a munbOT of factors could impact 

ug/L)" may be pertinent for methods with hi^ LOiDsi but hot if the LOD is <0.1 UgiT,. If 
the report's argument has any validity, then it is a condenmation of the years of sample 

The last sentence states: "variability could originate firom changes bvCr time in a number 
of hatufal factofs such as pfecipitatioh of grpundvvatei' eleyatipn, of as a fesult of 
vafiables that occur during sample cpUection and/or laboratpry analysis"—^this coxild be 
said about any sample for any analyte fpr any site and has nothing specifically tP do with 
the statistical trend analysis ftat tfie authbfs have selected and employed; this sentence 
shotild be deleted (Pr moved to the general discussion of vvatef quality results). We note 
that the WDNR spreadsheete that wete used led to "no trend" conclusions. This is fairly 
pfedictable fiom the concentration vs. time graph. Please revise these sentences 
accordingly. 

16. Section 4.5.1.4 (Other Parameters), page 20, para^ph 2: As noted, ah oxidatiou-
reduCtiPh potential (ORP) pf about 200 mV may be a manganese-reducing 
envifonment^—^the key wpfd being •'reducing:'. To make claims that "sarhples fi'om only 
well... were negative throughout the year" seems contradictory because it uses 0 mV as 
athreshold. An aerobic slate is usually associated with ORP of arormd 500 mV(thoUgh 
the actual redox State requires a variety of lab tests). Referring to Tables 9 and l O and 
excluding wefis with only one sample per year, if one wme to use 100 mV as a screening, 
value between anaerobic and aerpbic, then non-aerobic conditions are consistently found: 
at P17C, MW7, P7B, P27B, P22B as expected. Cohditiohs are not aerobic from 50 to 99 
percenl Pf the samples at semi-annual wells P22C, MW33, MW23, and lG-04; at 
quarterly wells MW27, OBllM, Pl7B, P28B, P32B; and monthly well OBSIC. Aerobic 
conditions are found most of the timeat EWlNFj EW2, MW22i OBSIA, OBSIB; OBS-
2C, MW26^ 0B8M, P17DR,:P26Bi P26G, and P40D. 

17. Sectioh 4.5.1.4 (Other Parameters), jpage 20, paragraph 2: Creating a simple figure 
shoVVihg aerpbio'not-aefpbic Wells (see exaihpie below) wpidd be yrpfthwhile. Over 
timej we expect aU wells downgradipnt of the air sparging system to becotne aerobic. A 
simple map each year that shows progress would be easy to execute, easy to interpret, 
and easy to reproduce. 

18. Table 5: Please add a footnete that explains the 'Si0" entry in the flow rate column. 



19. Additioml plots of concentration versus time, similar to Figures 6 through 14, are 
needed. A revie\v of data going back to 2006 indicates several wells at which 
exceedances have occmTed, yet no plot is; available to review and (in some cases) 
demonstrate progress. For example, ES exceedances of VC have been fotind at the 
unplotted locations P7B, P17B^ P22Bj P26B, P27B, P28B, and P32B. While some have 
ES exceedances ̂ thin only one Of those years (e.g., P28B), others have ES exceedances 
in multiple ye^ (e.g., P32B)i We have not reviewed data before;2006 for this memo, 
but suggest that a 10-year backward-looking review would be reasonable. 

20. Appendix C: This ^pendix provides the monitoring schedule for 2012, We suggest 
that the "Well Type" codes of A, B, and C be changed to avoid confusion with the well 
nammg scheme, which uses A, B, and C fOr depths (not necessarily unit). 

The following are some desired changes regarding the presentation to improve future Annual 
Reports. 

1. A number of minor clarifications would be useful iu fUture ARs; amOhg these are: 

• Define 'probes" in the discussion of the SGOUISVE system and "points" in the 
discussion of the GtCPU (i.e. , a probe is a vadose zone nionitonng Well and a point is an 
air sparging well); 

• Distinguish the vapor extraction wells frpm grpxmdw^er extraction wells. Eyen though 
groundwater extraction wells are currently not Operating, they exist and have been 
discussed in historical docvunents; continuity of tenninology is needed; 

• Modify phrases such as "potentid air ennssion limits" (see page 5, Of the 2011AR) to. 
become more specific; 

• Replace the often-used phrase''was not quantified-' with more accurate phraseology. We 
recommend using: "was not detected at the Method Detection Limit or Limit of Detection 
reported by the labotatOry"; 

2. Figures 1 through 5 of the AR are very dark and have such low contrast among various 
symbols that they are not very useable. To correct the problem* the underlying aerid 
photographic image should be manipulated by increasing the brightness and reducing the 
Contrast of the entire image (which will wash it out), vdiich may be proceeded by 
changing the color pdette to grayscde. Once this is done, the overlyiug contours and 

3. Provide an additiond map that shows the entire iiifinstructUre depicted on Figures 1 
tiirough 3 of the AR (i.e., soil vapor extraction wellS, groundwater extraction Wells, air 
sparging wells, groundwater monibsting and private wells) on one figure. Retain Figures 
1 througji 3. For clarity, we recommend using no aerid photograph as the bottom "layer" 
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of the figure. 

4. The AR should provide a map that shows water quality monitoring results. A subset of 
analytes or species would be acceptable. As per the discussions of monitoring results in 
the fej^rt, these parameters ini^ logically be tetrahydrofiiran (THF), VC, Henzehe, DO, 
and ORP. A graphical sUminafy would greatly facilitate die reader's understanding. 

5; The AR does not provide a table sumniarizing water quality monitoring results. Instead, 
one must slogthrough about 1,300 pages oflaboratOry reports to extract results. For 
example, the AR (page. 5) mdicates that DO coUcentr^ons at certain Wells exceeded 20.9 
percent, but there is no convenient Way to review or contextualize this statement. One 
response may be that Appendix E of the AR presents a list of all KR140 exceedances; 

all other detections and non-rdetections are not provided.. A subset of analytes or species 
wotild be acceptable, for example THF, VC, Benzene, DO, and ORP. The organiicS' 
concentrations would be repprted tp hfDL/LOD (for example^ if a. laboratory result of 3,1 
Ug/T lies between the LOD and the LOQ it would be displayed as 3.1 J ug/L, and a nom 
detect for an LOD of 1.2 ug/L would be displayed as <1.2;ugA>). The reporting limit 
would not be used in these results. DO aUd O]^ are field rneasurements, so these "left^ 
censoring" issues do not apply. 

Resolution of 2011 Five-Year Review Issues 

The most recent Five Year Review Report (5 YRR) was finalized and approved on July 27,2011. 
It identified one major issue— the lack of "a significant overall declining trend throughout the 
aquifer, especially for VC", and described two recommendatidns aid fOllow-up actions. The 
first of these was fiiaf the "PRp should eyaluatC alterfiatives, propose specific enhancements to 
the system, and implement them according to a schedule. The groundwater purnp-and-treat 
system should remain on-site and operational iintil the LFAS is optimized;" This 
recommendation was given a milestone implementation date of September 2013. 

Page 11 of the 2011 AR makes a reconUnendatiQn to "evaluate the potential installatipn of two 
additional sparge points at the Site; The additional sparge points could include reconstructed 
wells (i.e;, groundwater or ISVE extraction) at the Site." This appears to be a direct response to 
the 5YRR. 

At the present time, more than half of the available tune bfetween when die 5 YRR was issued and 
the stated nulestone has passed. The 2011 AR provides no scheduleTor the recommended 
evaluation, let alone for implementing its results and reconunendations. Given the time required 
to prepare, review, revise, approve, and implement a work plan, even in a hi^y efficient 
manner, we are conc^ed about WMWI's abili^ to meet this milestone. 

Therefore, we arerequiring, unless we negotiate a different program within 30 days of the date 
of this letter, the following program in accordance with the schedule outlined to address the 
SYRR issue m a timely manner: 



• A report describing the evaluation identified by WMWI in the 2011 AJ^ which will 
specifically evaluate alternatives and propose specific enhancements to the system,; as 
stated in the 2011 5YRR—due January 18;, 2013. 

• A timely, review and response by the EPA and WDNR—due March 1,2013 ̂ 

• Assuming approval, a work plan with specific enhahcementSj bid drawings, startup 
testing and monitoring plan, and any changes required to the QAPP or SAP—due May 3, 
2013. 

• A timely review and response by EPA and WDNR—due June 14,2013. 

• Construction and startup testing complete and system enhancements in production—due 
July 29,2013., 

• Submission of a report commimicatii^ as-builts, well installation reports and filings, 
etc;—due August 26,2013 (excluding Water quality analysis results fi-om laboratories 
that have longer QA/QC schedules); 

Note: The 201 l AR indicates that one possible additional sparge point might be a reconstructed 
extraction well, EWl or EW2. We stronelv recommend against, considering or using EWl as a 
sparge point. EWl iis too close to monitoring weU P17; introducing a sparge well at this location 
would irrecoverably damage tiie groundwater monitoring network and would, in effect, be a case 

WMWI Proposed Monitoring Plan Changes 

The 2008 AR contained a substantial plan to reduce monitoring at the Hagen Farm site. In 
August 2011, EPA approved a sighificarit redtxction in the list of ahalytes via an e-mail 
correspondence. WMWI seeks further approval from EPA regarding its previous request to 
reduce the parameters and sampling frequencies for the current list of analytes. Table 1 (see 
attached) from the 2008 AR displays WMWTs proposed monitoring schedule, which should be 
taken modulo the 2011 EPA-approved reductions. Table 2 (see attached) is the proposed 
monitoring schedule for 2012 from Appendix C of the 2011 AR. The following discussion 
references all three documents (2008 2011, AR, and the EPA's August 2011 metnO). 

We are largely in agreement that frequencies can be reduced, but recommend some changes from 
the RP proposal. Table 2 below shows modifications of attached Table 1, with color coded 
changes for wells, frequencies, and w^r-level-only sampling. 

• We agree with the elimination of the monthly water quality sampling. Note, however, 
that if new air sparging points are operated, Aen a short-term start-up supplemental 
monitoring plan woiild be necessary. Such a plan would include short-interval sampling 
and would not require changing the long-term monitoring schedulei 

• While we generally agree to Changes m the quarterly water quality sampling, we 
recommend a small number of changes, in addition to those locations identified in the 
2008 ARj quarterly sampling should be maintained at PI TB and P22B to provide nested 
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data. It should also be maintained at OB8M and P32B, where VC, exeeedanees of the ES 
have been recorded. 

While we a^e with a number of the changes in the setnirahnual Water quality sampling, 
we propose tfam semi-annual water quality sampling should be maintain^ at jG04 to 
provide a stable sheam of up-gradient data^ MW7 for paired data, P22C for more paired 
data. 

Compared to WMWI's proposal for revised mdhitbrihg, some additional grouodwatm 
head (water ieyei) data shotild be cQllected. These additional measurements are indicated 
iu Table 2 by "(n)", where «is the number of measurements per annum-

Water quality sample samples from EWIINF and EW2 should be obtained setni-antiually 
and water levels quarterly; this schedule may be modified if new air sparging points are 
operated. 

and the 
estimated groundwater head cohtQur s in the eastern half of the Wingra Redi-Mix site. 

Fii^yv with respect to the analyte lists (Appendix Cy Page 3 from the 2011 AR), we recommend 
that the VOC annual and semi-annual lists be swapped. This will ensure that the most 
comprehensive spatial coverage (annual) is paired with the most comprehensive chettiical 
coverage—exactly as has been laid out for indicator species, field parameters, and metals. 
Otherwise tiie list is acceptable^ 

In summaiy, the agencies have concluded that amore a^essive remediation schedule is needed 
for the GCOU. The LFAS, in its Current state, cannot treaf the remaining groimdwater 
contamination at an acceptable rate, as evinced by the presence of cpntaminants exceeding the 
PALs downgradlient of tiie SCQU and Offsite. The agencies have discussed this concern with 
WMWl over the past years. As per the September 2007 consent decree^ WMWl must improve 
its efforts to implement appropriate corrective measures to ensure the remedy is protective of 
hiunan health and the environment 

The 2011 5 YRR concluded that on a site^wide basis, the remedy is protective of human health 
and the environment in the short term. The agencies further deterinihed that the remedy will be 
protective in the long term when the current LFAS system has been enhmiced and is eRectively 
operated and maintained. In addition, we have also discussed the need for WMWl to maintain 
and enforce the existing IGs; and tO implement additional enforceable IGs further downgradient 
of the Site, where groundwater cleanup gpals.are being exceeded, until the cleanup goals have 
been achieved throu^Out the pltune. 

1 hope this letter clarifies the agencies' position with respect tP the remedial progress at the site, 
the necessary steps to insiire that the groimdwater cleanup will be achieved under the terms of 

^ (United States of mnerica v. Waste Management of Wisconsin, Ihci, Case Ko. 07^C-0424-G) 
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the consent decree, and the approvable nioiutoring changes uhdef fuhire operation and 
maintenance. Please contact me if you would like to discuss any of these items fiirthef. 

Sincdrely, 

Sheila A. Sullivan 
Remedial Project Manager 
U.S. EPA, Region 5 
Tel: (312) 886-5251 
E-mail; sullivmi.sheila@epa,gpv 

Enclosures (3) 

cc: Gary Edelstein, WDNR 
LisaZebpvitz, Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 5 

77 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD 
CHICAGO, IL 60604-3590 

REPLY TO THE ATTENTION OF: SR-6J 

June 20,2014 

Michael L. Peterson, P.E. 
Closed Sites Management Group 
Waste Management 
N96 W13600 County Line Road 
Germantown, WI 53022 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

RE: Revised Work Plan for the Expansion of the Low-flow Air Sparge System at the Hagen 
Farm Superfund Site, Town of Dunkirk, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Peterson, 

This letter regards the June 3,2014 revised work plan for the expansion of the Low-flow Air 
Sparge (LFAS) System at Hagen Farm, submitted by SCS Engineers on behalf of Waste 
Management of Wisconsin (WMWI). The revisions were informed by our discussion of minor 
issues during the conference call held on April 30,2014 between U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), WMWI and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR). The 
four items of concern and the agreed solutions were documented in EPA's letter to you of May 
27,2014. In that letter, EPA approved of the August 5,2013 work plan as modified by the 
solutions stated in the letter. 

We reviewed the revised Jime 3*^^ work plan and found that our requested revisions have been 
satisfactorily incorporated into the document; therefore, we are approving the work plan. We 
also strongly recommend that WMWI develop an approach to estimate the radius of influence of 
LFAS conversion wells EW-IINF and EW-3, as a post-construction diagnostic. 

Because you are receiving this approval letter two days beyond the scheduled date of June 18*'', 
we understand that this delay may need to be factored into the estimated activity completion 
dates. We look forward to the installation and start-up of the enhanced LFAS system. . 



Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this letter. 

Sincerely, 

SheUouA. SuUC^cvn/ 

Sheila A. Sullivan 
Remedial Project Manager 
Superfiind Division 
U.S. EPA, Region 5 
Tel: (312) 886-5251 
E-mail: sullivan.sheila@epa.gov 

cc: Mike Prattke, SCS Engineers 
Dave Dougherty, Subterranean, Inc. 
Gary Edelstein, WDNR 
Michelle Gale, WM 
Jeffrey Cahn, ORG 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
&• =& REGIONS 

• 77 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60604-3590 

^ I 77 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD (SR-6J) 

REPLY TO THE ATTENTION OF: SR-6J 

March 3,2016 

Michael L. Peterson, P.E. 
Waste Management 
Closed Sites Management Group 
Waste Management, Inc. 
W124N9355 Boundary Road 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Peterson, 

This letter is in response to your letter of February 9,2015 in which Waste Management of 
Wisconsin, Inc. (WMWI) requested permission from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to reduce the monitoring of the vapor extraction wells associated with the In-situ Vapor 
Extraction (ISVE) system' and the onsite gas probes. I will first address the extraction well 
sampling. 

EPA previously authorized a reduction in the sampling frequency for volatile organic compoimds 
(VOCs) at the operating extraction wells from semi-annual to annual. The annual sampling must 
be performed in November to provide a worst-case scenario. EPA documented this approval in a 
letter dated May 22, 2014 to WWMI (see page 2 of that letter). 

In a letter dated February 9, 2015^, WWMI-requested EPA's written approval to discontinue the • • 
annual VOC sampling at the individual ISVE extraction wells, but continue the annual VOC 
sampling at the blower inlet in November of each year. WMWI made this request because prior 
data confirmed that emissions from the ISVE system were well below applicable regulatory 
requirements and are expected to remain so into the future. EPA is providing approval for the 
requested changes in monitoring frequency by receipt of this letter. Under the existing 
monitoring scenario in February 2015, the latest annual VOC sampling conducted for the blower 
inlet occurred shortly after November of 2015. This VOC sampling would have also applied to 
the extraction wells. Because of the elapsed time between your request and EPA's written 

' The ISVE system was installed as a component of the source control operable unit (SCOU) remedy 
for the site in 1994 as a pilot project. The pilot has been operating since that time and is being closely 
tracked by EPA and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR). 



approval, a misunderstanding apparently occurred and as a result, VOCs were not collected from 
the extraction wells. In this specific instance, the blower inlet data should suffice. 

EPA believes it is reasonable to collect a round of confirmation samples once every five years in 
November at all of the ISVE extraction wells as the data will provide information to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the remedy as required by the Five Year Review (FYR). This frequency will 
apply retroactively from the time the last round of samples collected. 

The second part of WWMFs request is to discontinue the quarterly field measurements at the gas 
probes because the data show that conditions within the waste mass have been stable for some 
time. The measurements have been used to evaluate periodic adjustments to the vacuum at the 
extraction wells in order to maximize removal of VOCs. We agree that quarterly gas probe 
measurements are not critical to assessing the effectiveness of the ISVE system at this time and 
approve of your request to discontinue the measurements. We strongly recommend that you 
continue to take annual measurements at the 11 probes located outside of the waste mass (i.e., 
GP16 and GP20 - GP29) to ensure that no offsite gas migration is occurring. In addition, EPA 
has determined that a round of confirmation measurements once every five years (corresponding 
to the required FYRs) at all of the gas probes should be taken as they will provide a "snapshot" 
of the remedy's effectiveness and will assist in identifying areas of potential optimization. These 
samples should also be collected five years from the last sampling event. 

The five-year monitoring frequency at the individual extraction wells and the gas probes is 
practical, and will provide data to support the FYR as well as substantial monitoring relief to 
WMWI. If there is evidence to support more frequent monitoring or the need to collect an 
occasional roimd of data in the future, then EPA may require such activity. 

EPA is currently reviewing your letter of January 4, 2016 in which WMWI proposes to conduct 
a rebound test to evaluate the role of monitored natural attenuation in groundwater remediation. 
We will keep you apprised of our progress oh that front, 

I hope this letter clarifies EPA's expectations of future monitoring at the Hagen Farm site. If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 312-886-5251. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila A. Sullivan 
Project Manager 
Superfund Division 

^ U.S. EPA 

cc: Gary Edelstein, WDNR 
Mike Prattke, SCS Engineers 
David Dougherty, Subterranean, Inc. 
Jeffrey Cahn, U.S. EPA, ORG 




